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Notes on 500 and 500-related references 

 
This paper is an attempt to record every single 500-related reference from the entire run of the magazine. It includes articles, references in event reports, 
For Sale advertisements. It also tries to include details that are relevant to the context of the 500 movement, such as clubs, organisation of the sport, and 
the development of venues. The only area where it is limited is when covering the careers of 500 drivers before or after their time in the movement 
 
Status: All magazines in the time period have been fully catalogued. 
 
Notes On : 
• Magazine issues with no entry & light shading are not available for cataloguing. We would be grateful if you could volunteer to add any missing issues. 
• Every effort has been made to find references, including references in general and classified advertisements. However, it is quite possible that some may have been missed whether 

because they are very obscure, apparently irrelevant, or just human error. 
• Transcription Style: 

• Text has been transcribed verbatim (including spelling errors), with only modern grammar substituted for contractions (e.g. “S Moss” for “S.Moss”; “ftd” for f.t.d.) 
• “(sic)” notation may have been used where relevant in text, and is a transcriber’s note rather than the source text. 
• For longer articles, only pieces of note are transcribed. The ellipsis (“… “) before a sentence indicates that text deemed irrelevant has been skipped (which could run to many 

paragraphs, e.g. reports of other classes in an event report). The ellipsis within a sentence indicates that the original text drifted off-subject. 
• For other notes, refer to the 500OA comments. 
• We have copied MOTOR SPORT magazine’s own style of referring to itself in small capitals. This differentiates the magazine from the activity of motor sport. 

• Obviously many 500 drivers were being mentioned in the magazine when they were racing other cars. Only references relevant to the 500 story have been transcribed. If you intend to 
research a driver across classes, you will need to go back to source. 

• MOTOR SPORT magazine ran continuous page numbering from January to December. However, it operated some curious rules as to what it considered a page. For this exercise, page 
numbers are given to the classified advertisement pages at the end of an issue, continuing from the last numbered page. Occasionally that number will also be given to the opening 
pages of the next issue (also un-numbered, and counted forward from the first numbered page). It will make sense when you find it… 

• If you can add to this list, whether by cataloguing any missing issues or by commenting on existing notes, please send a marked-up copy of this file to Richard Hodges 
(HiRich@omh.demon.co.uk). Thanks. 
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1945 
Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
Through all 12 editions, there are no references at all to the development or promotion of a Class I formula, or construction of any cars. 
 

1946 
Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
January 1946 
pp13 Rumblings 

A 500cc class at sprint events has been suggested many times in MOTOR SPORT, notably by 
Kenneth Neve. Lots of ‘special’ builders indicated that they were very keen to try their hands 
at this interesting aspect of the game, but obviously they were not prepared to carry their 
plans very far until one or more of the active clubs promised a class for such cars at their 
events. Until last month no one was bold enough to do this. Then the Vintage SCC came 
forward with the announcement that in all their future speed events provision would be made 
for Class I cars. In order to gain some ideas of the likely entries which Class I will obtain, AS 
Heal asks any amateur builders of such cars who would like to compete in VSCC speed 
trials and hill-climbs later this year to communicate with him – at Red Hill Cottage, Denham, 
Bucks. (Denham 2710) 

 

February 1946 
pp36 Rumblings 

The Vintage SCC has led the way in respect of 500cc racing cars by announcing that its 
future events will embrace a class for such cars. This announcement is followed by news of 
a meeting of the go-ahead Bristol Aeroplane Company’s Motor Sports Club, which also 
intends to sponsor the half-litres. The latter club suggests not more than two cylinders, 
superchargers banned, single-seater bodies and no other restrictions, dope fuel being 
permitted. This would seem a wise policy and one which might be widely adopted. It will to 
some extent deter Money-Bags Junr. from coming along and wiping everyone’s eye with an 
expensive blown, all-independent, multi-cylinder job. It still remains to be seen whether 
500cc “specials” will be so slow as to make 1100cc GN-basis jobs more desirable and 
whether, in the long run, the latter won’t be less expensive as well as more exciting. But on 
the face of it, the 500cc sprint class is worth a trial. 

 

March 1946 
pp65 Wanted 

BSA fwd unit complete with road wheels, half shafts, etc.. Year and model immaterial. Also 
500cc DT JAP engine complete with magneto and carburettor. Wilcocks, The Cottage, 

• Not identified as a specific 500 racing 
project, and the only Wilcocks 
recorded is in a Cooper in 1952. 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
Faircross Way, St. Albans 

April 1946 
 No references  
May 1946 
pp104 Rumblings 

The suggested rules for 500cc class contests, laid down by the BAC Motor Sports Club are 
by now well known and seem generally acceptable. We rather liked the idea of not 
permitting more than two cylinders, but whether or not real economy would have resulted 
from insisting on pump fuel is debatable, John Bolster, of course, believing that reliability can 
only be courted by using alcohol, and rightly saying that engine “blow-ups” will absorb more 
cash than costly fuel. With this question goes the capacity of the fuel tanks, although 
enforcing two gallons maximum capacity might well even things up in circuit racing, by 
bringing the more highly-tuned alcohol-motored cars into the pits quite frequently – probably 
once every 30 miles or so. Even before the discussion on March 25th, the very go-ahead 
Bristolians had done much for 500cc cars. Enquiries came in from as far afield as 
Singapore, Scotland, Leamington and Cardiff, and Bolster, Neve, Carson, Joe Fry, Poore 
and HC Lones are reported to have 500cc “specials: on the stocks. So the support of the 
Vintage SCC, BOC and Midland AC is well merited. Dick Caesar has done a very great deal 
for the “new fast motoring” movement, including a visit to London to confer with SCH Davis. 
He also enthuses over racing of cars powered with standard Ford Ten or similar engines, but 
realises that 500cc “specials” are of more universal appeal. 
On March 25th last another meeting was held and the proposals brought to a head. It was 
suggested that any type of half-lire engine be permitted, but that superchargers be barred, 
that four-wheel brakes with an independent hand-lever be insisted upon and that no 
restrictions be made in respect of fuel or bodywork, etc., providing the minimum weight is 
500lb. All this seems perfectly acceptable, taken in conjunction with the RAC scrutineering 
proviso, but it must be remembered that these are suggestions only. Already the May 
Prescott meeting includes a class for supercharged 500s, unless the regulations have been 
amended. Now how much more usefully directed all this praiseworthy and enterprising 
Bristol thinking would have been had the RAC laid down these rules as applying to all 
national 500cc contests, record-breaking excepted. Or even if Leslie Wilson, Eric Giles, 
Harry Bowler and other sprint organisers had agreed to a common formula to govern their 
500cc class events. However, near-standardisation will undoubtedly follow and 500cc racing 
is “on.” Eighty souls are now earnestly interested. 

• Wilson, Giles and Bowler are the 
Competition Secretaries of the MAC, 
BOC and VSCC 

June 1946 
pp115 Wet At Prescott! (19th May) 

… Two 500cc cars ran, Strang’s 499cc HRD-engined, Fiat-500-chassis Strang 500, and 
 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
Lones’s 496cc Tiger Kitten. The latter has a well-finned one-cylinder JAP engine in an Austin 
Seven chassis, using an Austin Seven gearbox, an upside down Austin “Ulster” front axle, 
and a cut-down “Ruby” Austin radiator grille. These two proved conclusively that 500cc cars 
are amply fast enough to hold the spectators’ interest, and Strang scored a splendid victory, 
his time being 59.05 sec. against Lones’s 59.1 sec. 

pp122 500cc Hints And Tips – A talk by Francis Beart before the Hants & Berks MC 
One page review of a talk by Francis Beart, mainly focussing on tuning of the Norton ohc 
engine (ie International and early Manx models). Suggests 45bhp is easily achievable, and 
identifies where build and set-up attention should be focussed to achieve this with reliability. 

 

July 1946 
pp151 Shelsley Walsh Review (1st June) 

… To qualify to run in the afternoon, certain entrants had to clock 50 seconds or under 
during the morning, and this took heavy toll of the 117 entries. The 500cc cars and 
Edwardians were exempt, but with the exception of the Lightweight Special, none of the 
remaining 750cc cars qualified… 
… Rain began to fall heavily two minutes before the climbs were due to start, and the 500cc 
cars opened proceedings in fearful weather. Lones took “Tiger Kitten” away steadily, slid 
about somewhat, held his little car, and did 53.86sec. Strang followed, steadier, but working 
at the tiller, to clock 54.12sec. 
… That concluded the first half, and almost at once Lones opened play again. This time 
Strang just beat him, to win the 500cc class 

 

pp156 Bugatti Owners’ Club Prescott Hill Climb (23rd June) 
All the Lones family helped to start “Tiger Kitten” which now has its front cowling removed, 
improving its appearance. Lones turned round on two of his runs. 

 

August 1946 
pp183 Rumblings 

Further Half-Litres: Lones and Strang have set the 500cc ball rolling in no mean manner at 
Prescott and Shelsley Walsh, using JAP and HRD one-lunger engines, respectively. Next 
season, or even at the tail-end of this, we can expect more cars to compete in this class. 
Bearing out Whittet’s remarks about his staff, reported above, one member of the firm, Hugh 
Sewell, had all the parts for his proposed 500cc “special” gathered about him and assembly 
should, by now, have begun. He intends to use a chassis built-up, as one would expect at 
Cowell and Whittet’s, of 3-in dia. steel tubing, braced by three 3-in cross tubes, and with the 
remaining necessities fabricated from mild steel plate. The front end will be Fiat “500” and 
the rear end of a fwd DKW, thus providing independent suspension front and back. The 
engine will be a Triumph Twin, probably a “Tiger 100,” set behind the driver, a la Strang, and 
driving via the appropriate Triumph gearbox. Fiat wheels will probably be used in front and 

• Item refers to Cowell, Whittet & Co. of 
Bagshot, the engineering & race 
preparation workshop of Bob Cowell 
and Pat Whittet 

 
• See also Letters from Readers, 

October 1946, in relation to Tim 
Carson. 

 
• Tim Carson sells his car (apparently 

unused) to Axel-Berg around May 
1947. 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
DKW wheels at the back, at all events to start with, and the top gear ratio will be a matter for 
experimentation. 
Another person who is about to put together a similar car is none other than genial Tim 
Carson, VSCC secretary. Tim’s idea is to use an Austin Seven chassis (a la Lones) but with 
the front axle and ¼-elliptic springs from his old sv Amilcar. His engine, set in the 
conventional position before the driver, will be Norton – ES2 for sprint work and a Model 18 
for longer duration dicing. Tim proposes to take both engines to meetings, so that if one 
gives up the ghost he can use the other – literally a case of “dropping in a new engine, old 
boy.” From the engine sprocket a chain will convey the drive to an off-set Norton gearbox 
and another chain will bring the drive back to the Austin Seven prop. shaft. For a start, the 
wheels will probably be ordinary Austin Seven, with 3.50x19in tyres. This car is unlikely to be 
ready before the 1947 season. 
Another 500cc exponent is F/Lt Palmer, who will use a 500cc flat-twin Douglas dirt-track 
engine, while Crowley-Milling hopes to produce a car with Triumph Twin engine. 

September 1946 
pp193 Class Record Fall At Prescott July Climb (28th July) 

… The practice period offered some interesting spectacles. The new 500cc Cooper-Special 
– not John Cooper’s work – had its head off as a bent valve had to be replaced. This car is a 
really fine effort, consisting of a dirt-track JAP engine, driving by chain to a Triumph gearbox, 
final drive being by another chain to a drive, via neat little universal joints and splined shafts. 
The front-end, brakes and wheels are also Fiat 500, and the car carries a proper, well-faired 
body, a slot in the front conducting cooling air to the cylinder via a long tube. The weight is 
about 600lb. 
… Strang sported a huge megaphone exhaust on the Strang 500. 
… Then came the racing machinery. Lones’s 500cc car went very nicely through the “S’s,” 
but Strang made best time in the class and beat his own record by 5.35sec, clocking 
53.7sec 

 

pp197 Val Des Terres Hill-Climb (5th August) 
The Guernsey Club’s speed hill-climb was attended by the Governor, HE Major-General Sir 
Philip Neame, VC. 
FTD was made by Bainbridge (ERA) in 50.6sec. Yates, in his 3-litre Maserati, now with 
Wilson box, was second fastest, in 54.2sec, third fastest be Le Gallais’s 1927 Wolseley-
engined T MG, in 54.4sec. Len Parker’s V12 Allard made fastest sports-car time, but was 
actually slower than Lones’s “Tiger Cat” in the 500cc racing class, 56.6 against 55.4. 

 

pp201 BRDC Bulletin 
Since 1932, motor-cycle grass-track meetings have been held every two weeks during the 
season at Brands Hatch, near Farningham, Kent (about 18 miles from London on the main 

 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
Folkestone road, A20). Brands Hatch is an estate of about 400 acres, about half of which is 
thickly wooded, and the one-mile grass track, roughly oval in shape, lies in a little valley, the 
sides of which form natural grandstands. It is no proposed to build a 45ft wide tarmac road 
on the site of the existing grass track, altering the shape slightly by replacing the sweeping 
curves at both ends by short straights and hairpins. This will make the circuit more suitable 
for motor-car events. 
Adjoining the grass track is a 50-acre field cultivated by the local War Agricultural 
Committee. As soon as this field is de-requisitioned it is intended to extend the circuit to 
about 2 ½ miles. This full circuit will include ¾ and ½ mile straights and, all being well, 
should be completed in time for the 1948 season, when it is planned to stage a number of 
motor-car races. 

October 1946 
pp220 Brighton Speed Trials (7th September) 

Racing Cars up to 850cc: Following on the Vintage SCC Prescott Meeting, this was a great 
victory for 500cc-class racing machinery. The little Cooper-Special, beautifully turned out, 
beat seven other runners of 750 or more cc. The Lightweight was fluffing Phillips’s MG went 
sick, but Bowles’s Austin got away nicely, driver crouching low. Coles’s MG sounded very 
potent and just beat Hodgson’s MG, which had uncowled radiator, two bucket seats and 
strip wings. 
1st J Cooper (Cooper-Special): 35.81sec., 62.48mph 
2nd A Issigonis (Lightweight-Special): 37.50sec. 
3rd J Bowles (Austin): 38.38sec. 

 

pp224 New Speed Trial Venue (West Court, 15th September) 
The racing cars up-to-1100cc class was a convincing success for the 498cc Cooper-Special, 
which not only beat eight larger cars, five of them blown, but did it by a nice margin and 
without apparent effort. Cooper did 25.7sec., Brandon 27.66sec. Then on the second runs, 
Cooper did a rousing 24.73sec. and, telling Brandon to “drop it into top after the corner,” 
gave the car to his co-driver. Brandon got off well, snapped the gear-lever towards him, 
accelerated hard, cut for the corner, and crackled out of sight – 24.42sec., fastest time and 
only 1.1sec slower than ftd! This, following Strang’s ftd at the VSCC Prescott meeting, sets 
Class I cars very much on their little wheels. 

 

pp226 International Prescott (22nd September) 
… The Lones family had a busy time when the 500cc engine in “Tiger Kitten” twisted off its 
flywheel and the 1100cc engine had to be installed to convert the car into “Tiger Cat.” 
… The only runner in the 500cc class was the beautifully-prepared and driven Strang “500” 
with which Strang clocked 52.98sec. on his first run, beating his own class record by .72sec. 
The exhaust megaphone gives him eight additional bhp. 

 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
… Lones, now back with his V-twin engine, easily won the 501-1100cc racing class from the 
Wharton-Special, Nickols, in the ex-Parnell twin-ohc MG “Magnette,” being 3rd. 

pp227 VSCC Prescott Meeting (31st August) 
The Vintage SCC made history at Prescott on August 31st, for a 500cc class car beat all-
comers, Strang’s HRD-engined Strang Special making ftd in 54.88sec. 
With picture of the Strang. 

 

pp228 Bo’Ness Hill-Climb (7th September) 
Class winners were: Weir’s MG, Strang’s Strang “500”, Williams’ Alfa Romeo, Chassell’s 
Frazer-Nash, Murray Frame’s BMW, Lockhart and Johnson. 

 

pp240 Letters From Readers 
I was very interested in the description in the August issue of Mr Carson’s proposed 500cc 
racing car, in which he is utilising Norton engines in an Austin Seven chassis, driving 
through a Norton gearbox. You state, however, that he is using a model “ES2” engine for 
sprint work and a model “18” for longer duration racing, but surely there must be some 
inaccuracy in this report? The 490cc push-rod engine fitted by the manufacturers to both the 
model “18” and “ES2” is the same, and the only difference between these two models lies in 
the frame construction, as the latter uses a frame of semi-loop construction. 
No doubt the other power plant beside the push-rod one that Mr Carson propose to use is 
one of the overhead camshaft engines, in which case it will either be a model “CS1” or 
model “30.” The main external visible differences between these two engines are in the 
valve springs, rocker-box, and carburetter, as the model “30,” which is, of course, the 490cc 
engine fitted by Norton Motors Ltd. in their famous “International” model, has hairpin valve 
springs, a rocker-box of more robust construction, and is fitted with a flange-fitted Amal TT34 
carburetter, whereas the “CS1” is, of course, fitted with normal coil springs and a normal 
adaptor-type Amal carburetter. I wonder if Mr Carson has been fortunate enough to obtain a 
model “30” engine built to Manx racing specification? If so, this engine will be, amongst other 
things, fitted with an alloy head and barrell, and electron crankcase and rocker-box – all of 
which will be conducive to a really good power to weight ratio, and which, when the car is 
completed, should prove a worthy challenger to the now firmly established half-litre class. 
I am, Yours, etc. 
RAF 
MM Usher LAC 

• A response appears in November. 

November 1946 
pp247 Gerard ‘s ERA Takes Cofton Hackett Course Record (12th October) 

Racing Cars up to 750cc: 
1st: C. Strang (“Strang 500”) – 32.4sec. (only runner, new class record) 

 

pp266 BRDC Notes  



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
New National Colour: Some time ago it was announced that for a trial period of two years 
(commencing in 1947) the distinctive colour for British cars in International competitions will 
be blue, with the national flag on each side of the car. The actual shade has not been 
defined, and it is suggested that Royal blue should be used to differentiate from  the shade 
used by the French. The position of the national flag has not been laid down, as it will 
obviously depend on the shape of the body, the location of the race numbers taking 
precedence. Size must be 1,575 square cm, which means the Union Jack will measure 
approximately 32cm by 48cm. 

pp270 Club News 
A Class I Club: News is now to hand about the new club for builders of 500cc cars. An 
administrative and technical committee will work in conjunction in an attempt to define the 
national 500cc class. A magazine is contemplated, which should do much to assist those 
building these little cars, of which the Strang “500” and Cooper-Special are such effective 
yard-sticks. Sec., JOM Siddall, Milford House, Lansdown, Bath. 

 

pp273 Letters From Readers 
In reply to MM usher’s letter in last month’s issue, you were quite correct in stating my two 
Norton engines are a Model 18 and an ES2, as although these as now fitted by Nortons are 
the same, my two engines vary somewhat. The Model 18 is a 1930, I think, with cylinder 
head bolted to the block, exposed valve gear and flat-topped piston. The ES2 is a 1938 with 
cylinder head bolts going right through the cylinder into the crankcase, enclosed valve gear 
and a HC piston. I was unable to find a camshaft engine at a reasonable price, but am 
hoping to get over 40bhp from the ES2 with a 14-to-1 compression. 
 
I am, Yours, etc. 
Tim Carson, Basingstoke 

 

pp276 FOR SALE: 500cc class car for disposal. Very special racing Morgan 3-wheeler chassis, as 
described in the Motor Cycle, Oct. 1944. High tensile front chassis tubes completely 
triangulated, complete with new 3-speed gearbox, rear springs, steering, special front 
wheels with new brakes and extra strong rear wheel, less tyres but numerous spares, the 
whole easily converted to a 4-wheeler for 500cc racing. Will accommodate single-cylinder 
engine. Price £110. FL Beart, Thames Cottage, Thames Street, Walton-on-Thames. 

 

December 1946 
pp278 ‘Special’ Qualifications Down At Lightwater 

Visitors to Whinlands Works these days are immediately struck by the remarkable number of 
“Specials” which appear to be almost growing on the walls Busy little men keep rushing in 
and out of masses of steel tubes, and great care has to be exercised to guard against one of 
them being left inside a chassis when it is finally welded up. 

• Advertisement for Pat Whittet & CO., 
formerly Cowell & Whittet 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
Much of the activity is, of course, directed towards next season’s racing. Several cars are 
being built to customer’s order, and it is rumoured that four more very special 500cc racing 
cars are being laid down for completion by the spring. For the four fortunate people who can 
get their telephone’s off the starting line fast enough, these cars should provide a great deal 
of fun next season. 
Naturally, there is still the same real appreciation and loving care shown to Vintage cars, as 
has always been the case at Whinlands, and Bentleys are frequently heard exchanging 
“drawing room” and other stories with several of the better modern sports cars. In fact, if you 
run, or are interested in a sports, vintage or racing car, Whinlands Works is one of those 
places you just “ought to visit.” It’s difficult to find but very well worth while once you get 
there. 
Pat Whittet & Co., Whinlands Works, MacDonald Road, Lightwater, Surrey. Tel.: Bagshot 
338 

 



1947 
 
Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
January 1947 
pp2 The Meeting Of The Clubs 

On December 11th last year the RAC Competitions Department called the second meeting of 
Approved Motor Clubs, with Earl Howe in the chair… 
… On the subject of the change in the British racing colour, Earl Howe said he was entirely 
to blame. At the CSI meeting he had attempted to get sanction for independent drivers to 
use their own colours (like Seaman’s black) and, high-speed technical French rather 
confusing the issue, had allowed himself to give approval to a trial period of using blue. 
SCH Davis thanked Earl Howe for his frank admission and said he was sure there was no 
blame attached, but Howe said there was blame on his shoulders and he would do his best 
to get the ruling rescinded at the next CSI meeting, which he thought would not be difficult. 

 

pp6 BRDC Notes 
The Steering Wheel: Racing folk have long felt the need for a social club in the West End, 
like the old Gilson’s. The BRDC, in conjunction with the JCC, has now opened such a club, 
at 2a Brick Street, W1, which is open between noon and 3pm, and again between 5pm and 
11pm each day. Known as the United Motor Sports Club, or, more briefly, “The Steering 
Wheel,” the annual subscription is two guineas. The club was opened by a cocktail gathering 
on December 16th last and restaurant facilities, under the supervision of a Swiss-trained chef 
de cuisine, will soon be available. The club’s telephone number is Grosvenor 2765. 

• See February 

February 1947 
pp30 RAC British Hill-Climb Championship 

One of the more interesting features of the coming season will be the British Hill-Climb 
Championship organised by the RAC. The conditions governing this contest are as follows: 

1. The RAC British Hill-Climb Championship (hereinafter termed The Championship) 
shall be competed for annually. 

2. The Championship shall be open to any individual driver of British nationality driving 
cars of the same make, category and class and holding an International Competition 
Licence issued by the RAC. 

3. The winner shall hold the RAC Trophy for twelve months as from January 1st 
following the year of competition. He shall hold the title of British Hill-Climb Champion 
for the year; and will receive a plaque or other souvenir. In addition he will receive 
one-half of the Registration Fees (See condition No.10) 

4. Drivers and cars must conform in all respects to the Supplementary Regulations 
governing each Hill Climb, including the qualifying clause applicable at any such 

 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
meeting. 

5. One event only at each venue will be selected yearly by the RAC for the purpose of 
this Championship. 

6. For 1947 the following five hills and dates have been approved for Championship 
Meetings: 

a. Bo’ness, Scotland, May 17th 
b. Shelsley Walsh, England, May 24th (or April 19th) 
c. Bouley Bay, Jersey, July 24th 
d. Craigantlet, Ulster, August 30th 
e. Prescott, England, September 14th 

7. For 1947 the marks obtained in any four Championship Meetings only shall count 
towards the Trophy. In the event of a registered championship competitor taking part 
in all five meetings, the best four performances shall count. 

8. The system of marking will be as follows: 
a. The fastest time of the day, irrespective of whether the driver is registered for 

the Championship or not, will be taken as basic speed for that event. 
b. Registered Championship competitors will be debited with the time, in one-

fifths of a second, by which they fail to attain this basic speed; e.g. the fastest 
time of the day is 14 2/5 seconds, and the fastest time put up by a registered 
championship competitor is 14 4/5 seconds. He is this debited with 2 marks. 
The next fastest time put up by a registered competitor is 15 1/5 seconds, 
and this driver is debited with 4 marks, and so on down to 10 places of 
registered competitors. 

c. On completion of the Championship Meetings these marks will be totalled – 
see condition No.7 – and the registered championship competitor debited 
with the fewest marks will be adjudged the British Hill-Climb Champion for the 
year (see Condition No.2). 

9. In the event of a tie for the Trophy, the competitor who has, in the opinion of the 
competitions committee, put up the most meritorious performance, will be judged the 
winner. 

10. Registration for the Championship shall be made to the RAC and must be 
accompanied by a registration fee of £2 2s. 0d. (This is independent of and additional 
to entries made for participation in any Championship Hill-Climb.) Registrations will 
be received up to 30 days before the first Championship event in which the entrant 
proposes to take part. 

11. Protests and Appeals against the results of any Championship Meetings shall be 
made in accordance with the provisions of the General Competition Rules and 
Supplementary Regulations governing the event and no other protest or appeal will 



Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
be considered. 

12. Entrants are bound by the GCRs; these conditions; and the supplementary 
regulations of each Championship Meeting 

13. Promoters shall as soon as possible after a Championship Meeting, forward to the 
RAC a list giving the fastest time of the day and of each registered competitor; such 
times to be certified by the official timekeeper. 

14. The RAC reserves the right to cancel or postpone the Championship if the number of 
entries is, in its opinion, inadequate: or for any other reason which it may deem to be 
sufficient. 
In the event of cancellation or postponement the registration fee will be returned, but 
under no other circumstances. 

15. The RAC reserves the right to alter any or all of these conditions for future years. 
pp36 BRDC Notes 

The Steering Wheel: Correction. In last month’s issue it was stated that the BRDC and JCC 
had combined to open the united Motor Sports Club. This is not so. The Club is sponsored 
by HJ Morgan and DJ Scannell, respective secretaries of the JCC and BRDC respectively, 
and founder members include individual members of the Committees of these and other 
Clubs and the majority of the personalities most prominent in the motor sporting world. 
The lounge and cocktail bar are now open and the restaurant is being prepared to serve 
lunches and dinners at an early date. 
Members of existing motor clubs are eligible for membership. The annual subscription is £2 
2s. 0d., and applications should be sent to the Secretary, United Motor Sports Club, 2a, 
Brick Street, W1 (Telephone: Grosvenor 2765). 

 

pp42 Club News 
We Hear: In Italy, Count Lurani looks like exercising “Nibbio” again and talks of a V-twin 
Guzzi engine, while over here Colin Strang contemplates a blown Triumph speed-twin, in the 
background, for possible use in the “Strang 500” and also thinks kindly of a big-twin Vincent. 

• Although Strang never fitted the large 
engines, the idea of the Vincent twin 
was correct. 

pp42 Club News 
EASC: Rupert Pitchford, who used to be a keen member of our VSCC and who owned a 
Frazer-Nash, writes from Nairobi to tell us of the formation of the East African Motor Sports 
Club. Membership is open to all Europeans, ladies included. Road and track races, hill-
climbs and trials are planned and it is stated that local hills are worse than Nailsworth at its 
worst and that the hazards include elephant, buffalo and rhino, not to mention lion! Vintage 
cars apparently predominate, although there are a few fast Alfa-Romeos pinched or 
borrowed from Italian colonies. Rileys, a 4 ½-litre Bentley, a 1925 3-litre Bentley sans front 
brakes, and several “specials” including a blown V8-engined “12/50” Alvis are mentioned. 
Spares and tyres are almost unobtainable, fuel is very low-octane, but enthusiasm is 

• The EASC would play a part in the 
small participation of 500s in Kenya. 
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immense. Details from R Pitchford, PO Box 4012, Nairobi, Kenya, E. Africa 

pp42 Club News 
NLECC: The annual dinner and dance of the North London ECC took place on December 
14th last, at the Hendon Hall Hotel… 
… the Rivers-Fletcher Challenge Trophy for the most meritorious performance in any 
motoring event in 1946 by a member of this club, went to Colin Strang as first holder, for his 
ftd at Vintage Prescott in the 500cc “Special” 

 

pp46 Letters From Readers 
I wish to keep you in touch with the latest developments of the “500” Car club movement. 
On Monday December 9th, there was a meeting at my house of the Technical Panel. Mr 
Laurence Pomeroy came down from London to be present. Mr Harding, Secretary of the 
Technical Panel, was there as well as General Secretary John Siddall, RD Caesar, P 
McCormic, AHG Butler, R Bickerton. Mr Roland Cross of Bath came as a consultant to the 
panel. The main objects of the meeting were the functions of the Technical Panel and the 
way in which the club magazine, “Iota,” would be its mouthpiece. This magazine will have 
other functions as well of course. It will be some 40 pages and in format 8 by 6in. 
The Technical Panel will give guidance to such builders as require it, but it does not take 
responsibility that plans which it has approved or cars it has inspected will pass the RAC 
scrutineer. Responsible representatives of the panel will be chosen in various areas to 
inspect cars built in their area. 
Members of the Panel will provide a series of articles on various aspects of design and 
construction to appear monthly in the magazine “Iota.” Mr Pomeroy promised to give this a 
start. 
The Panel will approach suitable firms on behalf of the Club and enquire about the 
availability of engines, gearboxes and other materials. This will avoid the said firms being 
inundated with enquiries from individuals. Individuals with parts of engines for disposal are 
asked to inform the Panel so that this and the above information may be published in tabular 
form each month. 
On Friday, December 20th, four of us went to talk to the MAC at Birmingham on “This ‘500’ 
Business.” We were John Siddall, Dick Caesar, Jack Harding and myself. It was a great 
success. Dick Caesar showed the CAPA film as proof that cheap racing is possible though, 
of course, “500” racing will be different in many respects. Mr Caesar then traced the history 
of the “500” formula. How he had mooted the “cadet class,” for stock Ford Ten or similar 
engines, at the MEC meeting at Birmingham in October 1943 (as previously put forward by 
Orlebar). How Neve had written in MOTOR SPORT in support of a 500cc class. Neve is an old 
friend of mine, and when he came to Bristol in November, 1944, I brought him and Caesar 
together and a fruitful discussion ensued. Then the BAC Motor Sport Club held its meeting 
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and at that and the subsequent meeting, at which representatives from clubs all over the 
country were present, the formula was evolved. Mr Harding outlined the reasons for the 
various items of the formula. I amplified his statement and told a little about the plans of the 
magazine, of which I am Assistant Editor. 
Mr Siddall introduced the speakers and generally directed our part of the show. He also 
gave the latest “gen.” There were 82 cars building, 67 being expected by next spring. In the 
USA two clubs are being formed to our formula, in Australia three, in Belgium one and in 
Holland one. Possibly Italy may come in too. But the latter is not yet very certain; Lurani is 
interested, however. 
After an interval there was a lively question time. At the end all our 50 entry forms went and 
many more left names, etc. The chairman of the meeting asked for a show of hands of those 
intending to build cars. Ten went up. It was a great success and we would like to thank the 
MAC for their consideration and kindness and the warmth of their reception. Even before the 
meeting 14 cars were scheduled in this area. 
One point of Dick Caesar’s I would emphasise, namely, that not everyone should aspire to 
become champion of this class of racing. There is plenty of room for local “Village Green” 
racing as well. 
I am, Yours, etc. 
Jane Breyer 
Bristol. Press rep. “500” Club. 

pp49 For Sale 
500cc ohv Ariel engine, circa 1931, £9. Various DT Douglas spares, including two close ratio 
gearboxes, £5 each. Neve, Thatched Cottage, Lower Whitley, Warrington. 

• It seems odd for Kenneth Neve to be 
selling equipment at this stage (Neve 
was using a Douglas engine in his 500 
in the Summer of 1947. 

pp52 Wanted 
500cc racing engine, Norton, Triumph twin, or JAP; also close-ratio “Brooklands” or 
“Gamecock” Riley gearbox. Gillard, Westbury Road, London E17 

• Mr Gillard has not been traced as a 
500 racer. 

March 1947 
pp76 Advertisement 

Higher Road Garage, Ltd., Urmston, Manchester 
who have catered for the discerning automobilist since 1934 invite you to inspect their .5-litre 
racing voiturette 

• This vehicle has not been identified 
yet. The Higher Road Garage is listed 
to AC Molyneux and J West 

pp77 Wanted 
500cc ohv Douglas or Triumph Twin for 500 car. Particulars and price to Robinson, Foley 
Road, Pedmore, Stourbridge, Worcs. 

 

April 1947 
 No references  
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May 1947 
pp119 The 500cc Outlook 

The 500 Club has now finalised its National 500cc Formula (with one-page summary 
following). 
… it is distressing to find that, while such cars are catered for at Prescott and Shelsley 
Walsh, no mention is made of the Formula, and consequently 500cc cars not conforming to 
the above specification can compete. This is bound to undo all that the 500 Club has done 
towards obtaining fair and inexpensive racing and we hope this not-easy-to-understand state 
of affairs will soon be rectified. 

• In the event, only one non-Formula car 
turned out – the Bond Type A. 

pp130 Club News 
Axel-Berg has bought from Tim Carson his 500cc sprint car and talks of installing therein a 
dt Douglas tuned by Mavrogordato. 

• This may be the AEF or Blitza 

June 1947 
pp145 Prescott Spring Hill-Climb (11th May) 

… So to the racing classes, opened by the “500s”. 
Lones, using a lot of revs, was excellent in “Tiger Kitten” (53.0sec), but could not cope with 
the Strang. The lusty Strang “500,” its transverse front spring liberally cord-bound, the front 
wire wheels comp.-shod, discs on the rear, went away carefully, Strang controlling the spin. 
Then the HRD engine took hold and we held our breath as he roared into the Esses, 
seemingly far too quickly to avoid the banks. But Colin knew his car, and crackled onwards 
to the finish. His second ascent was the faster, in 52.49 sec., and new class record, as his 
old figure was beaten by .49 sec. Brandon and Cooper handled their Cooper “500s” well, but 
a surprise item was the great urge displayed by Aikens new Aikens “500.” The driver, knees 
in chin, searched for his gears, but nevertheless made third fastest time in 54.39sec. His car 
has a large screen, faired headrest, wire wheels with small section tyres and appears to 
employ a Fiat rear-end and Triumph Twin engine behind the seat. The wheelspin was there 
all right! 
… In the Paddock we noted how valve cover, air intake and a Bowden control protrude from 
“Tiger Kitten’s” bonnet. 

 

pp149 Bo’ness International Meeting (17th May) 
Class Winners: 
750 Racing: C Strang (Strang “500”) – 42.7sec 

 

pp155 BMC & LCC Naish Hill Climb (10th May) 
On May 10th the Bristol Motor-Cycle and Light Car Club’s first 1947 Naish Speed Hill-Climb 
for cars provided an entertaining afternoon’s sport for both competitors and spectators and 
the times improved on the second runs as the course dried out, heavy rain having fallen in 
the morning. There were 31 entrants of whom two were non-starters. 

• Surprisingly, Bosisto is entered in the 
larger class, when there was a class 
for Specials up to 1100cc. It looks 
possible that MOTOR SPORT has 
transposed the class winners. 
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… J Bosisto made a debut in his 500cc Special and had the satisfaction of winning Class H. 
Results: “Specials” 1100cc-3000cc: J Bosisto (Buggie), 58.8sec. 

pp165 Rumblings 
Strang has fitted a new gearbox and back-axle layout to the Strang “500.” 

 

pp169 Club News 
500 Club: At the end of April the first issue of the Club’s journal, “Iota,” appeared. Beautifully 
produced, it contained articles by Earl Howe, SCH Davis, FJ Findon, L Pomeroy, Cooper 
and Colin Strang, the last-named writing most informatively on building a 500cc racing car. 
Non-members can obtain this journal for 1s. 6d. Membership of the 500 Club coasts £1 1s. a 
year and is not confined to owners or builders of 500cc cars. Classes for 500cc cars will be 
included in all the more important 1947 sprint fixtures. Builders of new cars number Kenneth 
Neve, Molyneux, Wing-Comdr. Aikens, Brandon, Bacon, Bosito, the Dutton brothers, George 
Hartwell Baird, Cdr. Yorke, Whatmough, Davidson, Bromley, Butler, Caesar, Fry, Clarkson, 
Sir Francis Samuelson, Short, Mackay, etc. They will use Aspin, JAP, Douglas, Norton, 
Triumph or Rudge engines. Dr J Boucquey hopes to form a Belgian 500 club. Hon. Sec.: 
JOH Siddall, Milford House, Landsdown, Bath 

• Molyneux will be AC Molyneux of 
Higher Road Garage 

July 1947 
pp183 Shelsley Walsh International Meeting (21st June) 

… Shelsley Walsh is really unlucky with the weather. On June 21st heavy rain commenced 
just as the International Hill-Climb started, left off for the interval, and fell again for most of 
the second runs. 
… Of the 500’s, Aikens had blanked off part of his air-scoop and moved his gear-lever from 
his pocket, while the Bosisto had a Morgan front-end, BSA-fwd rear-end and a dt Douglas 
engine. 
… Stromboli had a steering box reminiscent of the “Wasp’s,” a tubular frame, a motor-cycle 
fuel tank and a dt Douglas engine… 
… In the tea-tent we nearly fell over a yellow midget, apparently from Lea Bridge speedway. 
It turned out to be the tiny front-drive Bond 500 with no suspension and so little ground 
clearance it could not use the return road. It went fast (54.0sec) and looked entirely safe. 
… The non-runners were: The Shenton 500, Frame’s MG, the Calmark, the “Tiger Cat,” the 
“Martyr,”… 
… Strang’s Strang 500 won the 500cc class in 49.43sec., the little car really handled well. 
Second fastest was Aikens, who just beat Brandon’s Cooper 500, both the Coopers nicely 
placed, close to the banks of the “S” 
Class Placings: Up to 500cc: 
1st: C Strang (Strang 500): 49.43s 
2nd: F Aikens (Aiken 500): 50.52s 

• Wasp here refers to Jack Moor’s 
previous machine. 
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3rd: E Brandon (Cooper 500): 50.60s 

pp189 Prescott Club Meeting (June) 
… Although the course was dry it was quite slippery and that led to more breathtaking 
moments than ever before. 
… Strang spoilt his first run, spinning the Strang 500 round going into the Esses, Aikens did 
likewise with the Aiken 500 at the first corner… 
… The 500cc cars did well, beating those up to 750cc, against which they had to run; 
Brandon’s Cooper 500 being fastest in 52.03s, an unofficial Class I record. 
Results: Racing Car sup to 750cc 
1st: Eric Brandon (Cooper 500) – 52.03sec 
2nd: C Strang (Strang 500) – 53.19sec 
3rd: F Aikens (Aiken 500) – 53.33sec 

 

pp202 Club News 
… Capt. C Maple, MJIE, has been enjoying some excellent motoring in a rather mysterious 
“12/50” big-port beetle-back Alvis (registered OX6854 in 1938), which he brought back from 
Meisl last Easter. When he was in Germany Capt. Maple used to leave the usual 350cc ohv 
motor-cycles standing in Army-organised scrambles, riding a 250cc water-cooled DKW – 
until the piston melted. This has encouraged him to try his hand at a 500cc class sprint car, 
possibly using a Scott engine with rotary valves. He says it could show the “push-rod boys” 
something, and it most certainly would enliven Class I. 

 

pp204 Club News 
500 Club: The 500 Club has issued its second copy of “Iota,” which contains reports of 
500cc activities, an article on the importance of reading the regulations by SCH Davis, an 
article on bhp possibilities by Gregor Grant, and Lones’ story of his “Tiger Cat” and “Tiger 
Kitten,” etc. We shouldn’t be surprised to see a race for Class I cars to the Club’s formula, 
this year. Hon. Sec.: JOH Siddall, Milford House, Lansdown, Bath. 

 

August 1947 
pp217 Gransden Lodge (13th July) 

Race 3: 500cc Cars. Scratch.8.53 miles 
This, the first 500cc race to be held, saw Stromboli and Cooper’s Cooper non-starters. As 
the flag fell Aiken accelerated away from Strang and Brandon’s Cooper. As they came round 
on lap one Aiken led easily from Brandon and Bacon. Aiken then fell to second place on lap 
two with the Cooper out in front, and Strang was still missing. Apparently his plug cooked 
going into the hairpin and they do say he whipped one from a Speed Cop’s Triumph Twin 
before resuming. This, and the disappearance of the Bacon 500 and “Buzzie,” made the 
race nothing more than a demonstration of Brandon’s Cooper, which averaged nearly 60 1/4 
mph. Many Class I exponents have pined for the shorter straights at Brough! 
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1st: E Brandon (Cooper); 2nd: W Aiken (Aikens 500); 3rd: C Strang (Strang 500) 
With a lap chart 

pp222 Summer Prescott Meeting (20th July) 
More records fell when the 500cc racing cars ran. First Strang beat Brandon’s record set up 
last June with a run of 51.78sec, Brandon, Cooper and Aikens all taking 53 to 54 sec., while 
Collins’ “Lion Cub” was slower still and Lones took 52.46sec. On their second runs the 
fireworks began. Brandon did 51.53sec., but Strang improved to 50.99 sec., a substantial 
new record. 
… Lones had renamed “Tiger Kitten” the “Lion Cub” and built himself a new “Kitten.” 
… The “Lion Cub” fell sick on its second run, Aikens was untidy, and they do say Brandon’s 
fast second run was largely accomplished by going far faster than he intended into Orchard 
corner and getting round! 

 

pp233 Stop Press 
Warmest Congratulations to Lt.-Col. Gardner, who has raised the International Class I 
absolute speed record with his 500cc MG (running on four cylinders) to 118.7mph (126mph 
one way). Gardner used Lucas electrical equipment, Lodge  Plugs and Dunlop tyres. 

 

pp239 Club News 
Some surprise was occasioned by the fact that builders of 500cc racing cars, having 
shouted for somewhere to circuit-race, did nothing about the race arranged for them at 
Brough on June 28th. It now transpires that they did do something, with the following results. 
Bacon found himself sans mechanics and transport, Davison’s car “blew up,” Aikens had his 
engine stripped in readiness for a record-attempt at Ostend, Bosisto’s leave was cancelled, 
while Siddall’s “Iota” van burst two tyres en route and then developed engine trouble. Oh, 
well! 

 

September 1947 
pp256 Ulster Races 

(Paul) Pycroft’s 2 ½-litre Jaguar had an ultra streamlined body from which the Cooper “500” 
two-seater was copied… 

 

pp258 Burghfield (Great Auclum) Speed Trial (26th July) 
… The spectators got fine value for money… Brandon did likewise (fall over the banking), 
before winning the 500cc class in the Cooper from Cooper and the Bacon “500,”… 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st E Brandon (Cooper) – 25.01sec 
2nd J Cooper (Cooper) – 25.09sec. 

 

pp263 New International Class I And J Records 
… On The Jabbeke to Aeltoe highway at the end of July, Lt.-Col. “Goldie” Gardner nobly 
upheld British prestige with his 500cc MG and Count Lurani took new records with his rebuilt 
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Nibbio for Italy. 
Gardner went for Class I records in his famous six-cylinder MG, which has already proved 
itself the fastest car in the 750cc, 1100cc and 1 ½ litre categories. With his engine purposely 
reduced to four working cylinders, 1, 3, 4, and 6, balance weights on the crankshaft 
replacing working pistons in bores 2 and 5, the MG established four new International Class 
I records, for the fastest kilo, mile, 5 kilos and 5 miles, at mean speeds of 118.016, 117.493, 
114.117 and 110.544mph respectively. His best run was over the kilometre, at 126.166mph 
in one direction. These splendid figures beat the old records, which were the property of 
Lurani’s Nibbio, by 7.8 to 11.3mph. Every Briton should be proud of this astounding little car 
and we offer Lt.-Col. Gardner our hearty, if belated, congratulations. His records are 
invaluable to British prestige the world over. His MG, now quite an old car, with the out-
moded ohc engine, was prepared by Thomson and Taylor Ltd., Brooklands. Ignition was 
Lucas. the plugs were Lodge, the power was transmitted, and later absorbed, by Ferodo, 
and Dunlop tyres and tubes carried the load. A jolly good show all round! 
with image of Gardner posing with the car. 

pp263 Raymond Mays Fastest At Bouley Bay (24th July) 
… The odd Bond 500 did 69.7 sec. 

 

pp266 The Emeryson Special 
Notes on the Lagonda-powered special. Notable points: 
• The Emerys, father and son, have produced in the latest Emeryson Special a racing car 

of which a specialised factory may be proud. Working in a small shed at Maidenhead… 
• Paul Emery was with the Alta Company before the was, and his first competition car was 

the Gwynne-engined Emeryson Special… 
• His father has been largely instrumental in working out the details of the new Emeryson. 

In the early nineteen-twenties he worked for Kaye Don on his AC and similar cars and up 
to the war he was responsible for Winterbottom’s 1100cc Alta, which could lap the 
Brooklands outer-circuit at around 120mph. 

 

October 1947 
pp285 The VSCC Meeting at Prescott (30th August) 

… Neve’s 500cc KN500 was amongst the absentees. 
… Of the “500s,” Brandon’s Cooper did a rousing 51.43sec., his best time yet, using plenty 
of revs., in spite of a brake-locking incident at the first corner. It then returned to the paddock 
to have a slipping clutch cured and on its second run hit the bank at the first corner, slightly 
bending a wheel and damaging its steering gear. Butler’s Douglas-powered Stromboli slid 
straight on, front wheels locked, at the first corner, but recovered to beat Bacon’s FHB 500 
for second place. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc: 
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1st E Brandon (Cooper 500) – 51.43 sec. 
2nd A Butler (Stromboli) – 55.23 sec. 

pp287 The Brighton Speed Trials (1st September) 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
Some interesting new 500cc cars ran, notably the Marwyn “500” with neat ½-elliptic front 
suspension, drilled front axle, dual ¼-elliptics at the back, a rear-placed triumph “Speed 
Twin” engine and very sleek bodywork. Also new was the Monaco, very short, with Fiat 
front-end, coil spring irs with a separate chain drive to each wheel and a “Squarehead” 
Manx-Norton engine behind the driver. 
Eric Brandon swung the Cooper “500” up the return road with a hole in its piston. However, 
Cooper in the other Cooper “500” made a wonderful run at 68.68mph, compared with his 
speed of 62.48mph last year, when the little car was still a novelty. He had done a ss ¼ mile 
in 16 sec. during private testing and now crossed the line at 7,000rpm. The GSI, driven by 
Spink, with 4-valve, bronze head rubber-mounted Rudge engine, Norton gearbox and Alta-
type coil-spring suspension, gave trouble, while the Marwyn bounced as it went over the 
line. 
1st J Cooper (Cooper 500), 68.68mph 
2nd G Hartwell (Monaco), 60.99mph 
3rd F Samuelson (Marwyn), 60.56mph 
Also ran: Spink (GSI), 45.10mph 
… Hamilton’s (750cc) MG towed Brandon back up to the start at 80, faster than he came up 
the course! 

 

pp292 Poole Open Speed Trials (6th September) 
The West Hants. & Dorset CC put on Open Speed Trials at South Lytchett Manor, near 
Poole on September 6th, the excellent new ½-mile course being loaned by Sir JVE Lees, Bt., 
DSO, MC. Great pains had obviously been taken over organisation, to the credit of John 
Jesty. Unfortunately, times were not given out very promptly or accurately and as the 
afternoon merged into evening cars were run very haphazardly. Whereas the 500cc racing 
cars got four runs apiece, those entered in the sports-car classes and also in the racing 
classes were only permitted to run in the former, nor did their times count in the latter. 
Moreover, in the early racing classes only one run was allowed, but in later racing classes 
both runs were permitted. 
… The sports Cooper 500 had twin Amals and twin Amals were also used on the Triumph 
“Speed Twin” engine in the Marwyn 500, which had apparently no means of taking brake 
torque except through its front springs, its shock absorbers being transverse. Its rear axle 
possessed a single brake drum within the sprocket and exposed drive shafts. The Monaco 
had been painted green since Brighton 
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… The 500cc racing class was interesting. Strang nearly went off the road high up the 
course when a gearbox selector failed him, leaving Eric Brandon to win in the Cooper from 
the Tiger Kitten, with John Cooper 3rd. Hartwell and Bosisto suffered from floating feet. 
In the 750cc class Cooper retrieved lost honour, beating a spirited Lones and Brandon. 
Bowles handled his Austin neatly, but only beat the Marwyn 500, and George Hartwell used 
the escape road. 
… So well did the Cooper 500s driven by Cooper and Brandon go that they also won the 
1100cc and 1 ½-litre racing car classes, Cooper doing 40.10sec. in the latter 
Racing Cars up to 500cc un/sc 
1st E Brandon (Cooper) 40.26s 
2nd HC Lones (Tiger Kitten) 40.93s 
3rd John Cooper (Cooper) 42.78s 
Racing Cars up to 750cc un/sc 
1st J Cooper (Cooper) 40.20s 
2nd H Lones (Tiger Kitten) 40.45s 
3rd G Hartwell (Monaco) 40.73s 
Racing Cars up to 1100cc un/sc 
1st J Cooper (Cooper) 40.31s 
2nd E Brandon (Cooper) 40.47s 
3rd D Pitt (MG) 42.55s 
Racing Cars up to 1500cc un/sc and 750cc s/c 
1st J Cooper (Cooper) 40.10s 
2nd E Brandon (Cooper) 41.62s 
3rd A Rivers Fletcher (MG (41.74s 

pp294 International Prescott (14th September) 
… rain came to Prescott to reduce times at the International Meeting September 14th. 
… Practice was enlivened… by a magnificent ascent by Brandon, in which the Cooper 500 
got up in under 50 seconds, unofficially beating Strang’s class-record. 
… The “500s” opened the racing car ascents. Brandon, flinging the Cooper exactly where he 
wanted it, was easily the fastest, his first run taking 55.01 sec., his second run 53.46 sec., 
the racing cars having a slippery course for both runs. Aikens did a snap change down in the 
Esses and crackled away in the Aikens to clock second best time, and Cooper, his left hand 
heavily bandaged as the aftermath of his van catching fire on the way back from Poole, was 
a brave third. Lones snaked in the corners in the new Tiger Kitten and used plenty of revs, 
but Collins had the transmission (probably the Austin Seven gearbox) of the old Lones 
Special fly asunder by the Pardon enclosure on his first run. Strang blipped up in a cloud of 
smoke from the Strang’ 500’s megaphone and was disappointingly slow. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc un/sc 
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1st E Brandon (Cooper 500) 53.46s 
2nd F Aikens (Aikens 500) 54.71s 
3rd J Cooper (Cooper 500) 55.75s 

pp297 Bo’ness Speed Hill-Climb (20th September) 
… Clarkson’s Iota won the 750cc racing-car class in 44.3 sec. 

 

pp297 Chichester Speed Trials (20th September) 
… The Southsea MC received an enormous entry for its Autumn Speed Trials on a half-mile 
course at Merston airfield. With a right-hand curve some way from the start and thereafter 
straight to the finish, this new course had a good surface and enabled high speeds to be 
attained. 
Brandon won the 500cc racing class with his usual masterful run in the Cooper 500, after 
spirited cornering and seemed faster over the line than Cooper, who was .94 sec. slower. 
Hartwell’s Monaco took 3rd place and is, we hear, to have its chassis lengthened, after 
having “sat-up-and-begged” in leaving the start at Poole. The GSI misfired on its only run 
(35.50sec.), and the Marwyn, in spite of revving freely, was slow (35.0 sec.). 
Wharton won the 850cc class, going far better on his second run… Martin’s MG sent big 
puffs of smoke from its blow-of valve whenever its driver wanted extra speed and Symond’s 
Austin, having reached the limit of its performance with its present boost-pressure, was not 
very quick, so that Brandon was 2nd, and faster than before, with Cooper 3rd. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc (unblown) 
1st E Brandon (Cooper 500) 31.50s 
2nd J Cooper (Cooper 500) 32.24s 
3rd G Hartwell (Monaco) 32.84s 
Racing Cars up to 850cc 
1st K Wharton (Wharton) 30.82s 
2nd E Brandon (Cooper 500) 31.20s 
3rd J Cooper (Cooper 500) 31.95s 

 

pp299 Shelsley Walsh (27th September) 
… As usual, Brandon proved absolute master of his Cooper, throwing it wherever he wanted 
it, to win the 500cc class in 44.11 sec. Cooper, very steady, clocked 44.48sec., to take 
second place, and Strang, taking no chances on two steady ascents, was third. Martin’s 
Marwyn, with transverse front suspension, suffered appalling front-wheel inclination and tyre 
flexion as it entered the S-bend, but clocked 48.84 sec., then missed a gear-change on run 
two. Aikens did 49.61 sec. in spite of hitting the inner bank of the “S,” rear axle juddering as 
he changed down and accelerated away. He returned down the hill tied to the Marwyn and 
apparently had lost his brakes, as he did not run again. “Buzzie” was steady and consistent 
(50.09 sec.) and “Stromboli” sat down very well (49.98 sec.). Bacon was neat but the FHB’s 
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wheels shuddered and lifted (52.51 sec.). The tiny Bond 500 almost hit the bank and, 
bouncing from the drain in the round on its unsprung front wheels, shot clean across to the 
other bank, mounted it, and rolled over. Bond suffered facial injuries but walked to the 
ambulance and spent the rest of the day in the Paddock. Several marshalls carried the 
slightly-damaged car bodily off the course – it is undoubtedly more suited to Lea Bridge than 
to Shelsley Walsh. The Tiger Kitten did a fine 46.49 sec.  
500cc class 
1st E Brandon (Cooper) 44.11s 
2nd J Cooper (Cooper) 44.48s 
3rd C Strang (Strang) 46.25s 

pp307 Rumblings 
… The “500” Club was invited to send representatives to the Bol D’Or 24-Hour Race, and 
hopes to do so in 1948. 

 

pp309 Club News 
500 Club: The August issue of “Iota” contained comments on the 500cc cars at Gransden by 
Gregor Grant, technical notes, and an article on Power Per Litre by Gordon Jones, together 
with excellent photographs of representative 500cc Specials. We hope that during the 
“close” season specifications of all such cars will be given, as the position is getting a 
thought complex. The annual subscription is £1 1s. and details are available from: The 
secretary, Milford House, Lansdown, Bath. 

 

pp316 Wanted 
Wanted to purchase, a pair of sliding axles, springs and hubs, complete with brake drums 
and shoes, for Morgan front axle, 1933 or later model. Would consider buying complete 
crashed Morgan. State price to WH Russell, 120, Oxford Road, Banbury 

• In 1948 Russell appeared with the 
Russell Special 

November 1947 
pp320 Hants & Berks Motor Club “Point-to-Point” (5th October) 

… while Eric Brandon, having taken his new 1 ¼-litre MG to the wrong end of a mile-long 
canal tunnel, was heard trying to persuade racing-driver John Cooper to swim through it. 

• An irrelevant mention in a treasure 
hunt. “Racing driver” is to distinguish 
form John “Autocar” Cooper. Suggests 
Brandon and Cooper were members of 
the Hants & Berks MC. 

December 1947 
pp374 Club News 

500 Club: The 500 Club held a meeting at Towcester on October 25th, when the two 
Coopers, Stromboli, the GSI, the Monaco, a Marwyn-JAP and two new Class I cars were on 
view. The newcomers were the rear-engined Cowlan, using JAP engine, BSA gearbox, 
transverse leaf ifs, and ¼-elliptic rear suspension, and Millington’s Norton-engined tubular 
chassis car with Morgan-type ifs and independent leaf-spring rear suspension. By 
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permission of Lord Hesketh cars could be tested along a road on Towcester Racecourse. 

pp374 Basic Petrol Ration 
Civilian domestic motoring ceased as from November 30th, “basic” coupons being invalid 
after September 30th, but Forces leave-petrol coupons can be used up to December 21st. 

• The lack of a petrol ration severely 
curtails motorsport. Events into 
October 1947 (such as the Towcester 
meeting) were supported by people 
using up their September coupons. 

pp377 Rumblings 
John Cooper may attack Lt.-Col. Gardner’s Class I MG records, using the 2-seater Cooper 
500, blown and re-streamlined. 

• This never happened, but clearly there 
was the germ of an idea, finally 
resolved in 1951. 

 



1948 
Reference Item 500 Owners Association Comments 
January 1948 
pp10 Racing Cars On Show 

The Victoria League intends to hold a display of veteran, vintage and modern racing cars, 
loaned by well-known personalities, at Henly Hall, Osnaburgh Street, London W1, together 
with racing motorcycles, side shows, picture and a BRDC film, The show will be open from 
January 5th to 17 inclusive, the admission charge being 2s for adults and 1s for children 

• Henly Hall was the head office of 
Henly’s car dealerships. Osnaburgh 
Street is just off the Euston Road, near 
Regents Park. 

pp11 The Meeting Of The Clubs 
A report on the now annual RAC Competitions Committee meeting with the organising clubs 
around the country (held 10th December 1947) 

• No 500-specific issues, but there are 
several mentions of future 500 Club 
members, and general information on 
the state of motorsport in the UK. 

pp25 For Sale 
Fiat “500” body, minus internal fittings (fair condition). Spares include crown wheel, diff. unit 
housing, rear springs, shock absorbers, planet assembly pinions, Fiat chassis (minus rear 
axle and front hubs). Aircraft bucket seat. Ducellier 6-volt starter (ex-Amilcar). Two Ford 17-
in. pressed wheels (suit special). Offers to Smith, Gladleneth, Welwyn Heath, Herts. 

• This is Ken Smith, clearing out 
leftovers from the construction of the 
Smith 500 No.1 

February 1948 
pp42 An Ambitious 500cc Engine 

We understand that RW Foster Pegg completed recently an ambitious 500cc racing-car 
engine, conceived, incidentally, before the 500 Club’s unblown formula was announced. This 
engine is likely to be tested on a homemade dynamotor (sic) in the near future and, if it 
survives, it may be put into a car. The engine is a water-cooled four-stroke, 4-cylinder of 
2.165ins by 2.064ins, with two crankshafts, two superchargers, and the valves operated by 
oh camshafts. Block, heads, crankshafts, etc., are of Mr Pegg’s own design, but some 1936 
Ariel “Square four” parts are incorporated. 55bhp at 8,000rpm at 18lb/sq. in. boost is hoped 
for. 

 

pp43 Over To Australia (Rob Roy, 2/11/1947) 
The Light Car Club of Australia, Melbourne, Victoria, is unique in being the only Australian 
motor sport organisation to have its own club rooms. Although its members number little 
more than 350, the club also owns a hill-climb track of 760 yards of macadam surface. The 
climb is shaped like a reversed letter S. From the start is a gentle right-hand curve for about 
150 yards, then a deceptive right-hand corner, still uphill for a further 80 yards, then down 
over a spillway, with a dam 80 feet deep on the left. After this the track rises rapidly for 200 
yards – so steeply the driver only sees blue sky ahead. A very, very tricky left-hand corner 
leads into the finishing straight., which conceals a reverse-cambered, left-hand bend. 
At this venue the Australian Hill-Climb Championships were decided on November 2nd 1947. 
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…Proceedings started on the tick of midday with the only “500” so far completed in Victoria – 
Bill Lowe driving a motor-cycle-engined machine to the top in 42.18sec. Between that time 
and 4 30pm, no fewer than 134 climbs were recorded. 

pp51 Rumblings 
On the exhibition of racing cars, put on at the Henly Hall: 
… And on January 5th we attended the pre-view of the Victoria League’s Exhibition of static 
racing cars at Henly Hall. The Rt. Hon. The Earl Howe, PC, CBE, made a very effective 
speech in opening the… show. 
… The daily Pressmen were at the pre-view in force, and much should now have been 
published about the show, which embraced 43 exhibits and was a very fine thing indeed. 
… Next to attract our attention was a 5-stud dirt-track JAP motor-cycle engine with twin-float, 
remote-needle Amal carburetter and special dt BTH racing magneto. Beside it was one of 
the 500cc Cooper Specials, which were so successful last year, and on which a grateful 
Government now imposes a purchase tax of 62 per cent. The cockpit contains only one dial, 
the 7,000rpm rev.-counter, and the engine is an identical 5-stud JAP, with 16 ½ to 1 
compression-ratio, and a standard TT Amal carburetter. 
Another 500cc car was the Strang-Special. Its HRD  engine uses an ordinary twin-float TT 
Amal carburetter and a 6 ½-in by 21-in. exhaust megaphone. The magneto is a TT BTH and 
oil is carried in a normal quart oilcan beside the machinery. Again the only dial is that of the 
rev.-counter, reading to 8,000rpm in this instance, and on the left is the Bowden ignition 
lever, on the right the air-control lever. The handbrake is an 8-in. motor-cycle lever, arranged 
to pull up, on the near side of the car. 

• The Cooper on display has been 
identified as Eric Brandon’s T3 

pp53 Club News 
… A Bangor garage apparently has in hand a 500cc “Special” with dt Douglas engine and 
Austin Seven transmission. 

 

pp54 Club News 
500 Club: The 500 Club expects its members to be very fully occupied in their workshops 
during the no-motoring-for-us era. The November issue of its journal “Iota” contained a list of 
members, with addresses, the total membership now standing at over 500. Of these 
members, 73 have cars or are known to be building. The issue was enlivened by some 
splendid pictures of 500cc cars in action, taken by Guy Griffiths. Secretary, JOH Siddall, 
Milford House, Lansdown, Bath 

 

pp60 For Sale 
Specials. 500cc or other types built to order and customer’s own ideas; details on demand. 
On hand at the moment, 500cc special with ES2 Norton engine, only body needed to finish. 
£95. Apply Don Palmer, Morley Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. ‘Phone, Southbourne 2711 

 

March 1948 
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pp81 RAC British Hill-Climb Championship 

The RAC British Hill-Climb Championship, introduced last year, will happen again this 
season, if sprint events are possible in the British Isles. This time entrants must specify any 
four events out of five venues when they enter and times will count for those four events 
only. In addition, the marking system has been improved. The events, any four of which will 
count towards the Championship, are: 
Shelsley Walsh, June 12th 
Bo’ness, June 26th 
Bouley Bay, July 15th 
Craigantlet, August 28th 
Prescott, September 12th. 
The registration fee remains at £2 2s., payable thirty days before the first nominated event. 
The RAC Trophy, at present held by Raymond Mays (ERA) will be held by the victor for 
twelve months and he (or she) will hold the title for a year and receive one-half of the 
registration fees, plus a plaque or similar souvenir. 
Incidentally, so ration-conscious have we become in this country, that the RAC News 
Paragraph dated January 28th announced that the 1948 Championship will take place, 
subject to petrol rationing! 

 

pp86 Club News 
The 500 Club, for furthering the building and racing of 500cc cars, really is forging ahead. In 
January it had 582 members and hopes of 100 cars in the field, if any racing happens in this 
country this year. The annual subscription has been raised to £2 2s.0d. and some important 
changes have been made in the “500 Formula.” The latter comprise any size of fuel tank 
instead of a limited capacity, perhaps because the consumption of these little cars in racing 
trim has been discovered to be very heavy, independent operation of the front and rear 
brakes, and some from of bodywork even if only of canvas. Secretary: LF Gale, Milford 
House, Lansdown, Bath. 

 

April 1948 
pp118 Leeuwkop Hill Climb (South Africa, 21st February) 

The second Leeuwkop  Hill-Climb, held by the Sports Car Club of South Africa – about 10 
miles from Johannesburg – on February 21st, is dubbed the Shelsley Walsh of South Africa, 
and was an interesting event, even if a little different from Shelsley itself. 
The climb, approximately 900-1,000 yds. in length, consisted of a gradual bend to the right 
just after the start followed by a short stretch with a sweeping curve to the left then an acute 
right angle bend, another to the left and a third to the right leading into the finishing straight 
and the finishing line. The track is just a dirt road concreted at the starting grid and at the 
first two right angle bends which are also slightly banked. The programme consisted of three 
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events. One for cars up to 1 ½-litres, one for cars over 1 ½ litres, and a third for midget dirt-
track cars. 
… The 500cc Cavanagh Special ran, but had a lot of trouble (it is the first “500” to be built in 
South Africa, I believe). Its owner, builder, entrant and driver has put a Sunbeam “90” motor-
cycle engine in a FIAT 500 chassis with ifs. Interesting features are the engine placed 
behind the driver (the only one of this type at the meeting) and its very narrow track rear 
axle. Unfortunately, no times were recorded for this interesting vehicle. In this instance and 
also in the case of a few others, I believe the electrical timing apparatus was at fault. A pity 
as it would have afforded a comparison with larger cars, particularly in view of the interest 
this class has aroused in England. Though perhaps because of its stubbornness it is just as 
well its times went unrecorded! 

pp130 For Sale 
500 Builders! Fiat 500 chassis, wishbones, yoke arms, springs, light steering box, pedal 
assembly, two shockers, stud axles, £22. Spink, 9, Avenue Elmers, Subiton 

• This is presumably Gerald Spink, 
disposing of leftovers. 

May 1948 
pp135 Luton Hoo Speed Trials (29th March) 

This year, with private motoring non-existent In this sad little island, it was the VSCC which 
found a brand-new sprint venue 31 miles from London and there organised a sprint meeting 
for cars running on unrationed methanol fuel. 
… The course, a wide, properly surfaced road with many fast bends, was situated 
conveniently close to Luton and in a truly picturesque setting. The thanks of all enthusiasts 
are owed to Sir Harold Wernher, Bt., for loaning it. By allowing competing cars to negotiate a 
roundabout, consisting of a yellow-hued 45-gallon oil-drum, after running up the course, the 
finish was located halfway down it, giving a total timed distance of 1.4 miles. 
… Brandon damaged the gearbox of his Cooper, but had it replaced overnight. 
… The new Coopers of Cooper and Sir Francis Samuelson were a centre of attraction. They 
have a 3” longer wheelbase, cast-alloy wheels, shock-absorbers, two-leading-shoe brakes 
and built-up Fiat 500-pattern suspension as the main differences over the 1947 version. 
They used Dunlop 15 by 4.25 ELP tyres. 
… Lord Strathcarron’s Marwyn has twin petrol feeds from a small tank behind the driver’s 
head to the needle-less dirt-track carburetter, Norton model-18 rear wheels and brakes and 
a hinge-forward bonnet-cum-scuttle held down by wing-nuts after the driver is installed. 
Strathcarron was letting-in his clutch at about 2,000rpm from the start. The little Monaco now 
weighs 504lb., and Hartwell was letting-in his clutch at 5,000rpm. 
… The FHB 500 was started on its kick-starter. 
… The fine weather unfortunately broke up for Easter Monday and some rain fell during the 
meeting, but not enough to more than temporarily dampen the course. Before racing started 

• Other sources confirm that only the 
one production Cooper appeared, 
shared by John Cooper and Sir 
Francis Samuelson. 
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the BBC television camera was let off at Peter Clark, Cecil Clutton and Lord Strathcarron in 
their respective cars.; the BBC showed an intelligent interest in proceedings and remained to 
televise the cars in action. 
Class 1: Up to 500cc 
Cooper’s Cooper had things all its own way, driven in a very spirited manner and obviously 
possessed of really useful brakes. Brandon took things rather more carefully at the 
roundabout and Samuelson, after a slow first run, slid round at the first corner on his second 
and rolled backwards to a standstill, unharmed. The Monaco achieved an impressively high 
speed, but hadn’t the punch of the Coopers and Hartwell muffed a change-up on his first 
run. The Marwyn was only .12 sec. slower than the Monaco. 
1st: JN Cooper (Cooper), 89.57 sec. 
2nd: E Brandon (Cooper), 91.20 sec. 
3rd: GR Hartwell (Monaco), 94.00 sec. 

pp154 Club News 
The 500 Club was featured in a recent BBC “Down Your Way” programme, complete with 
500cc cars being run-up. 

 

pp160 For Sale 
500cc “Special” chassis, fully independent suspension, tubular backbone, constructed 
throughout of high-tensile metal; less tyres; £125, or with 500cc JAP racing engine and 
gearbox, £175. VW Derrington, 159 London Road, Kingston. Kingston 5621/2. 

 

June 1948 
pp167 Matters Of The Moment 

The “basic,” or as it is now termed “Standard.” petrol ration, is partially restored as from June 
1st, inasmuch as cars not already being run on supplementary essential-purposes ration can 
be axed at half-price and draw coupons equivalent to 90 miles’ motoring per month, while 
“essential” motorists can drive for pleasure if they feel they can spare any of their business-
ration to do so. 
Continues… 

• Restoration of the basic ration enabled 
racers and spectators to travel, and 
more events were scheduled as a 
result. 

pp171 Prescott (9th May) 
Beautiful weather graced the May Meeting of the BOC at Prescott… 
… Lones did splendidly to fend off all opposition with his 496cc Tiger Kitten, establishing a 
new 500cc Class record in 49.98sec., beating Strang’s former record by 1.01 sec. 
… Non-runners were… Longmore’s Marwyn. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
This class attracted 12 entrants, comprised of five Coopers, two Marwyns, the Tiger Kitten, 
Strang, Buzzie, Lion Cub and Smith-Special. 
The Coopers no longer had things all their own way, for Lones opened with 50.55 sec. in the 

• Event was held under the lack of basic 
petrol ration. Competition cars were 
running methanol. 

• ‘Longmore’ refers to the Don Truman 
car. Although entered, it is believed 
that the Smith did not attend. 
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Tiger Kitten, quite unperturbably holding a prolonged power-slide out of the Esses. Brandon 
then flung his Cooper at the hill, rear wheels juddering and spinning under power, but he 
seemed troubled by his gear-change – 50.63 sec. Cooper himself, in his blue car, 
experienced gear-change difficulties – 57.68 sec. – and his second run terminated at the 
Esses. Lord Strathcarron came really quickly into the corners in his Marwyn, brakes 
functioning effectively, the driver using his left hand to steady himself in the seat – 53.82 
sec., but in trouble on its second run. Collins’ Lion Cub was slow, under 60 sec., and Buzzie 
cut out too early before the corners, also failing to better the full minute. Goddard’s Cooper 
was steady but accelerated well – 64.98 sec. – but again made no further run. Moss drove 
his Cooper really stirringly, clocking 51.01 sec. on his better ascent. Then Colin Strang, 
making snap changes with his well-drilled gear-lever, but seemingly losing a moment 
changing up after the Esses, judged things to a nicety and broke his own class record in 
50.04 sec., an improvement of 0.95 sec. On his second run Lones did his prodigious run in 
49.98 sec., securing the class and its record, while Dryden, in his Cooper, which had slid 
badly on its first 56.54 sec. ascent, now drove well to clock 51.92 sec. 
1st HC Lones (Tiger Kitten) 49.98 sec. (new class record) 
2nd CH Strang (Strang 500) 50.04 sec. 
3rd E Brandon (Cooper 500) 50.63 sec. 
Team Event 
It was in this category that Bob Gerard wrested the Course Record from Raymond Mays. He 
experienced no slide at the Esses this time and actually looked quite slow, an indication of 
the correctness of his driving. 
… Cooper got down to 54.11sec. and Dryden to 51.78 sec. in their Cooper 500s, and 
Protheroe to 55.21 sec., but otherwise times here were slower than those in the classes. 
1st: Team No.2 (Hutchison, Poore, Gerard) – 140.92sec. 
2nd: Team No.1 (Dryden, Brandon, Cooper) – 158.01sec. 
3rd: Team No.5 (Protheroe, Bowles, Symonds) – 165.75sec. 

pp174 A Track at Last? 
Our hopes have been so often dashed to the ground in respect of a track to replace 
Donington and Brooklands that premature announcements on this subject must be treated 
with reserve. But it really does seem that the proposed 2 ½-mile circuit on the Duke Of 
Richmond and Gordon’s estate at Goodwood will come into being. |There is talk of a JCC 
members’ meeting there later this season, but we imagine that full use of the track may not 
be possible before 1949… 
continues 

 

pp183 The Isle Of Man Car Races – Practice Period Observations 
… “Spike” Rhiando’s Cooper, golden-hued and with a driving mirror bolted to each end of 

• Race notes indicate that Rhiando took 
the start (tenth place on the combined 
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the transverse leaf-spring of its ifs layout, had a 996cc Fernihough-JAP V-twin engine, but 
was soon in trouble with a split fuel tank, also having a hair-raising skid beyond the pits 
when the engine seized. 
…Dryden overturned his 496cc Manx-Norton-engined Cooper at Cronk-ny-Mona. Before this 
a broken carburetter needle was difficult of diagnosis. 
Practice Times 
Saturday: 
Spike Rhiando: 9th fastest, 3’ 54” – 59.68mph 
RM Dryden: 20th fastest, 4’30” 
Monday: 
Spike Rhiando: 5th fastest, 3’ 44” – 62.34mph 
RM Dryden: not listed 

grid for the Manx Cup and Castletown 
Trophy) and retired, but other sources 
say he did not 

pp194 Rumblings 
The 500 Club’s membership has grown to proportions surprising to even the most optimistic. 
Lots of cars to the Club’s Formula are known to be under construction, such as: 

• the JAP-engined FIAT-base 590lb car of Geoffrey Lang and RL Coward 
• the Cooper-like, Manx-Norton-powered job evolved by K Smith, 
• Gibb’s FIAT-base car from which 100mph is expected, using an ex-TT excelsior-JAP 

engine, 
• Adams’ special, which uses a dirt-track JAP engine 
• Stone’s Ulster-Rudge-engined car and 
• Sewell’s tubular-chassis, rear-engined car with ifs all round, transverse leaf springs, 

Triumph Twin engine and Norton gearbox. 
There are hopes of circuit-racing for the 500s this year, both at Carmarthern MC sand races 
at Pendine next month, and in a special race to precede the Belgian Grand Prix on June 
19th. 
There seem, indeed, only two flies in the otherwise soothing ointment. The first is that so 
ambitious are the majority of enthusiasts building cars to the 500 Formula that expenses are 
on the up-and-up. Even people with full workshop facilities, making many of their own parts, 
speak of £150-£200 as their expenditure on a car, and less fortunate brethren may well 
exceed double this figure, if much of the work has to be “farmed out.” The other 
disappointment is that other clubs just will not adopt the 500 Formula; at Prescott, Brighton 
and Shelsley Walsh hill-climbs the up-to-500cc class permits any car to run, even 
supercharged versions. At present this doesn’t matter very much, but one day someone will 
arrive with a blown Class I car (possibly inspired, maybe optimistically, by Formula II), and 
might then vanquish the atmospherically-induced entries, and that will increase the expense 
factor still more. 

• Constructors are known to be Ken 
Smith, Joe Gibbs, Don Adams, Les 
Stone and Hugh Sewell. 
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A refreshing counter to the first of the two snags we have ventured to enumerate above, is 
an article by Kenneth Neve in the Anniversary Number of the 500 Club’s magazine Iota, 
which by the way, contains in addition, articles by Earl Howe, SCH Davis, RD Caesar and J 
Sidall. Neve describes his first 500 Formula special and says it cost £111 10s. to build, and 
that had he possessed a lathe and welding plant this could have been reduced to under 
£100. He also paid dearly for his dirt-track Douglas engine, so that a similar car should be 
constructable for something in the region of £75. Neve sensibly took a page out of John 
Bolster’s book and employed a body-cum-chassis of ash and aluminium-covered three-ply. 
Morgan ifs and rear suspension by catapult elastic (4d. per foot!) were used. 
The first Neve 500 hadn’t enough urge for serious racing, but it handled satisfactorily and 
was able to cover a standing ½ mile in 33 sec. Its construction led to the discovery that it is 
quite possible to make a safe Class I car weigh less than 500lb. without the use of light 
alloys – no particular effort was made by Neve to get extreme lightness, yet his two-cylinder 
Neve 500 came out at just on 500lb. This makes us wonder whether the Club is altogether 
wise in stipulating a minimum weight of 500lb., for a good power/weight ratio is essential to 
effective showing by these 500cc racing cars and those who cannot afford the high cost of 
high power must look elsewhere for performance. 
Neve’s car certainly looks much more closely related to the cyclecar of tradition than most of 
the Club’s cars, and loses nothing by that. He is now engaged in wrestling with what he 
terms a “Much More Energetic” engine in a new chassis, but still expects the total cost to be 
well under £200. We most certainly do not advocate a lower standard of workmanship and 
finish than has featured to date in cars built to the 500 Formula, but we are wondering if the 
cost of such cars might not be reduced appreciably by building them rather more like 
cyclecars and less like miniature Grand Prix cars – especially bearing in mind that the 
significantly successful ‘Bloody Mary’ pokes out far more urge and has never broken 
asunder or damaged a spectator. 

pp203 Classified advertisements 
Marwyns In The Midlands – 500cc service and sales at the agents for Nottinghamshire, 
Derbyshire, Lincolnshire and Leicestershire. Harliss & Stokes, The Attenborough Garage, 
Chilwell, Notts. ‘Phone: Beeston 55297. Demonstration arranged by appointment to bona-
fide enquiries. 

 

pp205 For Sale 
Offers wanted for 500cc racing car. special Triumph “Twin” engine: two carburetters, alloy 
head; Burman 4-speed box; Rudge wheels. Four nearly new Dunlops. Huge Lockheed 
brakes. streamlined, single-seater body. Sell whole or in parts. Also a number of beaded-
edge tyres for sale. R Samuelson, Staplefields, Steyning, Sussex. ‘Phone: Steyning 3263 

• This is the Marwyn prototype 

July 1948 
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Cover Clive Lones cover photo 

Caption: HC Lones breaking the 500cc class record at the May Prescott Meeting. Clocking 
49.98 sec., his Tiger Kitten beat the Strang 500 and several Coopers. Brandon reduced this 
to 49.22 sec. last month – will Lones regain his record at the next meeting at the famous hill 
near Cheltenham, which takes place on July 18th? 

 

pp211 Stanmer Park (5th June) 
A new course is always of interest, especially in this country, where sprint events are our 
only solace. The four-fifths of a mile course at Stanmer Park is situated in picturesque 
surroundings in the best old-time speed trial tradition. The road itself is narrow, abounds in 
tricky corners, and the 1 to 9 gradient to the finish was bumpy and slippery, the surface 
having been completed only a day before practice took place. 
… The meeting started at 2pm and terminated, with no second runs in Classes 1 and 6, at 
about 8.30pm. 
… Our Paddock prowlings revealed… A broken steering bracket was being replaced on 
Hartwell’s Monaco 500… Moss’ Cooper 500 arrived in a white horsebox towed by a 20 Rolls 
utility and John Cooper had a V-twin JAP in his Cooper. 
Class 2 – Racing Cars up to 500cc 
S Moss, son of Mrs Moss, who used to drive a very special Marendaz-Special in 
competitions, proved his worth in spite of being a new-comer, by winning this class in his 
Cooper 500. He used real revs. on his getaways, held quite appreciable slides as they 
developed, and pulled out just enough to beat Brandon, who was temporarily in the lead 
after his second run. Brandon had quite a day, getting a real tail slide from Church Corner on 
his first run and going broadside on his second. Hartwell missed his change after Church 
Corner on his first run, but, helped by the Monaco’s immense acceleration, was fast enough 
to get third place on his next appearance. Lord Strathcarron’s JAP-engined, Burman-ratioed, 
Marwyn was well handled (63.66 sec.), Coldham got his Cooper off well but entered the 
corners slowly and let the revs. drop to those of a “P” Triumph thereafter (67.72 sec.), and 
Samuelson’s Cooper was sick (66.18sec.). Pullibank spun his Marwyn completely round 
near the start on his second run after a first ascent in 66.92 sec. Sparrowe tail-slid his SMS 
at Church Corner on his first run (66.41 sec.) and didn’t take his second run. 
1st: S. Moss (Cooper) – 58.78 sec. 
2nd: E Brandon (Cooper) – 59.20 sec. 
3rd: G Hartwell (Monaco) – 60.79 sec. 
Class 3 – Racing Cars 501-1,100cc 
John Cooper, in his V-twin JAP-engined Cooper, in possession of really immense 
acceleration, won this class, placing his wonderful little car beautifully through the bends. He 
needed his second run to do it, however, so well did Maclachlan’s Austin Seven travel… 
1st: J Cooper (Cooper) – 55.95 sec. 
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2nd: ANL Maclachlan (Austin) – 57.81 sec. 
3rd: RJW Appleton (Appleton Special) – 59.10 sec. 

pp215 Reports Of Recent Events 
The Bol d’Or 
This famous 24-hour small car race, that used to be contested by such odd  French cycle 
cars specially constructed to compete in it, was held over a 2 ½-mile circuit in the St 
Germain forest… 
… Molinari’s Simca covered 759 miles to win the 500cc racing cars class. 

• Despite several mentions, there is no 
evidence of any link between Bol d’Or 
cars and the formula III class. 

pp216 Shelsley Walsh (12th June) 
Astonishing Runs By John Cooper’s Cooper 1,000 
…On June 12th really warm weather contributed to the happy atmosphere, as racing cars, 
their vans and tenders and the exciting cars of enthusiast-spectators converged on the 
famous Worcestershire hill. 
… Non-starters on the Saturday were rather numerous, namely: Davison (Ardilia)… Martin 
drove Pullibank’s Marwyn. 
Class 1 – Up to 500cc 
Eric Brandon (Cooper 500) had this class in his pocket, although on his first run, in 
44.46sec., he had a nasty slide at the “S,” went over the drain in the road and had to hold a 
long power-slide leaving that corner. On his next run he just touched the off-side edge near 
the start but this time came wide and very fast through the “S” to clear the drain and clock 
best time, in 44.16sec. Colin Strang made a couple of brace efforts to defeat the Cooper 
opposition but to no avail – his first run took 44.48sec. and his second run was delayed by a 
real slide, skilfully held, entering the “S.” Lones was third in Tiger Kitten, holding slides nicely 
as they developed, but his little car an obvious handful as it snaked to the finish and tending 
to misfire at high rpm. Incidentally, one of the announcers insisted that the “500s” were 
“coming up steadily” – has he ever driven one? 
Of the others, the Aikens was sick, the Speedway JAP-engined White-Lloyd experienced a 
nasty slide from the “S”; Hartwell nearly bought it when the Monaco hit the bank and 
bounced high off the road on its first run, but went very well the next time; Truman was 
another whose car was sick, his Marwyn sliding badly for all that; while lord Strathcarron 
drove his Marwyn very nicely, its tyres flexing appreciably. Coldham’s Cooper seemed 
handicapped by early and slow gear-changes, and Martyn also changed up early on 
Pullibank’s Marwyn, the rear suspension of which looked very soft, the car sliding badly at 
the start. 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper), 44.16s 
2nd: C Strang (Strang), 44.78s 
3rd: HC Lones (Tiger Kitten), 46.05s 
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Class 2 – 510-1,100cc 
The class was quite sensational, for John Cooper, using the truly immense acceleration of 
his JAP V-twin Cooper to full advantage, clocked 41.81sec., only to be disqualified because 
a mechanic had forgetfully laid a hand on the car as it left the line. 
… Cooper got right down to it on his second run, really power-sliding the blue car through 
the “S,” leaving it wide and accelerating prodigiously to the finish so that the little machine 
juddered under the stress of it. He clocked 40.70sec., a truly magnificent time, which broke 
the Shelsley Walsh unsupercharged record, held by Wilkinson in the ex-Dobbs 2-litre Riley, 
by 1.34sec… 
1st: J Cooper (Cooper 1,000), 40.70sec. (new record) 
2nd: K Wharton (s/c Wharton), 42.17sec. 
3rd: RJW Appleton (s/c Appleton Special), 42.42sec. 
Trophies: 
… Fastest Non-Supercharged Car – MAC Trophy: John Cooper 

pp219 Prescott (13th June) 
Wonderful Runs By The Cooper 1,000. Class Records Beaten by Cooper And Whincop 
On the Sunday the early mist gave way to a really beautiful day and the meeting went 
through well ahead of schedule and without the slightest hitch… 
… Dryden’s Cooper had hairpin valve springs; Strang had a new HRD engine in his Strang, 
consisting of one cylinder from a V-twin engine, lubricated by Pilgrim pumps 
Class 5 – Racing Cars up to 750cc 
The ¾-litre brigade felt rather sore at having to compete against the 500s, and certainly 
there was nothing they could do about it! Brandon’s Cooper had things its own way and beat 
Lones’ 500cc class record established at the May meeting by 0.76sec. – whether this will be 
officially allowed, as there was no 500cc class, as such, on this occasion, remains to be 
seen. Brandon’s brakes helped him to win this class, but he also got his car extremely 
rapidly through the Esses. 
Lones tried very hard in Tiger Kitten, going really close to the barrier on the inside of the 
Esses on both runs, and whipping neatly out of tail-slides; alas, on his second run the car 
cut-out and come to a rest before the Semi-circle. 
Strang just couldn’t beat Lones, experiencing a man-size slide out of the Esses on his 
second, slower run. He no longer uses a megaphone on the exhaust. The Lion Cub wasn’t 
very fast, but smelt like a dirt-track meeting, the inner rear wheel of the Aikens lifted 
unpleasantly out of the Esses on its first run but even then its driver didn’t cut out. Dryden 
put real load on to the back tyres of his Cooper on the corners, Bowles’ Austin went up 
neatly, boiling, and Baines’ MG was a sick car. Protheroe was quite fast, changing gear 
determinedly, in the rebuilt, ex-Chambers’ Austin. 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper), 49.22s 
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2nd: HC Lones (Tiger Kitten), 49.98s 
3rd: CN Strang (Strang), 50.04s 
Class 6 – Racing Cars, 751-1,100cc 
John Cooper, in his Cooper 1,000 with its “two-of-everything” JAP engine, did the most 
prodigious things in this class, the car accelerating amazingly, handling superbly and being 
ideally suited to Prescott’s difficult corners. It did, in fact, not only beat all the blown cars in 
this class – the “real racers” – but, giving away half a litre and a blower (two blowers to be 
precise!), broke the late AFP Fane’s class record with the “Shelsley” Frazer-Nash by 
0.66sec. 
By reason of some all night motoring on the part of Robin Jackson in his Fiat 500 the 
revamped Freikaiserwagen was able to run at Prescott. It displayed excellent acceleration 
and would have been faster had the brakes been more effective; as it was, Joe Fry was 
second. 
1st: J Cooper (Cooper 1,000), 47.06s 
2nd JG Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 49.02s 
3rd: GE Ansell (ERA), 49.35s 
Class 10 – Specials 
Joe Fry got his reward here, beating Strang and Christie, and going appreciably faster than 
he had in his other class; in fact he equalled Hutchison’s time in the big racing cars class. 
1st: JG Fry (Freikaiserwageb), 48.02s 
2nd: CH Strang (Strang 500), 49.71s 
3rd: MAH Christie (AC-Nash), 52.08s 
Class 12 – Teams 
The teams rather broke up, but Allard did 47.55sec. in the air-cooled Allard, Whincop 
50.63sec. in his Bugatti, and Monkhouse 48.04sec. in Allan Arnold’s Bugatti. Only the 
Cooper and Invicta teams were intact, and the former won the day, although individual times 
were slower than in the respective classes. 
1st: Team No.1 (Brandon, Cooper, Dryden) 

pp224 Prescott (9th May) 
images of Colin Strang (Strang) and Lord Strathcarron (Marwyn) 

 

pp226a Bo’ness (26th June) 
… Other highlights of the day were… fastest unblown time by the picturesque Spike 
Rhiando in the golden V-twin Cooper-JAP in 37.6sec… 
… McGlashan’s Marwyn-JAP was experiencing gear-change troubles… 
… in practice, Rhiando hit the bank… 
Class Zero, 500cc Cars 
Aikens came up fast, inner rear wheel lifting through the Courtyard, and hit the off-side bank 

 
• Rhiando’s Cooper appears to have 

been out of action until Brighton Speed 
Trials (4th September) 
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at the snake, with some damage to his rear axle, so that he did not run again. McGlashan, 
adopting an odd, lying-down driving position, seemed to lose revs going through the 
Courtyard and experienced a nasty slide in his Marwyn on his second run. Coldham went 
slap into the bank at the rh bend on his first run, but was neat on his second. Clarkson’s Iota 
took a nice line through the bends. Brandon non-started. 
1st: SA Coldham (Cooper), 42.9s 
2nd: RKN Clarkson (Iota), 43.2s 
Also ran: McGlashan (Marwyn), 45.7s 
Class 2(a), Racing Cars, 751-,100cc 
Rhiando’s V-twin Cooper came up sliding about very fast to win this class. Alas, on its 
second run the brakes locked approaching the rh bend and the little car went head-on into 
the bank, shaking Spike in more ways than one and appreciably damaging the Cooper’s 
nose and front suspension. 
Fry stopped at the courtyard with his fuel turned off on his first appearance, but thereafter he 
fought the rebuilt Freikaiserwagen through the bends in fine style to take second place… 
1st: S Rhiando (Cooper), 37.6s 
2nd: JG Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 38.8s 
3rd: T Lund (Lund Special), 41.0s 
… Rhaindo was sensationally garbed and came in a sensational American car, his Cooper 
on a trailer behind it. 
With image of Rhiando 

pp233 Club News 
Peterborough MC: This club was only formed in April, and in five weeks had 45 paid-up 
members… The Club Chairman is Raymond Cook, of the CUAC, and the Secretary is John 
Barrett. 
This Happy Breed: Report from the Sunday Express dated May 23rd last: Bedfordshire 
police have served more than 100 summonses for alleged misuse of petrol at Luton Hoo 
speed trials on Easter Monday. 
500 Club: This club picked up 15 new members last April, including one from Holland. Its 
big event will be circuit racing at Brough on July 5th, by invitation of the Blackburn MCC. The 
May issue of Iota contains a refreshing article on special-building by John Bolster, which is 
packed with common sense, and good illustrated descriptions of 500cc “Specials.” The 
Secretary’s new address is : JF Gale, Forest View, Cleaver Hill, Windsor. 

 

pp234 The 1948 RAC British Hill-Climb Championship 
The entrants to date for the RAC British Hill-Climb Championship, won last year by 
Raymond Mays’ ERA are: 

• Raymond Mays (ERA) 
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• LG Johnson (ERA) 
• KN Hutchison (Alfa Romeo) 
• MAH Christie (AC-Nash) 
• A Brooke (Vauxhall Villiers) 
• D Murray (MG) 
• G Tyrer (Bugatti) 
• AJ Butterworth (AJB) 
• E Brandon (Cooper) 
• RD Poore (Alfa-Romeo) 
• SH Allard (Allard) 

Entrants must run in four out of five specified hill-climbs, of which Shelsley Walsh and 
Bo’ness have already been contested, the remaining fixtures being: 

• Bouley Bay (July 15th) 
• Craigantlet (August 28th) 
• Prescott (September 12th) 

August 1948 
pp247 Matters Of The Moment 

- And A Track At Last: At last all our anxieties over the absence of any suitable track where 
races could be held, cars tested, and experiments carried out are finished. With 
commendable initiative the RAC has done what everyone hoped it would do and has leased 
a site for a proper racing circuit. This circuit is at Silverstone airfield, recently used by Rootes 
Securities for testing their products. It is very conveniently located, 65 ½ miles from Hyde 
Park Corner and 5 ¼ miles from Towcester, accessible by main roads from the South and 
the Midlands alike. 
The RAC will lease this airfield for twelve months and, if the circuit proves suitable for car 
racing and testing, thereafter hopes to secure it as a permanent track and to develop it 
accordingly. 
In announcing this breath-taking development we do no more than our readers would desire 
in sincerely congratulating the RAC on its enterprise. Much of the credit must go to Mr 
Wilfred Andrews, Chairman of the RAC, who announced his Club’s hopes in respect of the 
new track at a meeting in London on June 30th. That evening the BBC gave the news to the 
world – which is evidence of more enterprise on somebody’s part and is a spirit which 
argues well (sic) for the future of Silverstone. 

 

pp253 Brough (4th July) 
By permission of the Blackburn Aircraft Motor Club, the 500 Club was enabled to stage a 
series of races for their members over an excellent 0.65-mile circuit laid out at the Blackburn 
Company’s aerodrome at Brough An excellent motor-cycle entry made up the main part of 

• The reference to Moss at Brighton is 
actually Stanmer Park, not Madeira 
Drive. 
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the programme, and, in spite of continuous torrential rain until the end of the afternoon, 
some 5,000 spectators attended and stuck it out under very discomfiting conditions. 
The 500 Club was fortunate to be invited to this Blackburn meeting, for the organisation was 
first-class. It will be recalled that the first 500cc circuit-race happened at Gransden last year 
and that insufficient entries were obtained fro Brough. This year 16 Class I cars entered and 
9 started. 
Heat 1, over 6 laps, was contested only by Truman’s bodyless, drilled-chassis Marwyn and 
Lang’s neat, alloy-wheeled Cowlan, which, however, had no engine cover, although its driver 
was protected by a mica screen. Lang led from the start, but Truman caught him and was 
some six lengths ahead after one lap. Lang then spun at the hairpin bend, where Truman 
also indulged in hectic skidding, allowing Lang to run on alone to win, at 47.6mph. 
The Aikens, McGlashan’s Marwyn-JAP and Coldham’s Cooper came out for heat 2. 
McGlashan jumped the start, and at the second flagging-away Coldham got a very 
momentary lead before the Marwyn went by. Aikens had foul luck, his gearbox giving up the 
ghost as the clutch went home. After a lap McGlashan led by about five lengths from 
Coldham, who, however, was closing the gap. Then the Marwyn spun at the rain-drenched 
hairpin bend and retired, Coldham driving steadily to victory, at 48.5mph. 
Heat 3 saw Moss, the 18-year-old driver, repeat his fine showing at Brighton and Prescott, 
his Cooper, beautifully handled, leading throughout. Dryden’s cooper held second place, 
with Lord Strathcarron’s Marwyn third, and seeming to suffer gear-change trouble. Dryden 
spun at the hairpin, but continued. Moss averaged 48.9mph. 
The final again saw Moss complete master of the situation, his Cooper leading throughout. 
Dryden picked up a place on Coldham, and Truman was fourth, which order held 
throughout. Moss averaged 52.0mph this time. 
The original programme was altered and an 8-lap 500cc Handicap announced, in which 
Truman, Strathcarron, McGlashan, Dryden, Coldham and Moss were started with 
approximate equal intervals between them. An excellent race resulted. Strathcarron led lap 1 
from Truman, Moss, Coldham and McGlashan, Dryden again spinning at the hairpin. After 
two laps Moss had closed appreciably on the blue Marwyn, while Dryden had passed 
McGlashan. On lap three both Coldham and Dryden overtook Truman, and going into lap 
four Moss passed Strathcarron down the straight, after using the whole road at the hairpin. 
Dryden spun again and was nearly lapped by Moss, who won easily at 51.5mph from 
Strathcarron, Coldham and Truman. Dryden recovered and practically caught McGlashan at 
the line. 
The speeds set up under the appalling conditions by the cars were very creditable, the 
fastest 500cc motor-cycle race being won at 52.15mph and the fastest sidecar race at 
51.6mph. Moss was hand-timed in practice at 54.4mph. The lap record stands at 60.8mph, 
done in the dry! 
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pp258 Prescott (18th July) 

The weather cleared for the Summer Prescott meeting and it was most interesting, although 
the crowd was not immense, so many being prevented from attending by Mr Gaitskell. 
… A few new cars and modifications enlivened the Paddock… The Underwood Special 
“gave away” the origin of its engine by reason of a protruding Scott radiator on the off-side of 
the tail; front suspension was by transverse spring and wishbones. 
Class 5: Racing Cars up to 500cc 
The 500’s caused plenty of excitement. The FHB smote the outside bank entering the Esses 
on its first run, Moss touched the bank leaving the Esses on his first run, while Saunder’s 
Cooper seemed to suffer clutch slip and caught fire, the delay before fire extinguishers 
arrived being quite startling. Little damage was done. The Buzzi seemed troubled with a 
difficult gear-change and Longmore’s Marwyn was slow. Moss drove splendidly, and not 
only won the class but set another Class I Prescott record. It should be explained that, 
officially, Brandon’s 49.22sec., made at the Club meeting in the up to 750cc class, does not 
count, but Moss beat Lones’ former record by 0.47sec. Strang came to grief on his first run 
and would have been much faster on his second had he not missed a change. 
1st: S. Moss (Cooper), 49.51s 
2nd: C Strang (Strang), 50.41s 
3rd: RM Dryden (Cooper), 50.86s 
Class 7: Racing Cars 751-1, 500cc 
Fry, indulging in a magnificent power slide from the Esses, had things all his own way, 
although when it is remembered that the V-twin cooper is unblown, its efficiency is also a 
matter for warm congratulations. The Freikaiserwagen broke Cooper’s class record by 
0.85sec… 
1st: JG Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 46.21s 
2nd: J Cooper (Cooper), 47.86s 
3rd: GN Richardson (ERA-Riley) 48.17s 
Class 11: Team Event 
1st: Poore, Hutchison, Fry 
2nd: Moss, Cooper, Dryden 
3rd: Stubberfield, Whincop, Pierpont 

• Image of Saunders’ car available 
• Longmore could be Don Truman’s 

future wife, Barbara, or her brother 
Jack – the car would be the Truman 
Marwyn 

pp259 Bouley Bay (15th July) 
… All credit to Fry and Poore, who tied for ftd and bettered Mays’ former course-record by 
0.6sec., the former in the rebuilt Blackburne-engined Freikaiserwagen, the latter in his 
magnificent “3.8” Alfa-Romeo. Fry relied on single rear tyres, Poore on “twins” 
500cc Racing Cars: 
1: S Moss (497cc Cooper), 63.8s (class record) 
2: HC Lones (496cc Tiger Kitten), 65s. 

• Only two 500s attended. The Cooper 
1,000 did not attend. 
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1,100cc Racing Cars: 
1: JG Fry (1,097cc Freikaiserwagen), 59.2s (class record) 
2: HA Richards (1,087cc Riley), 68.4s 

pp260 Burghfield Common (aka Great Auclum) (24th July) 
This event, graced by perfect weather and impeccably organised, was held at Neil 
Gardiner’s Burghfield Common estate on July 25th. The course, embracing five banked 
corners, had been lengthened since 1947 to make it a full quarter-mile. Few drivers were 
able to get out of second gear, but the faster cars averaged over 37mph. 
… Wharton’s Wharton-Special, beautifully crisp and fearlessly handled, made ftd in 
23.34sec., beating Stirling Moss (23.46sec.), who drove absolutely superbly, getting into 
third gear in his Cooper 500, which was using Prescott ratios. 
… Brandon was second in the 500cc class, but broke a final-drive joint on his second run; 
Coldham’s Cooper broke its timing chain and Saunders’ cooper its gearbox. 
… Strang, a “typewriter-cover” over his engine, was third fastest of the 500s. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1: S Moss (Cooper), 23.46s 
2: E Brandon (Cooper), 24.25s 
3: CH Strang (Strang), 24.4s 

 

pp261 To Goodwood In A Jaguar 
Late in June a green 3 ½-litre Jaguar saloon arrived outside our offices for test purposes and 
we decided it could be profitably used to inspect the disused aerodrome perimeter track at 
Goodwood which, with the permission of the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, is likely to 
become a useful racing circuit. 
… The course, at present, consists of a very reasonably wide perimeter track, measuring 
approximately 2 ¼ miles to a lap, somewhat rough and loose in places, but by no means 
badly surfaced. We were told most people who have used it prefer to lap anti-clockwise, 
although with one car on at a time, no stipulation as to direction is made. We tried, as a 
preliminary, standing laps in both directions, clocking 2min. 31.8sec. clockwise, 2min. 
31.0sec. anti-clockwise.  
… dril at present seems to be that you notify the authorities that you would like to use the 
course beforehand and they fly a red flag from the control-tower while you are there. In 
theory, no vehicles will invade the course while this flag is flying. Actually a lorry and a 
tractor appeared while we were in action, but we were told they wouldn’t have done so had a 
racing car been on… 
… The foreman, Mr Bicknall, couldn’t have been more helpful or enthusiastic and absolutely 
no restrictions were placed upon us. The previous day a Cooper 500 had been down, and 
there were plenty of black lines to be seen on the surface before we added rubber-dust from 

• The Cooper 500 mentioned in the 
article has not been identified. 
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our tyres. Whether or not a fee is normally charged we do not know, but this can be 
ascertained by telephoning Mr CW Fisher of Goodwood Estate company (Lavant 7) which 
you must do in any case before using the course. By the way, no fire-fighting or first-aid 
facilities were available and you should make your own arrangements for food. 
News of the RAC track near Northampton somewhat overshadows the Duke of Richmond’s 
venture, but we sincerely hope it will be developed, for this course is delightful to drive over, 
especially at the better-defined corners and over the undulating section, and it should be a 
fine venue for the smaller races and for all aspects of car-testing save those requiring a long 
straight. We look forward to the JCC meeting in September. 
with three images of the Jaguar at identifiable, though totally unprepared, parts of the circuit 

pp265 Rumblings 
Silverstone: …Silverstone, as at present constituted, offers a figure-8 circuit of 3.8 miles to 
the lap, the tarmac-on-concrete surface being very reasonable and the longest straight, 
apart from the circuit, is over a mile in length… 
A New Supercharger: …the new Ventnor constant-output Roots supercharger, 
manufactured by Wade Engineering Ltd., at Gatwick Airport. 
… The Ventnor supercharger is offered in Types R005, R007, R010, R015 and R020, 
suitable for engines of 500cc, 750cc, 1-litre, 1 ½-litres and 2-litres capacity, respectively 

 

September 1948 
pp281 Matters Of The Moment 

Busy Month: …October early provides the RAC’s Silverstone Meeting, which constitutes 
out most important racing since 1938. 
…Preceding this entirely satisfactory form of motor racing there will be a “500” Race, over 20 
laps, or approximately 75 miles. This interesting event is not confined to 500 Club Formula 
cars, but is open to unsupercharged four-wheeled cars not exceeding 500cc. Nevertheless, 
it is the 500 Club’s dream come true. At Brough we had a foretaste, mainly by Moss in his 
Cooper, of how well the better 500s take to circuit-racing. But it will be immensely interesting 
to see how they will stand 75 miles of this activity. We have heard that their consumption of 
alcohol fuel is not exactly economic and pit-stops are likely to be rife in consequence. As 
engines have to be stopped for re-fuelling and restarted with the help of not more than two 
assistants, the 500 Race will not necessarily go the swiftest. 
The Motor Show: …This year the approach of winter will be heralded by a function we have 
not enjoyed since pre-war days – the SMMT’s Motor Exhibition at Earl’s Court. It will be our 
33rd International Private Car Show and it opens on October 27th. 

• In the event, the race was run to 50 
miles. The Coopers were all fitted with 
scuttle tanks to make the distance. It is 
not clear whether any of the entries 
were not to the 500 club formula. 

• Racing cars were not permitted at the 
Motor Show until 1953, but the event 
was attended by several 500 Club 
figures, and the date is significant in 
several timelines (Stirling Moss, Eric 
Brandon, Austen May, etc.)  

pp282 Boscombe (7th August) 
The West Hants. & Dorset CC held speed trials on August 7th, over an interesting new 704-
yard macadam-surfaced course with several curves and a sharp right-hand hairpin. 
… The only racing cars permitted were Class I vehicles, amongst which Stirling Moss’ 
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Cooper was very nicely handled, especially as to gear-changes in rapid succession before 
the hairpin, to clock 31.40sec., second fastest time. 
… Strang held a slide well, while Sparrowe kept his engine going as his SMS gyrated… 
Hall’s Marwyn ran out of air-pressure, Brandon’s Cooper broke a chain on its first getaway, 
and Stoop’s Spink 500 had carburetter-control maladies… Bryant was noticeably neat in his 
Marwyn, Sparrowe drove well, Brandon cut early for the hairpin in the wet, and Lord 
Strathcarron’s handling of his Marwyn was good to watch. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc, Un-s/c: 
1st: S Moss (Cooper), 31.40s 
2nd: GR Hartwell (Monaco), 31.56s 
3rd: E Brandon (Cooper), 31.62s 
The Six Fastest 
L Leonard (MG), 30.92s - £50 and Meadow Cup 
S Moss (Cooper), 31.40s - £50 and Joliffe Cup 
GR Hartwell (Monaco), 31.56s - £15 
E Brandon (Cooper), 31.62s 
TAD Crook (Alfa-Romeo), 31.93s - £10 
Onslow-Barrett (Mercury), 32.10s - £10 

pp299 Club News 
We Hear: … Barry Eaglesfield of 43, Sedborough Lane, Beaconsfield… Besides his Bugatti 
(Type 40) he has a 500cc special consisting of a lightened and modified Skirrow chassis 
with independent suspension front and back, and l/c Martlet pistons. 

• No further record of car or driver has 
been found 

pp299 Club News 
Bristol MC & LCC: This very active club announces that the Weston-Super-Mare Borough 
Council has agreed to co-operate in the running of a speed trial on October 9th along half-a-
mile of the sea front. This sounds like a sprint in the traditional manner, and there will be 
cash prizes. At the suggestion of the RAC, only racing cars will be eligible. 

 

pp299 Club News 
The Assoc. Of Northern Car Clubs: This association has been formed by the majority of 
the car clubs in the north of England with the objects of liaison and discussion to the 
members’ mutual advantage. 
Meetings will take place in cities in the north of England by rotation, each car club in turn 
being organisers. As a result of these meetings it has been possible to avoid duplication of 
events of similar type being held in the same area on the same day, and the RAC has 
appreciated this assistance in arranging the year’s calendar. 
(continues but with relevance only to trials cars & events) 

 

pp305 For Sale 
500cc MARWYN RACING CAR, used three times only; many modifications and extras. 

• The chassis has not been identified. 
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Offers to Box No. 607, MOTOR SPORT, 15 City Road, EC1 • The MOTOR SPORT PO Box gives no 

clues, only the timing* and the 
reference to “used three times” helps. 

*issues were being published on the first of the 
cover month, so this advertisement was called 
in in August 1948. 

pp312 For Sale 
Iota-JAP 500cc racing car; third ftd, Bo’ness 1947. Also “blown” Ausfod competition model. 
Will exchange for quality saloon, Alvis or Lagonda preferred. Clarkson, The Chase, 
Halstead, Essex. 

• Roy Clarkson, who has recently moved 
from Scotland to Essex, and appears 
to be giving up racing. 

• The Iota (chassis) is sold to the Breese 
brothers, who campaign it in 1949 as 
the Iota-Zephyr. 

October 1948 
pp316 Redcar (28th August) 

Middlesborough & DMC Sand Races: Sand racing in the good old tradition happened at 
Redcar on August 28th. 
… (article refers to 1-mile straight sprints, held for 1 ½ and 2 ½ –litre cars, then a 20-mile 
handicap) 
… Two 500cc races were scheduled to be run, but insufficient entries came in. 

• No record has been found of the event. 
• Although the article refers to 

cancellation of the 500cc races, it 
leaves open that some 500s may have 
attended. It also leaves open that there 
may have been other sprint classes 
and races. 

pp317 Brighton (4th September) 
… the rain held off, and the wind neither favoured nor hindered the cars. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
The 500s tended to false-start, but were generally highly impressive in action. George 
Hartwell, in the Norton-engined, very abbreviated Monaco, broke Cooper’s record by 
0.46sec., somewhat air-borne in the process. Competition was keen, for Dryden’s Cooper 
was second, Lord Strathcarron’s Marwyn third. Brandon drove Saunders’ Cooper but lost his 
duel with Truman’s Marwyn, and Moss, his Cooper placed at the start clear of others’ 
wheelmarks, its fuel filler cap opening as the car got away, wasn’t quick enough for once, 
suggesting that sheer good driving may have accounted for his earlier successes. The Smith 
wasn’t running well and its transmission came adrift. 
1st: GR Hartwell (498cc Monaco), 32.11sec. 
2nd: RM Dryden (498cc Cooper), 33.04sec. 
3rd: Lord Strathcarron (497cc Marwyn), 33.35sec. 
Also ran: Moss (Cooper), 34.14; Sir F Samuelson, Bt. (Cooper), 34.34; Truman (Marwyn), 
34.97; Brandon (Cooper), 35.2; Sparrowe (Sparrowe), 36.0; White (White Lloyd), 36.8; 
Coldham (Cooper), 37.4; Smith (Smith), 40.0 
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Racing Cars, 751-1,100cc 
David Fry found gear selection a trifle difficult so busy was he as the Freikaiserwagen 
accelerated from the start and it weaved about somewhat at the finish in spite of its excellent 
rubber suspension. But it easily beat the Lightweight’s old record by 1.53sec. John Cooper’s 
unblown V-twin Cooper, having to suck in its own se-air, did splendidly to finish second, and 
Spike Rhiando, that decorative American, was third in the other V-twin Cooper. Burton’s riley 
had trouble, being beaten by Folland in the ex-Weir Monaco-prepared MG. Kennington’s MG 
was really motoring, not far behind Fry – it now has a new Marshall blower supercharging at 
22lb/sq.in.,… 
1st: D Fry (1,097cc s/c Freikaiserwagen), 27.01sec. 
2nd: J Cooper (996cc Cooper), 27.93sec. 
3rd: S Rhiando (1,000cc Cooper), 28.93sec. 
… The fastest unblown car was Cooper’s V-twin Cooper. 

pp327 Prescott (12th September) 
The weather gods were cruel indeed to the BOC on September 12th. Practice day enjoyed 
perfect conditions, and was enlivened by the astonishing Freikaiserwagen unofficially 
beating Gerard’s course-record… 
 Sunday, unfortunately, started wet and became damper as the day wore on. The course 
was soaked, for once the BOC ran behind schedule and had to abandon the tea-interval… 
… Sparrowe crashed his “500” in practice and was removed to hospital. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
Lones held a nasty slide in Tiger Kitten but snaked on, Lord Strathcarron wasn’t intimidated 
by the slipperiness, and Moss did a magnificent 53.67sec. This Brandon reduced to 
52.43sec., and he was also faster than Moss on his second run. The Smith “500” went well, 
but Adams’ new DMRA seemed to have gear-selection bothers and smelt decidedly hot. 
Strang was almost back on his old form, getting second place on both his runs. 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper), 52.43s 
2nd: CH Strang (Strang), 52.74s 
3rd: S Moss (Cooper), 53.67s 
Also ran: Lones (Tiger Kitten), 53.68s; Lord Strathcarron (Marwyn), 54.82s; Smith (Smith), 
55.64s; Dryden (Cooper), 57.59s; Truman (Marwyn), 58.59s; Ebdon (Buzzie), 60.64s; 
Adams (DMRA), 68.04s 
Racing Cars, 501-1,100cc 
Fry drove magnificently but in the wet could not fend off John Cooper’s so-potent and so-
stable Cooper 1,000.  
… Note that the “500s” beat the big fellows! 
1st: J Cooper (Cooper 1,000), 52.67s 
2nd: JG Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 52.79s 
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3rd K Wharton (Wharton), 54.33s 
The Twelve Fastest 
1: Walker (ERA), 49.46s (£100 and silver cup) 
2: Allard (Allard), 51.45s (£60 and silver cup. Fastest unblown car) 
3: Gerard (ERA), 51.72s (£40) 
4: Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 52.14s 
5: Brandon (Cooper 500), 52.41s 
6: Cooper (Cooper 1,000), 52.67s 
7: Mays (ERA), 52.70s 
8: Strang (Strang 500), 52.74s 
9: Stubberfield (Bugatti), 53.54s 
10: Richardon (ERA-Riley), 53.58s 
11: Moss (Cooper), 53.54s 
12: Lones (Tiger Kitten), 53.68s 

pp328 Bo’ness (18th September) 
Spike Rhando overturned his Cooper 1,000 at the chicane. 

 

pp331 Goodwood (18th September) 
In beautiful if rather chilly weather, white clouds flecking a clear blue sky and casting 
shadows on the sun-lit Sussex hills in the background, practice passed off smoothly for the 
first meeting at the Junior Car Club’s new road circuit at Goodwood. 
Race 5: racing Cars not exceeding 500cc (3 laps) 
Non-starters were Sparrowe, Page, Smith, Saunders, Pulliblank, and Collins, but the quality 
of the race held. Brandon’s silver Cooper was favourite. Lord Strathcarron had blown up his 
engine in practice, but Pulliblank had sportingly lent his. On the line Freeman examined 
Moss’ rear Dunlops and a hasty inspection was made beneath the engine cover of the 
Monaco. Sir Francis Samuelson’s Cooper needed a second push to start its engine, but two 
were officially allowed. Moss’ engine showed a little smoke from its exhaust. 
As the flag came down Brandon’s Cooper jerked sickeningly and stopped – its engine 
stalled. Moss built up a vast lead, was given a slow signal by Father Moss, and was never 
challenged. Coldham’s Cooper was second, Dryden’s cooper third after a lap, but Brandon 
was going like a bomb after his engine had been restarted, and after two laps was second, 
Dryden third, Truman’s Marwyn fourth, Coldham and Samuelson behind, Hartwell’s Monaco 
last. Lord Strathcarron had lost his driving chain and Bacon pushed the FHB in. Moss won 
by 9.4 seconds, at nearly 72mph – which would have earned him a heavy re-handicap at 
Brooklands! The positions held throughout the third lap. 
1st: S Moss (497cc Cooper), 71.92mph 
2nd: E Brandon (497cc Cooper) 

• John Cooper was driving the Cooper-
Vincent belonging to George 
Abecassis – recently completed, and 
being debuted. 
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3rd: RM Dryden (499cc Cooper) 
Also ran: Lord Strathcarron (Marwyn), Hartwell (Monaco), Sir F Samuelson (Cooper), 
Truman (Marwyn), Coldham (Cooper), Bacon (FHB). 
Race 6: Racing Cars up to 1,100cc Supercharged and up to 2 litres Non-supercharged 
(3 laps) 
Folland got away nicely at the fall of the flag and John Cooper’s V-twin Cooper nosed its 
way through to the front. After a lap Folland led Nichols’ Parnell, with Kennington’s MG third, 
followed by the Spikins-Amilcar and the Cooper. 
… after two laps, the Parnell sounded odd, Kennington having passed it, and the Cooper, 
fallen to sixth place, also seemed to have lost some of its urge. 

pp337 Shelsley Walsh (25th September) 
Beautiful weather did not attract the usual crowd to Shelsley Walsh combined car and motor-
cycle meeting last Saturday, which was a pity, because those present saw one of the best 
meetings ever. 
… The Freikaiserwagen improved on its own blown Shelsley-Specials record by 2.18sec 
(38.43sec.)… Allard in the air-cooled Allard broke the V-twin Cooper’s record for unblown 
cars. 
Cars up to 750cc 
Wharton had trouble, leaving things to the 500’s. Moss beat Strang on his second run, fairly 
throwing his Cooper into the “S” and going very close to the bank as he left these corners. 
1st: S Moss (Cooper), 43.84s 
2nd: CH Strang (Strang), 43.90s 
3rd: HC Lones (Tiger Kitten), 45.70s 
Cars, 751-1,500cc 
… The Freikaiserwagen was braked heavily for the “S” which it treated with respect, but its 
acceleration to the finish was immense, especially following the first change-up. The V-twin 
Cooper was nicely handled, although a change-up was missed on the first run and the 
engine was smoking and sick on the second. 
1st: PDC Walker (ERA), 38.30s 
2nd: D Fry (Freikaiserwagen), 38.43s 
3rd: J Cooper (Cooper), 41.28s 

 

pp351 For Sale 
500cc Racing Car, Iota-JAP, in perfect condition. Would exchange Lagonda or Alvis. 
Clarkson, The Chase, Halstead, Essex. 

• Roy Clarkson, repeating the ad from 
September, pp312 

November 1948 
pp457 Matters Of The Moment 

Silverstone:  The 500cc National race, ably won by Rhiando’s Cooper, at 60.68mph, was 
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an epic and proved that the 500 Club Formula cars can provide a spectacle. They need 
quite a bit of development, however, before they can essay longer distances or fiercer  
struggles, and was cannot resist comparison between the 30 per cent of finishers in this 50-
mile race and the 50 per cent of finishers in the 1,100cc class of the 1921 200 Mile Race 
(won, incidentally, at 71.54mph by a GN) when the cars had no “let up” in way of corners. 

pp457 Silverstone – British Grand Prix (2nd October) 
A perfect sunset on the Friday evening gave way to a beautiful day on October 2nd, and at 
an early hour streams of vehicles flowed along the admirably policed and sign-posted routes 
to the new course. 
… News began to filter through. Strang had changed his gearbox… while Fry, having three 
times sheared the drive to the rotary valve of his 500cc car had bought a JAP engine from 
John Cooper and hastily installed that. 
The 500cc Race 
Gale, the new 500 Club Secretary, marshalled his members for their first real race, 50 miles 
round Silverstone’s three-mile 1,180 yards 55ft, wide circuit. 
The non-starters were Lones (Tiger Kitten), Bacon (FHB), Russell (Russell), Hartwell 
(Monaco), Bond (Bond), Davison (Ardilia) and Sparrowe (SMS), letting in three reserves, 
Page (Cooper), Messenger (Messenger) and Smith (CFS) 
Grid positions, determined on practice times were:- 

Front row: Strang (Strang-HRD), Dryden (Cooper-Norton), Coward (Cowlan-Norton), 
Rhiando (Cooper-JAP) and Moss (Cooper-JAP), the last-named a firm favourite) 
Row two: Samuelson (Cooper-JAP), Coldham (Cooper-JAP), Brandon (Cooper-
JAP), and Cooper (Cooper-JAP) 
Row three: Page (Cooper-JAP), Grose (Grose-Norton), Saunders (Cooper-JAP), 
Aikens (Aikens-Triumph), and Smith (CFS-JAP) 
Row four: Clark (ASA), Phillips (Fairley-Norton), Gibbs (MAC), Stoop (Spink-Rudge) 
Row five: Strathcarron (Marwyn-JAP); Fry (Freikaiserwagen-JAP), Wharton 
(Wharton-BSA), and Flather (Marott-Scott). 
Row six: Messenger (Messenger), Underwood (Underwood-Scott), Smith (Smith-
JAP), and Bosisto (Buzzie II) 

Unfortunately the start was marred because only Strang and Moss saw Earl Howe drop the 
flag and they gained an appreciable advantage thereby, as some drivers, Brandon included, 
were still on the grid. Indeed, past the pits Strang led from Moss, Dryden, Aikens, Coward 
and Cooper, while Brandon was right away at the end of a crackling, jostling procession. 
After a lap Moss led Strang, with Dryden, Cooper, Coward behind. already the Underwood 
was in for a plug-change, and Page’s Cooper for repairs to a final-drive chain. The Marott 
called at its pit, but continued almost at once, the Spink’s driver got an “OK” from a funnel 
held aloft and Strathcarron badly overshot his pit, and was restarted with difficulty. It was all 

• Some details of retirements were badly 
recorded, and it is worth cross-
referencing with Iota magazine, 
November 1948 (and December, 
which made further corrections) 

• All entries are referenced, except JH 
Pratt (Imp), who most likely was a 
reserve and did not attend. 
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the greatest fun and rather reminiscent of the 1,100cc class of the 1921 200-Mile Race – 
save that then the cars had 200 miles to do, at rather better speed! 
After three laps, Moss led, at 60.67mph, 0.7sec. ahead of Rhiando’s golden Cooper, with 
Dryden 10 sec. behind the American and John Cooper a bare second behind “Curly.” then 
Coward’s Cowlan 3sec. further back. Brandon caught Smith at Woodcote, the ASA was 
motoring slowly round making weird noises on the overrun and the Fairley sounding healthy 
and looked very vintage-American-board-track, as its driver wore a motor-cycle crash hat at 
a rakish angle. 
Trouble was rife and Ken Hutchison waited for customers at the pits, his job being to record 
competitors’ misfortunes. The push-stick was rushed across country to the Grose, the 
Underwood gave best to oiled plugs, Saunders’ Cooper broke a chain at Abbey Curve, but 
Rhiando went round at the record speed of 63.22mph, taking the lead sensationally when 
Moss was reported missing. The latter walked unconcernedly in as Father Moss calmly lit his 
pipe – alas the engine sprocket had worked loose. Smith stopped at Maggot’s Corner, the 
Marott, with a broken magneto bracket, at Copse, and Fry pushed off and retired. 
After six laps Rhiando led at 61.25mph by 32sec. from John Cooper, with the Cowlan 8sec. 
behind in third place, Coldham fourth, Smith fifth. Haze was seen to be issuing from the 
engine compartment  of Rhiando’s car, and, had we but known it, he was being badly 
burned by leaking fuel – later a broadcast appeal was made for the loan of a pair of trousers 
for him, and fears were expressed for his famous shirt. Dryden had been chased hard by 
Cooper until his exhaust pipe broke and he retired. 
The fun waxed fast and furious. Early on the Spink needed more fuel, Wharton had oil all 
over his car and a plug change and attention to the carburetter controls were hampered 
because many small nuts secured the bonnet – clearly he had hoped not to stop! The MAC 
was distinctly unwell, and poor Smith went out with his engine all but on fire and the tank 
split. The MAC followed, but the Grose restarted for a while. Aikens lost all his oil pressure 
and ran one or more big ends, the Spink refuelled again, the Wharton needed more work 
and restarted only after a long push, but Brandon was going well, a piece of cowling flapping 
below the Cooper’s engine. 
The leaders ran on in something of a procession and so ended a most intriguing race. 
Rhiando used Ferodo brake linings and Dunlop tyres. The full results were:- 
1st: S Rhiando (Cooper-JAP) 60.68mph 
2nd: J Cooper (Cooper-JAP) 60.55mph 
3rd: Sir F Samuelson Cooper-JAP) 59.90mph 
4th E Brandon (Cooper-JAP)  59.87mph 
5th: R Coward (Cowlan-Norton)  12 laps 
6th: S Coldham (Cooper-Norton)  11 laps 
7th: R Phillips (Fairley-Norton)  11 laps 
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8th: J Stoop (Spink-Rudge)  11 laps 
Retirements 
Sanders (Cooper, chain:  No lap 
Underwood (Underwood), plugs:  1 lap 
Bosisto (Buzzie), gearbox:  1 lap 
Messanger (Messanger), engine:  1 lap 
Strang (Strang), seizure:  2 laps 
Lord Strathcarron (Marwyn), seizure:  2 laps 
Fry (Freikaiserwagen), seizure:  3 laps 
Clark (ASA):  3 laps 
Gibbs (MAC):  3 laps 
Dryden (Cooper), broken engine bearer and exhaust pipe):  4 laps 
Flather (Marrott), magneto:  4 laps 
Wharton (Wharton):  4 laps 
Moss (Cooper), engine sprocket:  5 laps 
Smith (Smith), split fuel tank:  6 laps 
Grose (Grose), broken brake pipe:  6 laps 
Smith (CFS):  7 laps 
Aikens (Aikens), big ends:  8 laps 
Page (Cooper), chain:  9 laps 
This was great stuff and we look forward to a 200-mile race next year, at Silverstone or 
Goodwood! 

pp465 Rumblings 
Silverstone – Thursday:  A feature of most of the 500cc cars was the extra tankage. Strang 
was apparently using two pints a minute at 6,000rpm, and had large cylindrical tanks, one 
each side of the car. Elastic cord held down engine cover and bonnet and the mirrors were 
mounted on the front shock-absorbers. 
The beautifully turned out Grose also had its mirrors on the shock-absorber mountings. This 
car was entered by Grose of Northampton and had a rear-placed Norton engine with hairpin 
valve springs, a long nose cowl, independent springing all round based on Standard Eight 
layout, with the transverse spring below the wishbones in front, above them at the back, 
hydraulic brakes, bolt-on wheels with 4.75 by 16 rear tyres, and a special framework for 
push starting – model fashion – to save the immaculate bodywork. The wrong fuel melted 
the plug at first, and Grose came quickly to his pit, receiving a ticking-off, in the friendliest 
manner possible, at the hands of Sammy Davis for cutting across the course. 
The Russell had independent suspension all round, by transverse single-leaf springs at the 
rear, Morgan at the front. 
The MAC had a big square fuel tank on a platform over the engine and held by two straps, 

• MOTOR SPORT suggests that the Fry 
500 is a different chassis from the 
1100cc Freikaiserwagen. Whist that is 
possible, it is generally believed that 
they were the same chassis, which 
became Jack Moor’s Wasp IV (a 500) 
in 1949. Other sources refer to the car 
at this event as the Freikaiserwagen. 

• It confirms that the Wharton 500 is the 
(formerly supercharged MG) hillclimb 
Wharton Special. There seems to have 
also been trials car using the Wharton 
Special name. 
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the Cowlan sported a megaphone exhaust, plenty of air scoops and a ¼-elliptic rear-
suspension, while Aitkens had a spring-loaded jockey sprocket for tensioning the final-drive 
chain, and an extra tank under his seat. 
Flather had a forward-inclined, rear-mounted Scott engine, with Lucas magneto, in his 
bulbous Marott, the frame heavily X-braced, the radiator at the front, a mysterious big-bore 
rubber tube apparently feeding oil to the gearbox main bearing, while front suspension was 
by transverse spring and wishbones, with transverse Hartfords, and the tyres 4.00 by 19. 
Alas, the Marwyn king-pin bushes displayed too much play to please the scrutineers and 
had to be changed. 
The Underwood has a rear-placed Scott-engine, transverse spring and wishbone ifs, and 
4.00 by 18 tyres. 
Phillip’s Fairley was an Austin Seven chassis with front-mounted Norton single-cylinder 
engine, a guard protecting its protruding carburetter on the off side, while Francis Beart was 
looking after the special Norton in Dryden’s Cooper. 
All the Coopers used extra air-scoops, Brandon’s at chassis level, and front tanks to 
supplement the over-engine tanks. 
Wharton had a BSA “twin” engine neatly concealed beneath the bonnet of his former 
Wharton Special. 
Soon the course was full of hurrying Class I racers and the air filled wit the scent of hot 
engines and clutch plates. The MAC bounced badly, the Fairley tended to snake, but Moss 
drove his Cooper impeccably as usual, assisting his father and the mechanics to alter the 
engine sprocket after a few laps. As usual, the car had arrived in a horse-box trailer behind a 
Twenty Rolls utility. Brandon had to resecure a mirror, Samuelson’s engine ran-on after the 
ignition was cut and later Earl Howe brought him a part of a broken spring-leaf! 
The Fry 500 had a tubular chassis, Morgan-type front end, the same rubber independent 
suspension as the bigger Freikaiserwagen, utilising cables and pulleys, and a rear-placed 
Cross rotary-valve Rudge engine. The rear tyres were 5.00 by 15. Buzzie II was similar, but 
with twin coil springs for each rear wheel, working in vertical slides, with a huge headrest-
cum-tank. Clark’s ASA used transverse spring and wishbone ifs, an oil cooler on the side 
and strut-type front shock-absorbers. 
The six fastest 500s were: 
Moss (Cooper)  3min. 17.4sec. 
Coward (Cowlan)  3min. 28.0sec. 
Bacon (FHB)  3min. 28.4sec. 
Cooper (Cooper)  3min.38.0sec. 
Coldham (Cooper)  3min. 40.0sec. 
Strang (Strang)  3min. 42.0sec 

pp466 Rumblings  
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Silverstone – Friday: The 500s next had their session, in the afternoon this time, Cooper 
and Rhiando, incidentally, using their V-twin cars with one-cylinder engine installed.  
… The 500s finish, with the best times as under: 
Moss (Cooper)  3min. 19.0sec. 
Rhiando (Cooper)  3min. 27.4sec. 
Strang (Cooper)  3min. 31.0sec. 
Cooper (Cooper)  3min.31.6sec. 
Brandon (Cooper)  3min. 34.2sec. 
Lord Strathcarron (Marwyn) 3min. 34.4sec. 
Coward (Cowlan)  3min. 38.4sec. 

pp467 Weston-super-Mare (9th October) 
The Bristol MC and LCC are to be congratulated on holding speed trials for racing cars 
along a ½-mile promenade course on October 9th. The Mayor’s support was obtained, an 
entry of 64 was received, and 10,000 spectators attended. 
… Hartwell’s Monaca beat Lones Tiger Kitten and Longmore’s Marwyn to win the 500cc 
class in 27.38sec. 
The Freikaiserwagen netted the 1100cc class in 23.41sec. from the Lightweight and Finch’s 
Amilcar Six. 

• Other sources suggest that Longmore 
was the entrant (either Barbara or 
Jack) and Truman drove to 3rd place. 

pp467 Dunholme (9th October) 
Eight –Lap Race: Congratulations to Stirling Moss, who won this race in his Cooper-JAP. 

 

pp493 Fixtures For November 
October 27th-November 6th – The Earls Court Motor Show 
19th-28th – Victoria League Racing Car Exhibition, Henly Hall 

• Racing cars were not permitted at the 
Motor Show until 1952 

• The Henly Hall event is a repeat of the 
January 1948 event. 

• See December 1948 
pp494 Racing Car Exhibition 

The Victoria League announced that it will again hold an Exhibition of Racing Cars at Henly 
Hall, London, NW1, this year. The dates will be Nov.19th-28th and the admission charge 2s., 
children half-price. Last year over 25,000 enthusiasts visited the exhibition, which will be 
bigger and better this year. The Gardner Record Car and John Cobb’s Land-Speed-Record 
Railton Mobil Special will be amongst the exhibits. 

• “Last year’s” event was actually held in 
January 1948. Eric Brandon’s Cooper 
T3 was an exhibit at that show 

pp494 Advertisement for Aero-Spares Co. 
Selling a range of “Air Ministry Instruments”, including: 

o A Distant Reading Thermometer (with gauge) 
o Boost Gauge 
o Dashboard Compass 
o Time Of Flight Clock 

• By 1953, Aero-Spares Co (now at 16 
High Holborn) was the basis of Les 
Leston’s car & driving emporium. 

• It is not known whether Leston was 
involved with the company in 1948. 
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Lists address as Aero-Spares Co (Dept. MS), 71, High Holborn, WC1, with a head office at 
69, Church Street, Edgware Road, NW8 

pp498 Classified Advertisement 
Fairley “500” Road-Racing Car. Special ex-Eric Briggs’ Manx Norton alloy engine, shaft 
drive, close-ratio four-speed box, latest type Austin Seven rear axle, special Girling brakes, 
divided-axle ifs, 15-in. wheels, racing tyres, as new. Finished 7th at Silverstone and 
Dunholme on pool petrol/ £450/ RW Phillips, c/o J Fairley & Sons Ltd., John Street, Sheffield 
2. Tel.: 22876 

• Reg Phillips only 500 

pp503 Wanted 
500cc Cooper Special or similar, with or without engine. Fullest details and price to Box No. 
703, MOTOR SPORT, 15, City Road, EC1. 

 

pp504 Classified Advertisement 
Marwyn 497cc racing car as raced during this season. 5-stud dirt-track JAP engine, 15” 
wheels, Burman close-ratio gearbox, capable of genuine 100mph. Times this year, Prescott 
50.7, Shelsley 45.9, standing kilometre Brighton 33.35, Dunholme lap speed 75mph. 
£425. Lord Strathcarron, 22 Down Street, W1. Tel: GRO 3041 

• Strathcarron appears to have kept the 
car in 1949, although barely used. 

• He re-advertises the car in April 1949 

pp504 Wanted 
500cc Racing Car Wanted Condition relatively unimportant, but preferably Marwyn or 
Cooper. Box No. 713, MOTOR SPORT, 15, City Road, EC1. 

 

pp504 BLAKES 
The Northern Sports & Racing Car Specialists 

Announce 
their appointment as concessionaires for the Cooper 500 & 1,000 racing cars for the 

Northern half of Great Britain. 
Trade and retail enquiries welcomed. 

Full information available at Messrs J Blake & Co. Ltd., 110 Bold Street, Liverpool, 1. 

• Blake’s, run by Peter Reece (cousin of 
Jackie) were the first Cooper 
distributors, and would continue to 
supply cars until at least 1951. 

December 1948 
pp508 Matters Of The Moment 

Racing Cars On Show 
The Victoria League’s Exhibition of Racing Cars, which closes on December 4th, provided 
further evidence of the public’s interest in motor-racing. Highlights were the rather crudely-
finished but “built for the job” Ecurie Belge Veritas; Gerard’s B/C-type road-racing ERA, 
displaying a lowered, more forward-set radiator grille and sloping bonnet line, which it did not 
have at Silverstone; Mays’ D-type “Hill-Climb Champion” ERA; the ex-Salvadori eight-valve 
four-cylinder Maserati, apparently now owned by AA Baring; the rebuilt Freikaiserwagen, 
with transverse hydraulic front shock-absorbers and a clever ratio-indictor incorporated in 
the rev-counter and coupled by Bowden wire to the gear-selector lever amongst its many 

• The report implies that two Coopers 
were exhibited. 

• One of these was sold on to Billy Lee 
in Ireland, arriving by 17th December. 
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technically brilliant features; the lengthened 500cc and 1000cc Coopers; the new fwd Bond 
“500” with wire and bobbin steering, cast light-alloy suspension members with strip-steel 
steering arms and, from Earls Court, Cobb’s Railton Mobil-Special. 
continues with descriptions of other exhibits 

pp530 Classified Advertisement 
Aikens 500cc IFS, Triumph “Grand Prix” engine, Norton gearbox. Has been constructed 
and prepared regardless of cost. Raced successfully 1947/48 seasons. With trailer if 
required. Reason for sale, another car under construction. Best offer over £400. W/C Aikens, 
RAF, Swinderby, Lincs. 

• Although it is not clear if the car was 
sold, indications are that Aikens built a 
Mk 2 in 1949 (before progressing to an 
Iota P1 for 1950) 

pp531 Classified Advertisement 
Austin Seven Competition Engine, super-tuned and ready to race; boost 12lb. Prescott 
56.28sec.; complete £75. Less Marshall blower, £45; less PN4 Scintilla, £35. Cost double. 
Ex “Tiger Kitten” 5-stud JAP, brake-tested 44bhp; perfect; offers around £70. Mallock, 1, 
Sotton Park, Catterick Camp, Yorks. 

• Presumed (but not completely 
confirmed) to be Captain Arthur 
Mallock. 

• Mallock had competed against 500s at 
Prescott, with his 750cc s/c Austin, so 
knew the competitors. But he was not 
believed to have competed with a 500 
engine until 1951. So why did he have 
a Lones JAP engine in 1948? 

pp538 SMS 
The above well-known 500cc racing car is for sale. 

This car has now been rebuilt and is ready for next season. It has climbed Shelsley in 48sec. 
and Prescott in 50sec. It is capable of lowering these times considerably with a better driver. 

Spares include cylinder barrel and piston, spritn and long distance tanks, also various 
sprockets, etc. 

£350. Saloon car taken in part exchange, cash either way. 
J Sparrowe, Northbourne, Bournemouth 

• Jeff Sparrowe progressed to a new 
Marwyn for 1949, but the fate of the 
SMS is unknown. 

 



1949 
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January 1949 
pp2 New Class I Records 

The Italian, Pietro Taruffi, has broken the International Class I fs kilometre, fs mile, five kilos, 
five miles and ss mile records, driving an unsupercharged Guzzi-engined car of 
unconventional form. The new speeds, for the two-way runs, are, respectively, 128.8, 126.7, 
126.4, 1239 and 79.9mph. This is a fantastic show, for Gardner’s MG records are beaten by 
nearly 10mph without resort to forced induction. Taruffi’s Guzzi engine relied on British 
Lodge plugs. 

• fs= flying start, ss = standing start. 

pp5 The RAC’s Meeting With The Clubs 
On December 9th, the RAC held its annual meeting with club delegates. Some sensational 
revelations were made during this meeting, notably that Silverstone will be available to clubs 
who wish to hold meetings thereat on Saturdays, and to individuals for daily testing from 
Mondays to Thursdays inclusive, at fees not yet settled, and that General Competition Rule 
20 will be revised as from January 1st, so that each club will be allowed to apply for only one 
permit for a Closed Invitation Trial or Rally, invited clubs to include seven and not five as 
formerly. This ruling also applies to Closed Invitation speed trials or hill-climbs (i.e. one per 
club, seven invited clubs). Closed events and race meetings are not affected. Other 
noteworthy RAC decisions revealed at the meeting were: 
• That combined ACU/RAC permits will be discontinued; 
• That Silverstone will be closed on Sundays; 
• That permit fees have been revised, the scale to all clubs for closed permit being 5s. up 

to 25 entries, 10s. for 25 to 50 entries and £1 1s. over 50 entries, the maximum 
permissible entry to be declared in Supplementary Regulations; 

• That every competitor in any RAC permit event must hold a 5s. National Competition 
Licence, and that the International Licence fee is now £1 per annum. 

… (on Silverstone) Clubs would have to provide all equipment, but would get the services, it 
was hoped, of a track manager. (Alas, clubs will be required to provide their own fencing, 
which sounds costly and complicated…) 
… (on whether bank holiday events could be held at Silverstone) Earl Howe explained that 
the police say they cannot cope with Towcester horse-racing and Silverstone traffic on the 
same day, but in future he felt there must be give and take, as Towcester happens every 
bank holiday. 
… (on the Grand Prix meeting October last) HR Godfrey (JCC) said Bond arrived late at 
Silverstone and wasn’t allowed to practice, but the Italians were. Earl Howe said Col. Barnes 

• Relevant highlights only, refer to article 
for full text. 

• The ending of joint ACU/RAC permits 
appears to have (temporarily) ended 
combined car & bike events. Later 
events (such as Cadwell Park) appear 
to have arranged dual permits. 

• It does appear that all airfields used at 
this time were privately owned (e.g. 
Brough, Goodwood) rather than leased 
directly from the Air Ministry. 
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knew the facts about this (no answer was forthcoming). 
… (on venues) Craner queried why the RAC has stated that no permits will be entertained 
for racing at airfields other than Silverstone… The RAC Chairman said no monopoly or 
embargo was envisaged. The RAC had provided Silverstone solely for the good of the sport. 
It was the Air Ministry which had banned airfield racing. Goodwood as a private circuit, was 
in order. 
… (on purchase tax) Earl Howe said the matter of the abolition of purchase tax on racing 
cars is receiving attention, but no one has yet been able to define a racing car to the 
satisfaction of the Customs and Excise authorities. Suggestions are welcome. 

pp6 Another Lucas Success 
A Lucas NTT2 magneto was used by Graham, West and Monneret on the 500cc parallel-
twin AJS motor-cycle with which they established new records at Montlhèry in the 500cc, 
750cc and 1,000cc classes… 
… The Lucas racing magneto, for single or two-cylinder engines, will spark consistently up to 
10,000rpm, while its light weight and small dimensions make it especially suitable for the 
purpose for which it is intended. The magneto body is cast in Electron and embodies an 
Alnico magnet of special nickel-aluminium – cobalt alloy possessing exceptional magnetic 
properties and being particularly resistant to de-magnetisation. The armature runs on large 
ball-bearings and the magneto is effectively water-proofed. 

 

pp22 Club News 
De Havilland Auto Club: …”A section of the de Havilland Sports Club has recently been 
formed by a number of motoring enthusiasts in the de Havilland Engine Company’s 
factories. 
We shall be known as the de Havilland Auto Club, embracing motor-cyclists as well as car 
owners, and we hope to provide interesting events for all classes of motorist, both family and 
sporting. 
… Next spring we hope that a number of entrants in trials and speed events will be able to 
appear as representatives of the DHAC… 
… Hon. Sec.: TP Bayliss, DH Ltd. Stag Lane, Edgware” 

• It can be assumed that the various de 
Havilland employees who became 500 
and racing people (such as Brian 
Heyward, Maurice Phillippe, etc.) came 
through this club. 

pp27 Classified Advertisement 
“500” Chassis. Built to National formula incorporating final drive by chain and diff. 
Lockheed rear brakes. Unused tyres, rib front, treaded rears. Weight under 400lbs. Suitable 
for any type of power unit. Details on request. SAE £75. Welford Bros., 12, Opal Street, 
Leicester. Tel.: Leicester 65903 

 

pp27 Classified Advertisement 
Trials Car. Having purchased Cooper “500” I must sell my well-known V8. Full information 
from and offers to: CAN May, 8, Pebble Mill Road, Birmingham 

• May had purchased the Stirling Moss 
Cooper Mk II, receiving it just before 
Christmas 
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February 1949 
pp34 The British Automobile Racing Club 

It has been known that since the war the Council of the Junior Car Club has felt 
uncomfortable about the “Junior” aspect of its club’s title. Accordingly, at the annual general 
meeting on January 27th, it recommended a change of name to that of “British Automobile 
Racing Club”… 

 

pp39 Rumblings 
Prospects: … Class I racing to the 500 Club Formula is clearly going to expand in 1949, for 
amateur constructors seem quite resigned to competition from such factory-built cars as the 
Coopers, Marwyns, Bonds and Iotas, and the RAC will quite likely again stage a long-
distance classic for the “little fellows” at Silverstone. 
CAN May is known to have disposed of his trials Ford V8 in order to concentrate on racing 
the Cooper 500 that 18-year-old Stirling Moss used to such good effect last season, and the 
Swiss, Hubert Patthey, has ordered a new Cooper. Several drivers have Cooper 1,000s with 
V-twin Vincent-HRD engines, which those of you who have read the 1949 edition of the 
“MOTOR SPORT Racing Car Review” know to be quite something (approx. 80bhp and 600lb), 
and Moss a JAP-engined Cooper 1,000, which will presumably fluctuate between sprint 
meetings and Formula II races. In the 500cc field, too, Lones has been busy converting the 
rear suspension of his fearsome Tiger Kitten to reversed ¼-elliptic, while the Frys intend to 
stick a JAP engine in their very light Iota, their interest in the Cross rotary valve having 
concluded. 

 

pp65 Classified Advertisement 
ASA “500” Racing Car. Built 1948 regardless of expense. Only raced Silverstone and 
Dunholme. Special TTR Rudge engine; Norton gearbox. Hydraulic brakes and independent 
suspension front and rear; differential; Newton telescopic hydraulic dampers; Marston oil 
radiator; long-distance tank; new tyres; RAC regulation body. Full range of spares, including 
new tyres, wheels, sprint cams and piston. £275. Trailer available. Delivered any reasonable 
distance. Forbes Clark, “Upways,” Stone Lane, Kinver, Staffordshire. Tel.: 203. 

• Forbes Clark moved to a Marwyn for 
1949. 

• The ASA is believed to have 
reappeared as the Alan Rippon’s AR 
Special 

March 1949 
pp83 The Right Formula – 9cwt. and 40bhp! 

Impressive Prototype Of New Cooper Sports Two-Seater – And Some Notes On The 
Racing Coopers 
Review of the Cooper-Vauxhall 
… none is more interesting than the prototype of the Cisitalia-like Cooper sports two-seater 
which we inspected at Surbiton last month. The recipe, briefly, is the chassis of the famous 
Cooper 500 (or 1,000) racing car and a moderately-“hotted” Vauxhall Twelve engine, which, 
converted into round figures, means a dry weight for the complete car, road-equipped, of 

• Wheelbase of the Cooper-Vauxhall 
prototype is the same as a Cooper 500 
(SWB). 

• It is easily forgotten that the Cooper 
Garage was a working car dealership 
and garage, with a Vauxhall franchise. 

 
• Suggested drivers of Cooper 1,000s 
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approximately 9cwt., and a power output in the region of 40bhp. 
The narrow channel-section chassis, with independent suspension front and back by 
fabricated wishbones and transverse leaf springs, is retained, but the length of the rear 
spring and wishbones is slightly increased to obviate all but half an inch of the crab-track of 
the racing car. 
… The wheelbase of this sports Cooper is 7ft. 1in. 
… Other engines may be tried, although, as Cooper’s Garage are Vauxhall agents and John 
Cooper’s father drives a new Vauxhall “Velox,” we may expect a Vauxhall unit to be strongly 
favoured. 
… It is not possible to be blasé on a visit to Cooper’s Garage! For here British racing cars, 
not unjustly referred to as “miniature Auto-Unions,” are in brisk production. It all came about 
when John Cooper expressed a desire to compete in 500 Club events. His father, who used 
to prepare Kaye Don’s cars, including the notorious Wolsley “Viper,” produced the first 
Cooper, today the most successful of all the “500s.” John pressed him to go into production, 
so his father agreed to build a batch of twelve, using JAP engines. That was about 
twelvemonth ago last January, and now the third dozen-batch of Coopers is well toward 
completion, and they are being shipped all over the world. Last year 24 cars were produced, 
into three of which V-twin 1,000-cc engines were installed, and this year ten owners already 
propose to fit such engines into their cars. 
The V-twin engine necessitates a slightly longer chassis and wider front wishbones are 
used. So far, no one is sure which will prove the better engine, the JAP or the Vincent-HRD. 
at the time of our visit a Cooper with one of the former engines was on view in New York, 
while, as if to emphasise the world-demand for these little cars, in the showroom at Surbiton 
was a Cooper 500 destined for Sweden, which came within the customer’s stipulated 
weight-maximum of 500lb. Incidentally, the idea of installing a V-twin engine came to the 
Coopers towards the end of 1947, and Spike Rhiando provided John with a Speedway JAP 
out of one of his Skirrows for the experiment, which as we now know, proved highly 
successful. This season Stirling Moss, George Abecassis, John Appleton, George Hartwell, 
Leitch, Watkins, Baring, Andrews, Prosser, Pathey, Logan, Rhiando, John Cooper and, 
brave girl, Sylvia Bloomer, intend to race Cooper 1,000s. 
The major parts of the Cooper chassis are of fabricated construction, shaped and welded-up 
in simple jigs, but so well finished as to suggest machining from the solid. The bodies are 
made and painted at Surbiton. 
Interesting developments concern a neat ZF differential unit incorporated in the final drive 
sprocket, new magnesium-alloy wheels which are even lighter than the original aluminium 
alloy wheels, and the new combined fuel and oil tank above the engine. An 8 ½ to 9-gallon 
long-range tank can be accommodated under the scuttle, and, if required, another can be 
fitted beneath the seat. 

listed can be identified as: 
o George Abecassis: 

used existing Mk II-Vincent 
o Spike Rhiando: 

used existing Mk II-JAP 
o Stirling Moss: 

used new Mk III-JAP 
o George Hartwell: 

used new Mk III-Vincent 
o Ken Watkins: 

used new Mk III-JAP 
o Pat Prosser: 

used new Mk III 
o Syd Logan (Jersey): 

used new Mk III-JAP 
o John Appleton: 

not identified 
o Leitch: 

not identified 
o Baring: 

not identified 
o Andrews: 

not identified 
o Hubert Patthey (Switzerland): 

no evidence found for car 
o John Cooper: 

cars unclear 
o Sylvia Bloomer: 

no evidence found for car 
• See also October 1949, pp446, where 

HW Motors (George Abecassis and 
John Heath) are advertising an almost 
unused Cooper 1,000 with JAP engine. 
It is not understood how that car 
relates to the Mk II-Vincent or indeed 
where and how it fits into the Cooper 
story. 
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Cooper has discovered that getting rid of hot air is nearly as important as leading in cool air; 
air enters through scoops on the bonnet and under the seat and leaves via louvres and the 
open-ended tail. A minor modification relates to the angle of the seat-back, which now gives 
more room in the cockpit. 
These Coopers appeal as beautiful little racing cars which look essentially right and well-
finished – and which have certainly proved themselves in competition. Information about 
these 500cc and 1,000cc racing jobs and the new sports Cooper can be obtained from 
Cooper’s Garage, 243, Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey (Elmbridge 3346). 

• “Magnesium-alloy” wheels = Elektron 
wheels. 

• The combined oil & fuel tank over the 
engine was only on the 1,000. It was 
not originally fitted to the Moss car, a 
custom-made one being fitted later.  

pp91 Rumblings 
Silverstone Facilities: As we go to Press the RAC has announced its fees for the use of 
Silverstone. Clubs may hire part of the course for closed permit events for the fee of £21 or 
£1 1s. per entrant, whichever is the larger, plus £1 2s. 6d. for insurance indemnity. The 
comparative fees for closed invitation and open permit events are £26 5s. or £1 1s. plus £3 
5s., and £52 10s. or £1 1s. per entrant, plus £5 10s. Manufacturers and the Press can hire 
the circuit for £5 5s. per vehicle per day, and individuals for £3 3s. per vehicle per day, plus 
10s. minimum indemnity in both cases. We shall doubtless have some comments to make 
later, but one’s first impression is that at Brooklands in the good old days, members and the 
Press had free access to the Track for testing purposes. 

 

pp97 The Production Iota “500” 
We have been notified that the Iota 500cc racing car, conceived originally by Dick Caesar 
and closely resembling the famous Freikaiserwagen in its Silverstone guise, is to be sold as 
a production model. The specification embraces a chassis of welded tubes, 4.00 by 15 tyres 
and swing-axle rear suspension. The wheelbase is 7ft., the track 4ft. and the dry weight, with 
proper bodywork is expected to be approximately 450lb. A high proportion of the weight is 
intentionally carried by the rear wheels, as it has been found that handling qualities are not 
affected, so a compact rear engine layout has been adopted, thus enabling the driver to 
occupy almost the same driving position as on a front-engined racing car. Front suspension 
is by coil springs and Morgan-like pillars, the stub axles mounted in aluminium carriers 
sliding and swivelling on self-lubricating bronze bushes, and at the rear the independent 
suspension is controlled by an ingenious inter-connected rubber damping system. The 
suspension is essentially “soft,” and uses hydraulic shock-absorbers all round. 
Eight-inch Girling, hydro-mechanical braking is employed, with light-alloy drums, one drum 
sufficing at the rear, as no differential is incorporated. The normal engine will be a Speedway 
JAP, driving by chain to a close-ratio four-speed gearbox, final drive being by another chain 
to the centre of the swing-axle assembly. A flexible, crash-proof fuel tank is fitted and 
equipment includes 5-in. rev-counter and twin driving mirrors. It is hoped to market the Iota 
for about £400, complete with engine. 

• This refers to the P1 model. The 
prototype appeared in April, but 
production chassis were not seen until 
1950. 

• The 1951 model sought to re-balance 
the weight distribution, moving the 
driver forward and creating more 
space in the engine bay. 
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The introduction of yet another commercially-built “500” must give amateur constructors 
seriously to think. May we suggest to those who despair of competing successfully against 
such competition in racing, that their experience should at least enable them to build a 
minicar that will see off all professional minicars so far announced? Seriously, those “500” 
enthusiasts who accept leather coats and helmets in lieu of windows and roof should be able 
to construct a road-worthy cyclecar offering far better economy and performance than the 
proverbial Austin Seven, and one, by reason of its racing layout, which would possess a high 
degree of safety and controlability. Such a car need not be scorned in this age of austerity. 
Is anyone interested? 

pp99 Classified Advertisement 
500cc “Manx” Norton Alloy Engine and close-ratio gearbox, Ex-Eric Briggs. 1938. Perfect. 
£80. Phillips, Fairley, Bramall Lane, Sheffield. 

• Reg Phillips is selling just his engine 
(having advertised the whole Fairley 
Special with this same engine in 
November 1948, pp498). 

• Has the Fairley been sold, re-
purposed, or scrapped? 

pp101 Classified Advertisement 
Trials Car, “Hunt Special,” Centric-super-charged Ford Ten engine, with special internals. 
Fitted with LMB independent front suspension and rear Andre telecontrol shock-absorbers, 
on a specially constructed chassis. Whole car constructed out of entirely new components 
and fully conforms with all the latest RAC trials regulations. Owner emigrating. Further 
particulars from RH Hunt, 321, Stretford Road, Hulme, Manchester, 15 

• Reg Hunt would arrive in Australia 
early in May 1949, where he would be 
a legendary 500/Twin special. 

pp102 Classified Advertisement 
White-Lloyd 500cc, tubular back-bone type chassis, independent suspension, JAP 5-stud 
engine, Lockheed 2-leading shoe brakes. Raced last season: Shelsley (47sec.), Brighton 
speed trials (36.8sec.), Dunholme (72mph average lap). Photographs in February issue of 
“Iota.” £350. Also trailer for carrying above car, £25. Whites Garage Ltd., South St. Mary’s 
Gate, Grimsby. Tel.: 5486 

• Presumably White’s Garage was 
related to Anthony White. 

• The car reappears in October 1949, 
driven by W Partridge, with only that 
single appearance found. 

April 1949 
pp109 Matters Of The Moment 

The Scope Of Silverstone: (lengthy discourse on the availability of Silverstone to clubs) 
It is with a feeling of keen anticipation and a sense of new-found freedom that motoring 
sportsmen in this country receive the news that part of the RAC’s Silverstone circuit is 
available to the Clubs for race meetings and to individuals for the testing of competition cars. 
… The Bugatti Owners’ Club was the first to make a firm booking, for a meeting to be held 
on June 18th. The Vintage Sports Car Club will have the honour of organising the first 
Silverstone club meeting, when it holds kilometre speed trials there on April 23rd, running the 
cars two at a time along the main runway… 
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As the course is still unfenced, the RAC has decided that the public cannot be admitted to 
these club meetings, although it is prepared to consider applications for the use of the circuit 
for full-scale races organised by responsible bodies. 
… It will be interesting to see whether the RAC erects safety fencing and safety banks in 
time for its own big race at Silverstone on May 14th. If it does, the objection to admitting the 
public to subsequent club meetings immediately disappears and with it the ban on clubs 
obtaining reimbursement from the public for the outlay involved in race-organisation. 

pp115 Rumblings 
Across The Channel: (consideration of overseas venues and events for the British driver) 
… If you are going to Holland for your holiday, take note that the Zandvoort circuit has been 
placed on a permanent footing with John Hugenholtz as Clerk-of-the-Course. New 
grandstands, grass banks to obviate the sand-storm nuisance, big car parks, new internal 
roads and a new surface for the course are promised. It is interesting that you can take your 
car round the course for fees very similar to those prevailing at Silverstone – cars will be 
charged approximately 17s. an hour or £5 10s. a day, with a reduction to £3 15s. for every 
consecutive day… 
… Incidentally, Montlhèry Track is open again and anyone feeling like some outer-circuit 
lappery might do worse than make enquiries in Paris as to what facilities exist for indulging 
in such a whim. 

• Stirling Moss was planning a European 
adventure with his Cooper, and the 
first overseas International 500 race 
was held at the Dutch Grand Prix in 
July. 

• France only adopted the 500cc formula 
when International Formula III was 
sanctioned for 1950, and Montlhéry 
would be an important venue from the 
start. 

pp120 More Records By Taruffi 
Piero Taruffi, his first batch of Class I International records open to some doubt in 
connection with the official timing, has set up some new figures. Driving his astonishing non-
supercharged 500cc Guzzi-engined “twin-fuselage” Tarf, he has achieved 129.69mph for the 
five kilometres and 129.7mph for the five miles. 

 

pp122 The British Grand Prix 
The RAC has issued an eagerly-awaited news bulletin about the 1949 British Grand Prix, 
which is to be held at Silverstone. An entirely new circuit has been selected on the 
aerodrome, using the perimeter only, but with additional corners introduced. This will 
appreciably increase the speed of the race, and will delight those who felt that, even granted 
that the Italians were never really trying, last year’s average speed of 72.28mph was on the 
slow side. 
A large entry of foreign “aces” is expected and two new grandstands, overlooking exciting 
corners, will be available, besides the existing stands opposite the pits. seats can be booked 
now, through the RAC, 83, Pall Mall, SW1. 
We hope, too, that there will be proper safety-fencing this year, as the RAC has an example 
to set to other clubs whose activities it controls and it certainly cannot afford a serious 
accident. The British Grand Prix will undoubtedly be a great race and will, we anticipate, be 

• 500s would compete at this event. 
• The circuit layout for 1949 was the 

classic version used from 1950 to the 
1980s, except for a tight chicane 
before Club Corner. the start line was 
still between Abbey and Woodcote. 
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witnessed by every enthusiast in this country. The RAC estimate of the attendance at last 
year’s rather experimental meeting is now up to 120,000’ but we are not in a position to say 
whether or not this implies that official returns of the “gate” are now completed. 

pp126 The April Races (previews) 
At Goodwood on Easter Monday some excellent racing should be seen… 500cc cars will be 
raced by Moss, Brandon, Samuelson, Lord Strathcarron, and others. A record crowd is to be 
expected – our advice is, get to the circuit early! The BBC will broadcast from Goodwood. 
 
… On April 16th the Bristol MC & LCC holds its Luslgate airfield races for 500cc racing cars 
and sports cars, but only members and friends may spectate. 

 

pp128 Italian Enthusiasm For The Specialist Sports Car 
… Mention of the Fiat “500” brings us to the diminutive Testa d’Oro, which is based on the 
well-known “Topolino.” In a chassis of its own, with wishbone and coil-spring ifs, the Testa 
d’Oro has an ohv four-cylinder engine, developed from the “500” model. The radiator is 
mounted low down at the front and twin downdraught carburetters are used. Some idea of 
the size of this little car can be judged from the photograph of it being tried out in Italy. 
 
… A rather unusual car is the rear-engined 750 Siata, which has a layout similar to an Auto-
Union, very much scaled down. For all practical purposes the Siata is a single-seater, with 
the driver situated in the centre of the cockpit, in front of the engine. The seat squab extends 
across the full width of the car and would appear to be built for carrying an occasional 
passenger on each side of the driver! The rear-mounted engine is an exceptionally clean 
design, of 750cc capacity, being a twin-ohc four-cylinder with carburation of the single 
downdraught pattern, a type very popular with Italian constructors. The engine, gearbox and 
rear-axle assembly are bolted up in one unit and an absence of under-bonnet trimmings and 
bits and bobs rends to make the power unit look rather lost when the cowling is removed. An 
unusual feature of the Siata is the use of a surface radiator which forms the nose of the car, 
sloping from the windscreen down to the most forward point of the car. 
(with image of a Testa d’Oro Marinella competition car – probably a 750, but shown running in Corsa 
mode, without mudguards, and an image of the engine bay of the Siata) 

• Both the Testa d-Oro and Siata 
appeared in Formula III races, and the 
related 750cc races that both pre- and 
post-dated Formula III in Italy. 

• Although common in Italy, no 
appearances of either are known 
outside the country 

pp135 Letters From Readers 
Crystal Palace Road Circuit 
Sir, 
Among the proposals for the rebuilding of the Crystal Palace I was pleased to see that the 
road circuit there is to receive attention. I have wondered for some time why there has not 
been any agitation amongst the motor racing fraternity for it to be re-opened. 
Now that there is a movement to that end, can you help to popularise it through your 
journal? As admirable as Silverstone and Goodwood are, they are open to the criticism 

• … whoah… 
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which has been made against most speed venues in this country, i.e., that they are very 
inaccessible to the ordinary public. and to create interest in motor racing in this country, we 
must cater for the bulk of the people. Here, with Crystal Palace we have a course right in the 
middle of the largest group of people, and with good transport facilities in all directions. 
As I lived in Derby pre-war, I was not able to visit this little circuit, and I know it is open to 
attack in being narrow in parts and tortuous for a short lap. Nevertheless, this should not 
deter us, as perhaps some of these drawbacks could be remedied if advocated by an 
authoritative body. In any case, it could surely be made a happy hunting ground for the 
500cc brigade, and would be no mean achievement now that class has attained a status in 
the International formula races. 
One thing that would have to be watched is that the authorities at the Crystal Palace would 
not give road racing there a dirt track “atmosphere.” 
I am, Yours, etc. 
HJ Blythe 
Hemel Hempstead 

pp138 Preliminary Announcement! 
The New Marwyn “500” 

Barry Woodall’s Garage Ltd. 
Have pleasure in announcing they have been appointed sole representatives for the Midland 

Counties – Enquiries Invited. 
A number of racing and high-grade sports cars for sale 

Specialists in preparation for racing or road work 
Benzole and racing fuels 

Hayley Green, Halesowen, near Birmingham 

• Barry Woodall himself would race 
(presumably the display car) at 
Silverstone, 20/08/1949. 

• It is not known which chassis, or how 
many, were sold through Barry 
Woodall’s Garage 

• See November 1949, pp495 

pp148 497cc Marwyn 
Fitted with Dirt Track JAP engine developing 40bhp. Burman four-speed close-ratio gearbox. 
15in. wheels. Capable of genuine 100mph. Only raced one season and put up the following 
times: Shelsley 45.92; Prescott 50.7; Brighton standing kilometre 33.35; Dunholme lap 
speed 75mph. Engine just rebuilt and ready for this season’s racing. Price £350 
Lord Strathcarron, 22 Down St., London, W1. GRO 3041 
(with image of the car)  

• A repeat of the advertisement form 
November 1948 (with the price 
reduced by £75) 

• Image is likely to be from Shelsley 
Walsh, 25/09/1948 

May 1949 
pp149 Matter Of The Moment 

The Success Of Goodwood: … Other performances that shone with brilliance… 19-year-
old Stirling Moss’ win in his V-twin Cooper, undaunted by his recent spell in hospital. 
And A Wise Decision: … But some people in the public enclosures and in the lower tiers of 
the grandstands have since complained of not having been able to see the racing, and these 
complaints, coupled with the fact that the fencing proved inadequate to quell the invasion of 

• Moss’ illness explains his late debut of 
the new car (which was probably 
available around New Year). 

• The spectator problems explain the 
lack of a Whit Monday meeting. 
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a hooligan element, have caused the BARC to announce that its Whit-Monday fixture is 
cancelled. Improvements are to be put in hand but these will take time, and the next 
Goodwood meeting will not take place until September. 

pp155 Rumblings 
Two Specials: Recently we were able to inspect two promising Smith Specials. One of them 
had, only the day before, won one of the 500cc car races at Brough, in the hands of D 
Parker, who found the course loose and dusty. This car is one which CF Smith ran at 
Silverstone last year, and it will be seen a this venue again, in Parker’s hands, on May 14th. 
The other car is Smith’s new 1,000cc mount. It has a tubular rear-engined chassis and 
transverse-leaf spring-and-wishbone independent suspension front and rear on the Cooper 
formula, but a slightly shorter wheelbase than a Cooper. The rear axle is de Dion type, and 
on each side a long tubular locating member runs from it to a pivot on the chassis side-
member. A V-twin JAP engine will drive by chain to a Norton gearbox, and a ZN differential 
unit, made in Smith’s workshops, will be incorporated in the final drive. Centre-lock wire 
wheels are used which weigh less than Cooper aluminium-alloy wheels, although they do 
not, of course, incorporate the brake drums. The latter are, however, of light-alloy, with very 
deep cooling ribs and the liners bonded to the alloy. Actuation is hydraulic, with the hand 
brake acting on a sprocket-drum to comply with regulations. Fuel will be carried in two 
saddle tanks, one on each side of the chassis, each with a capacity of five gallons. The body 
is being made by Cooper’s Garage and rather smaller air-scoops will be used than those 
favoured by Cooper himself. Newton shock-absorbers neatly mounted at 45 degrees are 
incorporated in the suspension system. This car is too heavy for serious 500cc racing, but 
will be run in this form at Silverstone. 
Reverting to Parker’s JAP-engined car, it has normal, not de Dion, independent rear 
suspension, but is otherwise of similar design. It will be towed to race meetings on its trailer 
behind Parker’s well-known 1939 competition 3 ½-litre Jaguar two-seater which constitutes 
his hack-transport as well as his sprint car and which gives yeoman service. One of its non-
standard features comprises neatly-mounted, vertical hydraulic-strut shock-absorbers 
outboard of the front springs. 
It should, perhaps, be explained that CF Smith specialises in sidecar racing, using his 
machines for testing the special bearings that he manufactures for JAP engines. Last year 
he broke the sidecar record at Shelsley Walsh. 

• Confirms the early history of the two 
cars. In 1949 Parker was already 
(sometimes) calling his Mk 1 chassis 
the Parker-CFS. 

• Charlie Smith was killed at Blandford 
Camp, 3rd September 1949, whilst 
motorcycle racing. 

pp163 Knockagh Hill-Climb (26th March) 
The second hill-climb organised by the ulster AC on the Knockagh Hill provided some 
interesting sport on March 26th. The hill, nine-tenths of a mile in length, is part of a well-
surfaced public road closed for the occasion, and includes three fast bends. 
…  and an excellent climb was made by CFC Lindsay in an unsupercharged 1098cc Ford in 
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63sec. The only “500” entered, W Lee’s Cooper, was not far behind (54sec.) 

pp164 Silverstone (23rd April) 
An excellent entry was received for the kilometre speed trials… 
Racing Cars up to 500cc: 
1st: RM Dryden (Cooper-Norton)  32.89sec. 
2nd: E Brandon (Cooper-JAP_ 34.01sec. 
3rd: JE Breese (Iota-Zephyr)  34.30sec. 

• Event was organised by the VSCC, 
and was the first club event under the 
RAC’s new leasing agreement. 

• Event is mentioned briefly in Iota as 
“Vintage Silverstone” 

pp165 Brough (10th April) 
The British 500cc season started at Brough on April 10th, where four 12-mile races were 
held, with the following results: 
Scratch Race, Heat 1: 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper) 55.6mph 
2nd: S Coldham (Cooper) 
3rd: D Parker (Parker CFS) 
Scratch Race, Heat 2: 
1st: WS Aston (Cooper) 52.9mph 
2nd: WJ Sykes (Cooper) 
3rd: MC Kearon (Cooper) 
Scratch Race, Final: 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper) 55.0mph 
2nd: S Coldham (Cooper) 
3rd: G Saunders (Cooper) 
Best lap: Brandon, 56mph 
Handicap: 
1st: D Parker (Parker CFS) 
2nd: S Coldham (Cooper) 
3rd: MC Kearon (Cooper) 

• Notably, Don Parker is already 
referring to his revised car as the 
“Parker CFS” 

pp165 VSCC Of New Zealand Foleys 3/10-Mile Sprint 
Held on February 13th last with electrical timing, the results were 
500 to 1,100cc 
1st: Hooper (500cc Hooper-Special)  24.2sec. 
2nd: Sulman (Singer)  24.66sec. 
Fastest Vintage: Bono (Rover Special)  26.49sec. 

• From other entries, this has to be an 
error and refer to the VSCC of New 
South Wales, at Foley’s Hill (whilst 
results have not yet been found, there 
was an event there on 13/02/1949).  

pp168 Lulsgate (16th April) 
The day’s sport at Lulsgate was just the thing that club members and their friends crave, and 
it is difficult to see why more such meetings cannot be held on similar disused airfields. The 
organisation was first class, even to the public address and a beer tent, the racing most 

• Only one further meeting was held at 
Lulsgate before it was replaced by 
Castle Combe. 

• Report mentions Wally Cuff’s (V8-
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interesting, and they even had fencing to keep onlookers from the fastest bend. It was not 
the Bristol Club’s fault that the public was excluded. The two-mile course embraced four 
corners, two flat-out bends and was not particularly bumpy, while the surface was good, if 
the corners were difficult to pick out. The straights enabled the faster cars to reach rather 
over 90mph. The races were as follows: 
500cc Racing Cars. Ten laps. Scratch 
Four non-starters reduced this race to five starters – Westcott’s Cooper-JAP, Gibbs’ MAC, 
Millington’s Milliunion, Russell’s Rudge-Special and Cuff’s Buzzie. Moreover, Millington had 
been in trouble during practice and had had to remove the cylinder head before the race. 
Westcott, driving, we believe, in his first event, once again demonstrated Cooper superiority 
and led unchallenged throughout. Behind, Gibbs and Millington engaged in a truly stirring 
duel. First one, then the other led, Millington’s passing usually taking place on the corners, 
Gibbs’ on the straights! The former led on laps 2 and 3, Gibbs on laps 4 and 5, with 
Millington ahead of his rival on laps 6 and 7. Alas the old trouble returned and with gestures 
of despair Millington fell back on lap 7. His car picked up again, but too late to catch Gibbs. 
Cuff retired on lap 2 with a very hot engine, and Russell only lasted for two laps. 
1st: IF Westcott (496cc Cooper) 19min. 13.6sec. 
2nd: JN Gibbs (497cc MAC 500) 19min. 38.8sec. 
3rd: GHC Millington (499cc Milliunion) 20min. 30.0sec. 

engined) “Hells Hammers IV” 
(confirming there were predecessors to 
his Iota-based “V”) and a Les Leston 
driving a Jaguar. 

pp171 Goodwood (18th April) 
The BARC Meeting at Goodwood in the ideal weather that prevailed on Easter Monday was 
motor-racing at its best. It was not surprising that it confirmed the impression that motor-
racing has at last achieved recognition and real popularity in this country – the grandstands 
were packed to capacity, the rails were thick with keen spectators, a ripple of enthusiasm 
from this vast crowd greeted each dramatic incident and afterwards the traffic flowed back to 
London in an unbroken, Derby-day stream. The attendance was estimated as 40,000. 
Everyone seemed pleased with the improvements to Goodwood’s amenities, and in spite of 
a half-hour delay when non-paying members of the crowd invaded the course (having cut a 
way through a fence to do so), the programme finished on schedule. 
… Moss’ Cooper is now silver, with a horseshoe motif on the headrest, and its 500cc engine 
was changed for the V-twin between the second and sixth races! 
The 500cc Race. Five laps. Scratch 
As the flag fell Moss and Coldham shot out ahead of the field of 19 in their Coopers – the 
field, by the way, including “No.13” as Page had requested this number. At the very 
commencement Samuelson’s Cooper had momentarily thrust in front, while at the other end 
of the scale Rhiando, his mouth obscured beneath a handkerchief, was left on the line. The 
end of the initial lap saw four men tight-bunched for the lead – May, Brandon, Coldham and 
Dryden, for Moss, after leading for a brief spell, had retired. Another circuit and Dryden, 
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driving very well, had a useful lead, but CAN May, Coldham and Aston, all in Coopers, were 
fighting it out behind. Brandon had retired already and Truman’s Bardon-Special was out on 
lap three. Next it was Aston’s turn, which enabled Parker in his Parker-CFS to gain a place. 
Later May’s Cooper had trouble. Dryden looked to have an unassailable lead and then the 
luck of the game entered into the picture – carburation trouble slowing him, enabling 
Coldham  to go ahead and win by 1.2sec. Dryden had the consolation of fastest lap at 
74.61mph 
1st: SH Coldham (Cooper-JAP) 70.80mph 
2nd: RM Dryden (Cooper-Norton) 
3rd: D Parker (Parker CFS) 
4th: Samuelson (Cooper) 
5th: Bacon (FHB) 
6th: Rhiando (Cooper) 
The Second Easter Handicap. Five laps 
Moss’ V-twin Cooper had the advantage of all these cars on acceleration from the start and 
he drove in his usual fiery but calculated manner, moving from fifth to second place after two 
laps and taking the lead on the fourth lap. Leonard’s newly-bodied MG Magnette, with one of 
its SUs protruding from the rear of the bonnet, caught Jacob’s blown MG before Madgwick 
Corner as they left the line, but it subsequently fell back, leaving Jacobs’ MG in second 
place sounding delightfully crisp and letting Abecassis in his V-twin Cooper through to 
second place on the last lap. Moss won by the comfortable margin of 24.4sec. and made the 
fastest lap, at the very impressive speed of 82.44mph. John Cooper was warned by Earl 
Howe for going wide in his V-twin Cooper and Crossley drove his 2-litre Alta very nicely from 
scratch, but to no avail. 
1st: S Moss (998cc Cooper)  79.46mph 
2nd: RW Jacobs (1086cc MG) 
3rd: G Abecassis (998cc Cooper) 
4th: Leonard (MG) 
5th: Hartwell (Cooper) 
6th Dunham (Alvis) 
7th: de Lissa (MG) 
8th Holt (HRG) 
9th: Crossley (Alta) 
10th: Cooper (Cooper) 
11th: Hobbs (Rapier) 
12th: McClure (Rapier) 
 
… The BARC considers allotting starting-grid positions on practice times quite out of the 
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question for such short races. 
… Lodge plugs were used by the first, second and third finishers in every class at the Bank 
Holiday meeting at Goodwood Road racing Circuit – a striking indication of the reliability of 
the special racing plugs which the Lodge company has developed in close consultation with 
leading racing drivers of the day. 

pp177 An Ambitious Speed Hill-Climb In Dorset 
The West Hants and Dorset Car Club has been given permission by the Army authorities to 
hold a speed event at Blandford Camp, Dorset. The course selected has been approved by 
the RAC, and a speed hill-climb will be held over a kilometre course on May 28th. 
Immediately after the start, the road drops downhill into a slight valley, with a right-hand 
bend on the way down. There is a left-hand bend, followed by an uphill gradient of about 1 in 
11. At the top of the hill there is a further slight bend into a level finishing straight. The bends 
are all fairly fast. The road has a normal tarmac surface, and is 21ft. wide. 
Both sports and racing cars classes will be run, subdivided into supercharged and non-
supercharged. Entries are limited to 88, while, if sufficient support is forthcoming, Edwardian 
cars will have a class of their own. The event will be run under a Closed Invitation Permit, 
and the following clubs have been accepted: VSCC, BARC, Brighton & Hove MC, Bristol 
MC&LCC, Southsea MC and the 500 Club. 
Awards include cash prizes of £50 for fastest time of the day, and £25 for second fastest; 
also £25 for fastest sports-car. 
Practising will take place between 9am and 12 noon, on the morning of the meeting, and the 
event is due to start at 1pm. Entry forms may be obtained from DS Ship, c/o Canford Cliffs 
Motors Ltd., 21, Haven Road, Canford Cliffs, Bournemouth; telephone: Canford Cliffs 88. 
Entries close 6pm on May 14th, 1949. Full spectator facilities will be available, including 
catering. 

 

pp179 The 1949 RAC British Hill-Climb Championship 
We have received the following news or this year's British Hill-Climb Championship from the 
RAC: 
The general conditions have now been Issued by the Royal Automobile Club for the third 
annual British Hill-Climb Championship, which will take place during the summer. 
In character, the conditions follow those in force last year, and the same hills will be used. 
The dates for 1949 are: 
• Shelsley Walsh (England) June 11th; 
• Bo'ness (Scotland) June 25th; 
• Bouley Bay (Jersey) July 21st; 
• Craigantlet (Ulster) August 27th; 
• Prescott (England) September 11th 
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Competitors in the Championship, which is open to drivers of British nationality only, are 
entitled to nominate any four of the live events, and the competitor who gains the highest 
total of marks is the winner. A win carries with it the title of British Hill Climb Champion for 
the year and the R.A.C. Trophy for twelve months. 
It is expected that Raymond Mays, champion for the last two years, will again be competing 
and there is likely to be keen rivalry to prevent his completing a 'hat trick.' Entries will be 
accepted by the RAC up to 30 days before the first Championship meeting in which the 
entrant proposes to take part. Entry Forms can be obtained from the Royal Automobile Club, 
Pall Mall, London, SW1. The registration fee is £2 2s. 

pp181 Dundrod Circuit Approved 
The proposed Dundrod road circuit has had a very good reception at the hands of Antrim 
County Council. It is possible that a motor-cycle meeting will be held on the new course this 
season, but it will not be possible to stage the Ulster Trophy Race there until 1950 
(continues, quoting the Belfast News-Letter, 23/02/1949) 

 

pp183 Letters From Readers 
Crystal Palace Road Circuit 
Sir, 
With reference to HJ Blythe’s article on the Crystal Palace circuit, I should like to enlighten 
him as to a recent meeting of the Crystal Palace directors and Croydon Council. It was 
proposed to use the two-mile circuit for cycle racing and not car racing owing to the 
likelihood of too much noise affecting local inhabitants. To the best of my knowledge in pre-
war days when I attended every meeting at this very popular venue there were no 
complaints with regard to noise. 
I would consider it would be an excellent idea for the BRDC or some such likely organisation 
to endeavour to get the Crystal Palace circuit re-opened for car racing as soon as possible. 
I am, Yours, etc. 
R Bousher 
Thornton Heath 
Surrey 

• Refers to a letter in April 1949 

pp186 Classified Advertisement 
White-Lloyd 500cc, tubular back-bone type chassis, independent suspension, JAP 5-stud 
engine, Lockheed 2-leading shoe brakes. Raced last season: Shelsley (47sec.), Brighton 
speed trials (36.8sec.), Dunholme (72mph average lap). Photographs in February issue of 
“Iota.” £350. Also trailer for carrying above car, £25. Whites Garage Ltd., South St. Mary’s 
Gate, Grimsby. Tel.: 5486 

• Repeated from March 1949 

pp187 Classified Advertisement 
Ex-Lones 500cc 5-stud JAP Engine (1948) This is the engine with which he broke the 
Prescott record. Built up by Baragwanath. Electron crankcase, all-new bearings and con-rod, 

• The Lones record referred to was 9th 
May 1948. 
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new alloy finned barrel; 16 ½-to-1 piston; 44bhp; complete with racing magneto, £60. DA 
Armstrong, Chalet Cottage, Farnham Royal, Bucks. 

• DA Armstrong is currently unknown, 
and could easily have been a home-
constructor or a motorcyclist in several 
disciplines. 

pp190 Classified Advertisement 
Marwyn 500. Five-stud JAP, no body. £195, or exchange 4-seater sports car up to 15hp. C 
Arnold, 8, Homestead Way, Northampton. Tel: 5001 

• No record has been found of C Arnold. 

pp194 Classified Advertisement 
The SMS 500cc Sprint Car is offered fro sale at £200. Any car taken in part exchange. The 
SMS was one of the most successful home-built cars last season. Prescott 50sec., Shelsley 
48 sec. Owner unable to continue. Sparrowe, Northbourne, Bournemouth. Tel.: Northbourne 
303 

• Although Jeff Sparrowe had his final 
event with the SMS at the Easter 
Goodwood, by July he has returned 
with a Marwyn. 

pp197 Jersey International Road Race (28th April) 
… Other non-starters were… Logan’s Cooper 

• Refers to Syd Logan’s Cooper Mk III, 
almost certainly fitted with a JAP 
1,000cc twin. At this time it was the 
only Cooper on Jersey. 

• This is the earliest sighting, confirming 
that the car arrived in Jersey early in 
the season (it was due in December 
1948) 

June 1949 
pp197 Matters Of The Moment 

Popular Motor Racing: A particularly interesting announcement has been made recently by 
the British Racing Drivers’ Club, to the effect that its meeting at Silverstone on August 20th 
will have the backing of the Daily Express newspaper. The plans are ambitious, embracing 
as they do a full-length Grand Prix race in which the leading British and foreign drivers are 
expected to compete, preceded by a sports car race which looks like a cross between the 
late-lamented Tourist Trophy and that 3-Hour Race put on by the since-deceased Light Car 
Club at Brooklands before the war. 
… The Daily Express is an ambitiously-conducted newspaper and it seems very probable 
that the accommodation available at Silverstone for 150,000 spectators will be packed to 
capacity on August 20th. Certainly no one can grumble at its intention to put on the greatest 
motor race ever seen in Britain. It looks as if Desmond Scammell has backed a winner 

• The BRDC event became the 
International Trophy meeting.  

pp197 Matters Of The Moment 
Another Ambitious Fixture: … news comes to hand of another new English circuit and an 
ambitious race meeting which the West Hants and Dorset Car Club intends to hold there 
later in the season. This new course is in Blandford Camp, Dorset, and has been approved 
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by the RAC. It provides a lap of 3.2 miles and is regarded in motor-cycle racing circles as the 
best road circuit in England – which is praise indeed. And in case this suggests that it is 
unduly narrow, it is about as wide as Goodwood. Lapped clockwise, three acute right-hand 
bends and a fast left-hand sweep are included and the two-wheeler boys lap it at nearly 
90mph. The West Hants & Dorset CC intends to include races for the 500cc Club cars, 
which are rapidly being developed to a high pitch of efficiency, to run a Formula II race which 
will be an excellent opportunity for enthusiast in this country to see the latest non-
supercharged 2-litre cars in action, while it also hopes to stage a sports car race, of which 
there have been too few since the war. If you attended their kilometre speed hill-climb on 
May 28th you have already seen part of their new circuit. 
The date fixed for this meeting was provisionally August 27th, but as this is only a week after 
the great Daily Express/BRDC Silverstone race and clashes with the VSCC Prescott Hill-
Climb, another date may be obtained. With circuits at Silverstone, Goodwood, Lulsgate and 
Blandford, racing in this country is better served than it has been for many years. 

pp203 FIAT “500” coupé (March 1937 issue) 
“The ifs and low build allow one to take liberties on corners, tail slides being instantly brought 
under control… The steering is curious – fairly light, fairly high-geared, with no return action 
of any sort and very responsive. There is no castor action at all, yet no effort is required to 
hold a straight course.” 

• Part of one of the magazine’s self-
generated furores, this time 
considering whether the typical British 
car is the match of its Continental 
equals. In response to its own 
question, it offers evidence from a 
series of its own road tests. 

• The extracted quote refers to a variant 
of the Topolino, and may explain some 
of its popularity with constructors 
(although other cars from such as 
Lancia, DKW, Opel, Citroen and 
Renault have similar superlatives 
associated with them) 

pp213 British Grand Prix, Silverstone (14th May) 
… The course did not seem quite so fast as had been expected, and the chicane at Club 
corner had to be taken very slowly, especially after rubber-dust had rendered the surface 
slippery. It was said that the exact lap distance of three miles was achieved by putting in this 
straw-bale chicane, but it also acted as a “deflector” to keep fast-moving cars away from the 
spectators at this point, but was regarded as a mixed blessing by the drivers. 
The Second Practice Period 
On the Friday… The “500s” were now getting ready in their separate paddock. There was a 
feeling that these little cars were not being encouraged as they should have been, their 

•  
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drivers being discouraged from mingling with the Grand Prix drivers, and at one time there 
was almost a strike because no signalling station, let alone pit area, was provided. 
At the scrutineering Howe and Hudlass decided that the off-side rear hub of Rippon’s AR 
Special was unsafe, while the Gladstone also failed to pass. Watkins Cooper favoured big 
air-scoops and twin fillers in the tail and used 4.00/4.25-15 Dunlops, while Fry’s Parsenn had 
an exhaust megaphone. Brandon’s Cooper went round with a healthy crackle but later very 
hungry mice ate the engine internals. John Cooper was also in trouble, keeping JAP’s 
service van busy, and neither the Marot Special nor the Barden Special sounded right. Cox’s 
Marwyn and Wharton’s Wharton were posted as non-runners. Practice times were: 
Dryden (Cooper)  2min. 29.6sec. 
Moss (Cooper)  2min. 29.8sec. 
Rhiando (Cooper)  2min. 35.4sec. 
Aston (Cooper)  2min. 35.6sec. 
Page (Cooper)  2min. 36.6sec. 
Kiteley (Cooper)  2min. 38.0sec. 
Aikens (Aikens)  2min. 39.0sec. 
Christie (Cooper)  2min. 40.4sec. 
Brandon (Cooper)  2min. 41.6sec. 
J Cooper (Cooper)  2min. 43.2sec. 
May (Cooper)  2min. 44.6sec. 
Parker (Parker CFS)  2min. 45.0sec. 
Reece (Cooper)  2min. 45.4sec. 
Smith (CFS)  2min. 45.6sec. 
Saunders (Cooper)  2min. 47.6sec. 
Westcott (Cooper)  2min. 47.8sec. 
Prosser (Cooper)  2min. 50.0sec. 
Lang (Cowlan)  2min. 50.8sec. 
Coldham (Cooper)  2min. 51.4sec. 
Grose (Grose)  2min. 52.2sec. 
Moor (Wasp)  2min. 53.4sec 
Watkins (Cooper)  2min. 54.4sec. 
Samuelson (Cooper)  2min. 56.8sec. 
Kearon (Cooper)  2min. 57.6sec. 
Bond (Bond C-type)  3min. 02.8sec. 
Bacon (FHB)  3min. 08.2sec. 
Gibbs (MAC)  3min. 08.4sec. 
CN Cooper (Cooper)  3min. 16.6sec. 
Truman (Barden)  3min.19.6sec. 
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Russell (Russell)  3min. 23.2sec. 
JJ Fry (Parsenn)  3min. 28.8sec. 
Flather (Marot)  3min. 34.0sec. 
Holland (Cooper)  3min. 37.0sec. 
Underwood (Underwood)  3min. 54.2sec. 
Pratt (Imp)  4min. 21.6sec. 
JG Fry (Iota)  5min. 50.6sec. 
The 500cc National Race 
Saturday dawned fine and warm and, in spite of the locals’ pessimism, rain held off all day. 
In the 500cc paddock intense activity went on as the spectators’ cars streamed into the vast 
car-parks and the crowds filled the enclosures and grandstands. Parker, however, had his 
Parker CFS on its trailer, with no last-minute jobs to do. As 12 noon approached the crackle 
of innumerable motor-cycle engines broke out and eventually the 36 starters for the 50-mile 
500cc National Race lined up on the grid for a one-lap rolling start behind Col. Barnes’ A90 
Austin. In the front row of eight rows were Page’s Cooper, bearing “No.13” at his request, 
Aston’s Cooper, Rhiando’s golden-hued, much-fancied Cooper, Moss’ Cooper and Dryden’s 
Norton-Cooper. Unfortunately not everyone got their engine going in time to keep proper 
station on the rolling-lap and the Underwood and Imp started badly, Page stalled at Club 
corner and Lang’s Cowlan and Rhiando were far behind the pilot car. Kiteley’s Cooper failed 
altogether. Non-starters, incidentally, were Cox (Marwyn), the Gladstone, the AR Special 
and the Triumph-engined Wharton. 
After a lap, as seen from Club corner, Moss had the lead, but Dryden and Aikens (Aikens) 
were close behind him, followed by Aston, Parker, Brandon, Christie, May, Pratt, whose Imp 
passed Coldham at Club corner, Smith (CFS), John Cooper, Fry (Parsenn), Kearon and 
Watkins – all on Coopers unless otherwise stated. Behind came the stragglers, with Rhiando 
still hopelessly far back and the underwood last. 
Another lap and, Moss still leading from Dryden, Aston’s Cooper was now a close third. That 
order held for a while, with Moss drawing away and Dryden lengthening the gap between his 
car and Aston’s. Brandon stopped at Woodcote, continued to Stowe and there retired, while 
the Scott-engined Underwood was left on the grass before Club corner. Christie’s cooper 
was picking up places, and Saunders was trying hard, troubled by a locking brake. On the 
fourth lap CN Cooper’s Cooper spun at Club corner and slid sickeningly between Bacon’s 
FHB and the attractive but slow Grose, fortunately just missing the latter and averting what 
could have been a nasty episode. Page had more trouble but drove well while he was going, 
and the Imp fell out at Stowe corner. The Parsenn sounded very sick before half-distance, 
and some exciting tail-sliding on the part of Moor in the Wasp and the Cowlan enlivened 
things at Club corner. The Wasp, which had a rear-placed Norton engine with 14-to1 
compression ratio, Iota-type rear i.s., coil and wishbone ifs and hydraulic brakes, began to 
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trail its undershield. This caused a flap as Couper, observing at Club corner, had no black 
flag with which to stop it. Eventually Moor turned the car on its side with fluids pouring out, 
tore off the offending sheeting and continued with aplomb, only to be brought in by horrified 
RAC officials for a proper examination! 
Reece’s Cooper then lost bits of its exhaust system, and still Stirling Moss led in his V-twin-
type Cooper with one of the cylinders removed from its crankcase, his average climbing from 
66.58mph after five laps to 68.31mph after 10 and 66.61 after 15 laps had been run. Now 
began a grim duel between Dryden, who was experiencing fuel starvation, and Aston. On 
the seventh lap Aston passed Dryden but on the 13th lap (there were 17 to do) the positions 
reversed again, with Christie some way away in fourth place, and Aikens doing all he knew 
behind, once passing the Grose on the inside at Club corner, which he approached in an 
exhilarating slide. Rhiando, too, was driving desperately to make good his poor start, gaining 
each lap on Watkins under the brakes, but failing to pass him on acceleration, although 
holding sixth place after 10 laps. The C-type Bond went round slowly, in company with many 
others.  
Moss had a comfortable lead, but behind him the duel went on, Aston second again by the 
15th lap Dryden passing him again a round later although unable to get more than 5,500rpm 
before the carburetter dried up. The Wasp spun at Club corner, Coldham went out with 
magneto trouble, Kearon and Saunders were out, likewise the Russell and the Marot. The 
Barden lost its exhaust pipe. So ended an exciting race – another great victory for young 
Stirling Moss and for the essentially right-looking Coopers. Nothing, one feels, could have 
been more popular. 
Results: 
1: S Moss (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 44min. 26.2sec. (68.81mph) 
2: RM Dryden (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 44min. 50.6sec. (68.21mph) 
3: WS Aston (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 44moin. 58.8sec. (68.04mph) 
4: MAH Christie (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 45min. 23.8sec. (67.41mph) 
5: K Watkins (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 45min. 31.8sec. (67.20mph) 
6: JG Reece (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 46min. 59.0sec. (65.13mph) 
7: J Cooper (Cooper)  17 laps completed, 47min. 7.4sec. (65.02mph) 
8: DPB Prosser (Cooper)  16 laps completed, 45min. 34.6sec. 
9: Sir Francis Samuelson (Cooper)  16 laps completed), 45min. 40.2sec. 
10: CN Cooper (Cooper)  16 laps completed, 47min. 10.0sec. 
11: CF Smith (CFS 500)  15 laps completed, 41min. 30.2sec. 
12: JG Fry (Iota)  15 laps completed, 42min. 3.2sec. 
13: WL Grose (Grose)  15 laps completed, 45min. 08.sec. 
14: L Bond (Bond)  15 laps completed, 45min. 44.0sec 
15: PWK Page (Cooper)  15 laps completed, 46min. 9.2sec. 
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16: EJ Moor (Wasp 500)  14 laps completed, 45min. 16.6sec. 
17: CAN May (Cooper0,  14 laps completed, 46min. 50.6sec. 
Fastest Race lap: Moss (Cooper), at 70.95mph 
(with image of the 500cc race start) 

pp218 Prescott (22nd May) 
The weather was fine until the programme at Prescott on May 22nd was almost completed, 
so that drivers had the advantage of a dry course, rare at this venue. Unfortunately, the 
meeting was sandwiched between Silverstone and the IOM races and entries suffered in 
consequence, while they were further depleted by 23 non-runners. 
… Three class records fell, that for racing cars up to 500cc, in which first Lones, then Eric 
Brandon, beat Stirling Moss’ record… 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
Lones made two very neat ascents, breaking his old class record with 49.12sec. on his first, 
in spite of just contacting the bank as he left the Esses, and being only .01sec. slower next 
time. Then Eric Brandon, raising the dust in a series of tail-slides, got down to 48.8sec., in a 
very fine show, which beat Moss’ old record by 0.71sec. CAN May confirmed the promise he 
showed at Goodwood, but not all the drivers in this class were so neat, Breese (Iota-Zephyr) 
experiencing a series of unfortunate swerves after the last bend of the Esses, Strang, after 
failing on his first run, leaving the road momentarily in the Esses on his second, and Ebdon 
appearing to find his Halldon-JAP a handful. The Bardon seemed to sit down well, and 
Kearon made a very strong bid in his Cooper 
1st: E Brandon (497cc Cooper)  48.80sec. 
2nd: HC Lones (496cc Tiger Kitten)  49.12sec. 
3rd: CAN May (497cc Cooper)  49.47sec. 
Also ran: 
Saunders (Cooper)  49.91sec. 
Kearon (Cooper)  49.92sec. 
Strang (Strang)  50.11sec. 
Reece (Cooper)  50.14sec. 
Truman (Bardon)  50.17sec. 
Collins (Cooper)  50.34sec. 
Breese (Iota-Zephyr)  51.07sec. 
Sykes (Cooper)  52.04sec. 
Ebdon (Halldon-JAP) 52.68sec. 
Steadman (Parsenn)  53.79sec. 
Tipper (Monaco)  54.41sec. 
Derrick (Cooper)  54.59sec. 
Underwood (Underwood)  80.09sec. 

• No 500-style cars ran in either the 750 
or 1100cc classes. 
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pp220 Isle Of Man Races (25th May) 

… The British Empire Trophy Race was preceded by an excellent 18-lap, 70-mile race for 
the Manx Cup. This event was open to supercharged cars up to 1,100cc and non-
supercharged cars up to 2 1/2-litres. 
… In practice, Stirling Moss surprised everyone and won the admiration of all concerned by 
making fastest lap, in 3min. 26sec. (67.78mph), so that on race day he occupied the front 
row of the starting grid with Winterbottom, also in a V-twin Cooper. Abecassis, after lapping 
at 67.13mph, had a nasty crash in his Cooper and was hurt sufficiently badly not to be able 
to drive on the Thursday, although, on improvised crutches, he went to his pit to watch 
Heath in action. Other non-starters were Rhiando (Cooper)… 
… The start was slightly delayed, so we had time to observe the remaining 23 starters. 
Dryden was courageously running his 499cc Cooper-Norton, Moss, Winterbottom and John 
Cooper V-twin Coopers… 
… (on the parade lap) Winterbottom’s Cooper stopped at Cronk-ny-Mona, but was able to 
restart. 
As the flag fell Moss and Winterbottom forged ahead from the front row, with Heath and 
Spikins behind them and Folland’s Ferrari rapidly moving up. Dryden tailed the field in his 
“single-lung” Cooper. 
After a lap, Moss led, having averaged 66.81mph from a standing start, and literally no one 
else was in sight. Then down the long straight in the May sunshine, tricky to hold in the stiff 
breeze, came the others – de Mattos, Winterbottom, Kelly, Heath, the Ferrari, shillito’s Riley, 
de Lissa’s MG, Kennington, Dunham, Cooper, Gee, Jacobs, Nixon, ROse, Clark, Phillips, 
Dryden, Watkins and Clapp. 
By the end of the second lap Moss, the almost-invincible, had 30 seconds lead, had 
averaged 67.29mph, and was driving beautifully. 
… (on lap 3) Dryden came to a rest at Cronk-na-Mona but got going again. 
… (on lap 6) Still Moss’ Cooper led, lapping Clark as well as Watkins… John Cooper’s blue 
Cooper began to go sick…  
… The retirement of the Ferrari allowed Moss to ease up, for he had about 39 seconds lead 
over Heath… By ten laps Moss’ lead was down to about 33 seconds. 
… Then that dramatic twist! Moss shot rapidly up the pit road and slid to rest with a rasp of 
the brakes. Nimbly he leapt out, removing his helmet as he jumped, and joined his 
mechanics under the Cooper’s engine cover, while Pa Moss felt in his pocket for a spanner. 
Alas, the delay was a long one, for after a plug change the car repeatedly refused to restart 
with a push. It went off eventually and the crowd, urging on young Moss to the last man, 
sank exhausted back to its seats. But it wasn’t to be, for the magneto timing had slipped and 
the car retired at Park View Corner. 
… Winterbottom stopped at Cronk-na-Mona, otherwise the race ended sans incident… 
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(with image of Moss’ Cooper, running the sponson fuel tanks) 

pp224 Silverstone Shorts 
In the 500cc National Race the first three cars home used Lockheed brakes lined with 
Ferodo, Dunlop tyres and Lodge plugs, fired by Lucas magnetos in the case of Moss and 
Dryden. Dryden and Aston ran on Shell fuel. 
… In the 500cc race 27 entrants used JAP engines, four Norton, two Scott, two Rudge and 
one a Triumph Twin. Moss retained the Z/F type differential on his Cooper. 
… Stirling Moss netted £60 and Plaque, Dryden £40, Aston £30. 

 

pp224 Blandford (28th May) 
The West Hants and Dorset CC deserves the highest credit in respect of its hill-climb at 
Blandford on May 28th. The kilometre course permitted high speeds and possessed two 
exciting corners, times were promptly announced, refreshments were available, a carefree 
Antone commentary was provided by Curtis and Tubbs, and admission was only 2s. 6d. 
Incidetns were many, for the top corner proved difficult and Finch (Amilcar) spun round, as 
did Page (Cooper) and Jesty (Allard), while others who skidded, left the course or motored 
on the grass, included Henry (Lagonda), Brandon (Cooper), Mould (Bugatti), Richards 
(Riley), Hartwell (Cooper-HRD), Col. Ridley (MG), Taylor (Caesar), Lee (Bugatti) and Leston 
(Jaguar). 
JG Fry made ftd in the 650lb twin Marshall-blown V-twin Freikaiserwagen, displaying 
immense acceleration, and braking effectively for the top bend – 31.13sec. of approximately 
71mph. 
… Moss’ Cooper convincingly won the 500cc racing-car class, Hartwell drove his Cooper-
HRD very nicely… 
Moss (took) the 500 Cup, Hartwell the Martin Cup and Chamber of Trade’s Cup. By kind 
permission of Lt.-Col. Saunders OBE, the WH&DCC will hold races at this venue on August 
27th, including a 95-mile Formula II race. 
Class winners –  
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: S Moss (497cc Cooper-JAP)  35.62sec. 
Racing Cars 751-1,100cc non-s/c 
1st: GR Hartwell (998cc Cooper-HRD)  33.00sec. 

• The understanding is that this is a new 
Freikaiserwagen, not Iota-based. 

pp245 Classified Advertisement 
Interesting Part-Built “500.” Built-up chassis, chain drive rear axle with differential; 
Lockheed brakes, all new; all unused tyres. Completely reconditioned 499cc bronze head, 
Rudge “TT replica” engine, 4-speed Rudge box. Body frame-built, steering and controls 
need completing, all parts included – tanks, pipes, etc. £75 the lot, or exchange for vintage 
chassis. 1930 Riley “Alpine” “14/6” saloon; all petrol; running order; £85, or exchange for 
chassis or part-built special, not Austin or Ford. D Bagshaw, 55, Edward Avenue, 
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Braunstone, Leicester. 

July 1949 
pp255 Reports Of Recent Events 

Grand Prix De Bruxelles: … A 70-mile race for 500cc cars preceded the Formula II race 
and Aston, confirming the promise he had shown at Silverstone, won in his Cooper at 
72.3mph, from Parker’s Parker, which was 20sec. behind and Coldham’s Cooper. 

• Event was 22nd May. 
• Believed to have been the first 500cc 

race in Belgium 

pp255 Reports Of Recent Events 
Swedish Grand Prix: On May 29th “Bira” off-set his Silverstone disappointment by winning 
the Swedish Grand Prix in his two-stage Maserati, averaging 53.1mph for the 46 ½ miles. 
… There was no real opposition, a Kaiser finishing third, and a 500cc Cooper fourth… 

• The event was presumably on 
Skarpnäck airfield, related to the 
midget races on the 27th. So far, the 
Cooper driver has not been identified. 

pp257 Queensferry (18th June) 
The Chester Motor Club held a sprint for car at Summers Drive, Queensferry, and was 
fortunate in having beautiful sunshine although a rather strong wind blew down the course. 
… John Cooper was a welcome visitor and, driving his own blue Cooper 1,000, treated us to 
a perfect display of getaway and gear-changing to record two runs within 0.1 of a second of 
each other. It is of interest that Cooper looked at the course on his arrival, studied the wind 
awhile, and said: “I should do 23.9.” His first run was 24sec. dead – his second 23.9! 
Racing Cars up to 750cc 
1st: FG Lomax (746cc MG)  28.3sec. 
2nd: CAN may (496cc Cooper0 28.4sec. 
3rd: JG Reece (500cc Cooper)  28.6sec. 
Racing Cars, 751-1,100cc 
1st: J Cooper (1,000cc Cooper)  23.9sec. 
2nd: JH Turner (1,087cc Turner)  26.3sec. 

 

pp261 Shelsley Walsh (11th June) 
The weather was kind to Leslie Wilson for the International Shelsley Walsh Hill-Climb on 
July 11th (sic), and the hill was in splendid fettle… 
… There were some sensational incidents during the afternoon, notably when Kiteley’s 
Cooper 500 left the course at full bore on the inside of the first corner of the S bend and 
vanished from view… 
… During the climb Strang lost his near-side rear wheel at Kennel bend, but escaped 
unhurt… 
Cars up to 500cc 
Lones’ Tiger Kitten lost time on its second run, a horrid slide out of the “S” resulting in 
contact with the bank – which Lones acknowledged with a gesture of disgust with his right 
arm, even glancing round to see the damage, if any. Wing/Cdr. Aikens’ Aikens was troubled 
by misfiring and the whole car seemed to shiver during hectic ascents, while CAN May in his 

• Event was of course on the 11th June. 
• Round 1 of the RAC British Hill-Climb 

Championship 
• Kiteley owned one of the original 

Cooper Mk IIs, and was making one of 
only a handful of appearances. 

• The report implies that Jack Moor’s 
Wasp is his earlier car, not the 
Freikaiserwagen 500 that he 
purchased in early 1949. 
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ex-Moss Cooper made two really determined climbs. Brandon missed a gear in mid-“S” on 
his all-silver Cooper during his second run, but his first perfectly-judged ascent won him the 
class. Coldham placed his Cooper nicely, but was slow, likewise Gibbs’ MAC, its wheels 
dithering. Strang rather lost time on his first run by avoiding the drain in the road at the “S” 
and so leaving the corer wide in a tail-slide – and on his second run, alas, a rear wheel came 
off. Jeremy Fry, Joe Fry’s young brother then showed us how, in the brand-new Parsenn, 
with Spencer Moulton rubber suspension. He cornered with the inner wheels lifting and 
clocked second fastest time. The C-type fwd Bond lacked urge and Reece, in spite of a 
wrestling match with his steering wheel, lacked speed in his Cooper. Trumen held a mid-
road position through the “S” on his first run, the Barden leaving an aroma of dope behind it, 
and although his second run was spoilt by a vicious tail slide, he corrected it without 
hesitation and accelerated hard. 
1st: E Brandon (497cc Cooper)  42.78sec. 
2nd: J Fry (497cc Parsenn)  42.94sec. 
3rd: HC Lones (496cc Tiger Kitten)  43.49sec. 
Also ran: 
Strang (Strang)  43.65sec. 
May (Cooper)  44.37sec. 
Truman (Barden)  44.60sec. 
Coldham (Cooper)  45.23sec. 
Reece (Cooper)  45.47sec. 
Aikens (Aikens)  45.92sec. 
Bond (Bond)  47.91sec. 
Gibbs (MAC)  49.05sec. 
Kiteley (Cooper)  crashed 
Cars 501-1,100cc 
It was in this category that Joe Fry set up his new course-record of 37.35sec. On his first run 
he hit the bank near the start, but clocked 38.15sec. His second run was a model of how to 
do it, leaving, one suspects, only a very slender safety margin! The Freikaiserwagen’s 
acceleration up the straight, tyres nearly alight and the two-stage, air-cooled V-twin 
Blackburne sounding absolutely right, had to be seen to be believed – and could only just be 
believed even then!  This is the sort of sprinting that brings exclamations of joyful praise from 
the lips even of blasé Pressmen! Second best was young Stirling Moss, proving that besides 
being able to win races he possesses the sprint technique to perfection. His time of 
38.57sec. made on his first run, is an incredible performance by an unblown one-litre car, 
and his Cooper-JAP beat the old unblown record held by Allard’s Allard by 0.99sec. Moss 
changed up early and fairly swung the wheel to regain control as he slid from the “S.” His 
second run was spoilt by misfiring. John Cooper drove his V-twin Cooper very neatly, 
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cornering close and going right over the drain, to take third place, 1.21sec. slower than 
Moss. Hartwell, however, in another of these cars, took the “S” cautiously, and his second 
run was spoilt by misfiring. Symonds drove the ex-Brettel Austin Seven outstandingly, inner 
wheels lifting as he flung it through the corners, but Moor’s famous and lovable Wasp wasn’t 
going too well, added to which he muffed the final change-up on his second run. Southon 
made one of his habitual tours-up-Shelsley-Walsh in the twin rear-wheeled Becke 
Powerplus, Instone had a real tussle with the V-twin Martyr, but struck trouble on his second 
run, Fergusson’s Cooper-HRD came to rest in the mid-“S” in a permanent neutral, not to run 
again, and Christie’s Cooper 1,000 hit the near-side bank as it left the “S” on its first run, 
being nicely handled, tyres flexing with the speed, next time up. The Carlmark had trouble 
low down and didn’t essay a second run, Richards’ Riley seemed off form and high-geared, 
Heath’s rear-engined V-twin Special gave him plenty to do in spite of being comparatively 
leisurely, and the Turner Special, with MG engine, neat bodywork and twin rear tyres, 
ascended steadily, water streaming from its radiator overflow. 
1st: J Fry (1,096cc Freikaiserwagen)  37.35sec. 
2nd: S Moss (996cc Cooper-JAP)  38.57sec. 
3rd: J Cooper (996cc Cooper 1,000)  39.78sec. 
Also ran: 
Christie (Cooper)  39.80sec. 
Hartwell (Cooper)  41.10sec. 
Symonds (Austin)  44.23sec. 
Turner (Turner)  44.40sec. 
Moor (Wasp)  44.82sec. 
Instone (Martyr)  45.18sec. 
Richards (Riley)  45.43sec. 
Heath (Own)  45.54sec. 
Southon (Becke)  47.91sec. 
Fergusson (Cooper)  fail 
Carlmark (Carlmark)  fail 
Premier Awards 
FTD: Joe Fry (Freikaiserwagen), £100 and Shelsley Trophy 
Fastest Shelsley Special: Joe Fry (Freikaiserwagen), Rossiter Challenge Trophy 
Fastest non-s/c Car: S Moss (Cooper), MAC Trophy 
RAC Hillclimb Championship Placings: Fry, 10 marks ; Mays, 9 marks ; Poore, 8 marks ; 
Moss, 7 marks ; Butterworth, 6 marks. 
N.B. The winners of the above awards do not, under MAC ruling, qualify for first prizes in 
their respective classes, but we have given class placings on times and not in prize-winning 
sequence. 
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with image of the Freikaiserwagen as the cover photo (actually showing David Fry bringing it back 
down the hill) and one of Moss (No.17) in a montage on pp272 

pp262 Basil Tye has reversed the order of things, using a Cooper 1,000 with 498cc engine. • It is not clear what the reference is 
here. Although the note is tied to the 
report from Shelsley Walsh, 11th June, 
Tye does not appear in the results – 
perhaps the reporter met him as a 
spectator. 

pp263 Prescott (12th June) 
Prescott really is a pleasant place and never more so than under the ideal conditions which 
prevailed at the BOC Club meeting on June 12th. 
… And practice was stirring in the extreme, for, apart from Allard’s great ascent, Poore got 
the Alfa-Romeo up in 46.14sec., Mays’ ERA did 46.72sec., Carr’s Alta 47.0, John Cooper’s 
Cooper 1,000 47.13, the Freikaiserwagen, blushing under Shelsley honours, 47.14, after 
David had instructed Joe about which gears and what revs, and Christie’s Cooper 1,000 
47.19sec. 
In the Paddock the Freikaiserwagen collected a deservedly admiring crowd after being 
unloaded from its Ford “covered wagon.” It was on 4.00/4.25-15 Dunlops at 15lb/sq in at the 
front, 5.00-15 Dunlops at 18lb/sq in at the rear, as at Shelsley, and the two-stage, chain-
driven Marshall superchargers were prominent on the near side of the V-twin Blackburne 
engine, matched by the twin, chain-driven Lucas magnetos on the off side. 
Racing Cars up to 750cc 
Brandon’s Cooper had the “legs” of everyone in this class and he displayed ,magnificent 
style through the Esses, accelerating with a fine single-lunger exhaust note. He actually 
improved on his 500cc class record by 0.62sec., but this is unofficial, as the 750cc limit was 
recognised, where Hadley’s remarkable pre-war ascent in the twin-cam Austin in 47.76sec. 
still stands. Reece was a creditable second and CAN May rounded things off for the 
Coopers with a very polished exhibition of how-to-do-it. Watch this man in the future! Adams 
had bad luck when his gear-lever came of in his hand, Lones cornered professionally, but 
Phillips (blown MG) faded on the second run. Truman’s Barden had gearbox trouble, hit the 
bank and stopped at Pardon Hairpin on its second ascent, but Kearon clearly knew what he 
was about, while Bowles, that indefatigable Austin Seven exponent, clocked a neat 
53.42sec. 
1st: E Brandon (497cc Cooper)  48.18sec. 
2nd: JG Reece (497cc Cooper)  49.00sec. 
3rd: CAN May (497cc Cooper)  49.14sec. 
Also ran: 
Lones (Tiger Kitten)  49.49sec. 

• “Derrick” is not a error for Ray Merrick, 
who has still to purchase a Cooper. 
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Watkins (Cooper)  50.09sec. 
Kearon (Cooper)  50.16sec. 
Collins (Cooper)  50.27sec. 
Truman (Barden)  50.55sec. 
Ebdon (Halldon)  52.30sec. 
Tipper (Monaco)  52.77sec. 
Bowles (Austin)  53.42sec. 
Derrick (Cooper)  54.69sec. 
Adams (DMRA)  61.46sec. 
Phillips (MG)  64.77sec. 
Racing Cars, 751-1,500cc 
Fry took the Freikaiserwagen up in a series of frightening slides, fairly fighting to maintain 
control on the final bend of the Esses and experiencing vast power-slides all the way from 
there to the Semi-circle. He improved on his last year’s class record by 0.45sec., but, 
coming rather wide from the Esses on his next run, was a trifle slower that time. John 
Cooper put up a prodigious run for second place in the Cooper 1,000, so neat that he looked 
slower than he actually was, but the acceleration stupendous to observe. Christie nailed 
home Cooper honours with third place, his driving-style a thing to note… 
1st: JG Fry (1,098cc Freikaiserwagen)  45.76sec. 
2nd: John Cooper (996cc Cooper)  45.97sec. 
3rd: MAH Christie (994cc Cooper)  46.84sec. 
(no other 500-style cars in class) 
Handicap Class 
1st: AG Imhof (4,375cc allard) 
2nd: MAH Christie (994cc Cooper) 
3rd J Marshall (1,100cc Amilcar) 
Specials Class 
1st: JG Fry (1,098cc Freikaiserwagen)  45.76sec. 
2nd: PM Wilks (1,996cc Rover)  49.66sec. 
3rd: DW Neale (3,828cc Neale- Special)  50.88sec. 
With image of the Freikaiserwagen, and John Cooper (no.55) 

pp281 The BARC Sports Car Races 
… After the cancellation of Whit-Monday racing at Goodwood… Mr John Morgan has since 
announced that a Members’ Meeting will be held by the BARC on Saturday, August 13th… 
… The BARC has also arranged for members to use Goodwood free of charge for 
practising, thereby conforming to another MOTOR SPORT suggestion. The circuit will be 
available on the first and last Saturday of each calendar month between the hours of 1.30pm 
and 5.30pm, providing that written application is made for the necessary permit at least 

• 500s, and racing cars generally, were 
not normally invited to the Members’ 
Meetings that continued through the 
life of the Goodwood circuit. 
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seven days before the date on which it is desired to practise. 

pp298 Wanted: 
Fiat 500 chassis, no engine or gearbox. Crashed or otherwise. Also dirt-track Douglas 
engine or any bits. Axel-Berg, Horse and Groom, Bittaford, Ivybridge, Devon 

• This is likely to be Victor Axel-Berg 
(rather than brother Dennis), perhaps 
putting together his own Special 

August 1949 
pp309 Prescott (17th July) 

After weeks of fine weather rain in the night left Prescott in a slippery condition for the BOC 
Open Meeting on July 17th, and light rain fell in the afternoon. Consequently many 
competitors left the course… All credit to Brandon, who, under those tricky conditions, 
improved on his own 500cc class record in the silver Cooper, by 0.13sec. 
Christie justified the promise shown by his driving and by the Cooper 1,000 by making ftd in 
46.76sec., his second run embracing a mild front-wheel slide from the Esses and being 
appreciably slower… 
Good climbs go to the credit of… Lones (Tiger Kitten)… 
Of the “incidents” King (Rover) nearly plunged over the bank on the inside of Orchard in 
practice and Collins (Cooper) did so dramatically in the event. Christie and Brandon both 
went straight on into the bank here in their team event runs… 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: E Brandon (497cc Cooper-JAP)  48.67sec. 
2nd: CAN May (497cc Cooper)  50.46sec. 
3rd: JG Reece (497cc Cooper)  50.82sec. 
(New course record for Brandon) 
Racing Cars, 501-750cc 
1st: KC Jarvis (747cc Austin)  50.46sec. 
2nd: HC Lones (526cc Tiger Kitten)  50.47sec. 
3rd: GH Symonds (747cc Austin)  52.07sec. 
Racing Cars, 751-1,500cc 
1st: MAH Christie (994cc Cooper)  46.76sec. 
2nd: CP Vaughan (1,496cc Frazer-Nash)  49,52sec. 
3rd: BE Bradnack (1,496cc BRA)  49.58sec. 
(FTD for Christie) 
with images of Christie (No.71) and Collins’ crash (No.56) on pp321 

•  

pp317 Silverstone (9th July) 
The 500 Club At Silverstone 
Yet another enjoyable “clubmen’s day” occupied Silverstone on July 9th when the “500” Club 
realised a long-standing ambition and offered real racing to its enthusiastic members. Two 
three-lap races, a 10-lap race confined to Cooper, Bond, Iota and Marwyn cars, another 10-

• This was not only the first race meeting 
organised by the 500 Club, but only 
the second Silverstone ‘club’ meeting 
(after the VSCC the week before). 
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lap race for non-production “500s” and an ambitious 100-mile race comprised the “fare.” 
Brandon won the first race fairly convincingly from CAN May, whom we told you to watch, 
with Habin third – Coopers 1, 2, 3, and Brandon averaging 67.78mph. 
Dryden repeated the dose in the next race, averaging 68.90mph in his Cooper-Norton, but 
Brandon and Parker’s Parker-Special were engaging in a fine tussle behind him, Parker 
finishing a second to the good, at 68.34mph, in a car described in MOTOR SPORT last May. 
Dryden then added to his laurels by winning the production-car race at 68.34mph from the 
Coopers of Whitehouse (69.10mph), and John Cooper. 
The “specials” race saw only three finish – Moor’s Wasp 500 winning at 68mph from the 
Parker (67.78mph) and the Grose. 
The 100-Mile Race was a grand tussle between Collins’ Cooper and Parker, until the latter 
lost much time refuelling. Collins won at 66.5mph from John Cooper’s Cooper (65.75mph) 
and Parker’s Parker-Special. What a God-send Silverstone is to the clubs! 

pp319 Rest & Be Thankful (9th July) 
The RSAC’s speed hill-climb at Rest and Be Thankful on July 9th was quite unique in this 
country, for the very difficult course (Mays’ admission) was over a mile long, compared to 
our usual ¼ or ½-mile climbs, and was reminiscent of an Alpine event. Unfortunately, 
although over £2,000 was said to have been spent on the road, it possessed some bad 
bumps and the surface became slippery – probably due to the sun – so that fast cars were 
at a disadvantage. However, the climb was an experiment, a bold one, this year – next year 
we can expect an improved surface, when this climb should be really first-class and could 
with advantage, one feels, count towards the RAC Hill-Climb Championship. 
…noteworthy, as was Pott’s 79.3sec. in his Cooper 500. 
Class 1 (up to 500cc) 
1st: J Potts, Jnr (Cooper)  1min. 19.3sec. 
2nd: DBP Prosser (Cooper)  1min. 20.6sec. 

• The first running of the rest & Be 
Thankful course. 

• There is no evidence of 500-style cars 
running in any larger classes. 

pp319 The RAC States Its Case – Use Of Redundant Airfields For Motor Sport 
A half-page article quoting from a bulletin issued by the RAC Competitions Department in 
July. Highlights: 
… In anticipation that casual use of redundant airfields for motor and motor-cycle racing 
could not be continued indefinitely, the Royal Automobile Club commenced negotiations with 
the Air Ministry in 1946 with the object of regularising the position before an official ban 
became a possibility. 
… expert drivers examined a large number of prospective airfield courses before 
Silverstone, near Towcester, was selected as the best compromise with which to test long-
term use of airfields for motor-racing. 
… but a condition of the terms upon which Silverstone was obtained was that in future no 

• This explains the (at least temporary) 
suspension of use of airfields, and the 
end of the Dunholme Lodge venue. 
Later venues (e.g. Gamston) would be 
done on longer leases, although as the 
bases rapidly became redundant (and 
expensive to maintain) it would appear 
that the Air Ministry become much 
more helpful with venues such as 
Stapleford, and a string of Scottish 
circuits becoming available. 
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other airfields would be released except on a full-term lease to a body of adequate standing, 
controlled only by the RAC… 
… The burden of informing motor clubs that they would no longer be permitted casual use of 
an airfield by the Air Ministry was placed on the RAC, and in general clubs have appreciated 
and honoured this decision, which was conveyed to all interested parties in a circular dated 
August 9th, 1948. 
(article concludes that, as a pre-existing arrangement had been made at Dunholme Lodge 
with the British Motor-Cycle racing Club and the Lincoln & District Motor-Cycle & Light Car 
Club, the 1948 Dunholme Lodge races had been allowed, but on a clear understanding that 
this would not be repeated in 1949. Claims by the two clubs that the RAC had prevented the 
1949 event were therefore false, and they were now being offered the same slot (8th 
October) at Silverstone) 

pp329 Rhydymwyn (9th July) 
Results: 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: JB Reece (497cc Cooper-JAP)  1min. 26.2sec. 
2nd: MC Kearon (Cooper-JAP)  1min. 28.0sec. 
3rd: JW Cox (Cooper-JAP)  1min. 32.2sec. 
Racing Cars up to 750cc 
1st: JW Cox (497cc Cooper-JAP)  1min. 32.2sec. 
Racing Cars up to 1,100cc 
1st: JW Cox (497cc Cooper-JAP)  1min. 32.2sec. 

• JB Reece is likely an error for JG 
(Jackie) Reece. 

pp330 Lake Garda (10th July) 
This race had additional interest from our point of view because Stirling Moss took his 
Cooper 1,000 out. In the first heat Villoresi’s Ferrari won at 70.45mph, with Tardini’s Ferrari 
2min. 15.6sec. behind, and Moss 43.4sec. behind Tardini in third place – truly creditable! 
Villoresi won the final at 70.56mph from Tardini, and again Moss was third, and winner of the 
1,100cc class, 4min. behind Villoresi. 

• This is the Moss’ first foreign event. 
The excursion would then go to Reims-
Gueux, Bouley Bay and Zandvoort at 
the end of July. 

pp333 Bouley Bay (21st July) 
At Bouley Bay Allard made ftd in 55.6sec. Fry was 0.2sec. slower in the Freikaiserwagen. 
Poore and Stirling Moss tied for third place in 56.2sec., with 3.8 and 1 litres respectively, 
Mays being fourth, in 56.8sec. Butterworth’s AJB clocked 59.2sec. 
The Hill-Climb Championship position is therefore: 
1st: Fry,  28 points 
2nd: Poore,  26 points 
3rd: Moss,  21 points 
4th: Allard,  19 points in two climbs 

• Round 3 of the RAC British Hill-Climb 
Championship 
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5th: Butterworth and Mays,  15 points 
6th: Walker,  7 points 
7th: Hutchison,  5 points 

pp333 The August Races 
Entries came in strongly for the BARC Members’ Meeting, to be held on August 13th… while 
the first list for the 500cc race numbered 22, including Moss, Brandon, Christie, Dryden, 
May, Parker, etc. 

 

pp342 Oxford Street Motors 
The Light Car & Sports Car Specialists 
Marwyn 500cc 498cc 5-stud JAP engine, Burman 4-speed c.r. gearbox; 15in wheels, with 
new Dunlop racing covers. Finished in blue and silver. 1948 model, only raced one season. 
Used by us for showroom display only. This car has been stripped and prepared by 
Marwyns this year; it has not run since and is ready for immediate racing. £355 or near offer. 
Exchange, sports car or coupe 
Oxford Street, Huddersfield, Yorks 
Open 9 to 9 

• Advertisement also features an Aston 
Martin and a Bentley 

September 1949 
pp345 Silverstone (20th August) 

The BRDC/”Daily Express” International Trophy Meeting: Quite the most important thing 
which happened in British racing last month was the great International Trophy Meeting at 
Silverstone for 500cc sports and formula 1 Grand Prix cars, organised by the British Racing 
Drivers Club in conjunction with the Daily Express newspaper. 
We have often stated in Motor Sport that if motor-racing is to become a popular sport in this 
country it must have the backing of one of the great daily newspapers. And to this Daily 
Express meeting, encouraged by publicity given them in each morning’s paper for the 
preceding week, came over 110,000 keen (and very orderly) spectators. That is twice this 
year that six-figure crowds have attended International racing at the Silverstone circuit. 
The “500s” had earned, and so deserved, their 10-lap race. 
The 500 Race: Brandon Keeps Ahead Of Moss. Dryden Third 
In the front row of the grid were Brandon, Reece, Moss and Dryden, suggesting a Cooper 
victory. Alvin Spike Rhiando appeared, from his garb, to be about to take part in a 
performance of the “Mikado” rather than in a motor car race. Last-minute work occupied 
Saunders and Samuelson and Parker’s Parker refused to start by pulling-over the jacked-up 
rear wheels and was pushed. at last the grid was complete, with the car’s engines running, 
and at flag-fall Brandon accelerated clear of Moss. After a lap the order was: Brandon, 
Dryden, Moss, Reece, Watkins, Cooper, then a gap, then Parker, Saunders, Fry in the 
Parsenn, Braid, Prosser, Collins, May, Moor’s Wasp, Christie, Rhiando’s Trimax, Page, the 
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smart Grose, Lone’s Tiger Kitten, the fwd Bond, and Strang, the last in trouble already. 
Another lap and Brandon led Dryden by about two seconds, the field going great guns in a 
crackle of sound, Moss and Reece close to the leaders, the others farther back. By three 
laps Moss was second, some 2 ½ sec. behind Brandon, and already May had pulled on to 
the grass between Club Corner and Abbey, with his Cooper’s rocker-gear disarranged. 
Moss, crouching low in the cockpit, was doing all he knew to rest the lead from Brandon. 
Brandon was equally determined to keep his lead, glancing back occasionally to see what 
the margin was. He need not have worried, for although Moss closed quite a lot on the 7th 
lap, when the pair had nearly lapped the Bond, thereafter the distance between them 
widened and Brandon never lost his lead. On lap seven Dryden’s Norton-Cooper displaced 
Reece for third position, and behind them Watkins’ yellow and Cooper’s blue Coopers were 
“locked in combat,” until the latter dropped back a bit. Fry, Aikens and Bond retired, but 
Braid had a stirring duel with Page. Brandon sealed his victory by a mere one-fifth of a 
second! 
1st: E Brandon (Cooper),  22min. 22.4sec.  79.61mph 
2nd: S Moss (Cooper),  22min. 22.6sec.  79.59mph 
3rd: RM Dryden (Cooper)  22min. 38.6sec.  78.77mph 
4th: Reece 
5th: Watkins 
6th: Cooper 
7th: Parker 
8th: Collins 
9th: Saunders 
10th: Moor 
11th: Page 
Also finished: Woodall, Braid, Christie, Lones 
with image on pp368 of Brandon and Moss 

pp355 Rumblings 
On the International Trophy meeting:  Of the 500s, Dryden did 2min. 16sec. (78.66mph) 
on the Thursday, Moss shearing a universal joint, but doing 2min. 17sec. on the Friday, 
which Reece’s Cooper equalled, Brandon being a second slower. 
Most of the vans and tenders were familiar… while a “30/98” Vauxhall brought the trailer 
carrying Moor’s “Wasp.” 

 

pp358 Zandvoort (30th July) 
… This racing was interspersed by a 26-mile 500cc race. Moss, who lapped at 61.5mph in 
practice, won, so comfortably, at 66.92mph, in spite of bowling over a mechanic who 
shouldn’t have been on the track, at the start. Moss slowed to come in, but was waved on. 
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He is not only an exceptional driver, but is earning admiration for a happy knack of doing the 
right thing in any particular circumstance. Behind him Aston, Beels and Brandon fought out a 
very close finish in that order, 0.1 and 0.2sec. separating their cars. Beels, the Dutchman, 
made fastest lap, at 69.1mph, Dryden was fifth, Coldham sixth and Habin seventh. All drove 
coopers. A very good meeting. 

pp360 A Suggestion For Inexpensive Racing 
During the war MOTOR SPORT gave publicity to a scheme amongst the impecunious. With 
club racing still flourishing, the 750 Club, whose scheme this is, has again brought the 
matter forward. Briefly, the idea would be to persuade those clubs organising races and 
high-speed trials of the Silverstone persuasion to include therein events for cars not 
exceeding 750cc which comply with a formula devised by a sub-committee of the 750 Club, 
this Club to handicap the entry if required and provide special awards for the winners. The 
whole scheme hinges on the response the 750 Club gets from those anxious to compete in 
such races. The up-to-750cc category in club contests is on danger of fading away 
altogether and this formula scheme should stimulate fresh interest, because it really would 
seem able to level-up competition and materially reduce the expense of racing. If sufficient 
people build cars to the formula, clubs would probably comply with the 750 Club’s appeal for 
special events. Briefly, entries would be confined as follows:- 

Cars to be side-valve, unsupercharged Austin Sevens with the frame, rear-axle, 
crankcase, cylinder block and gearbox of standard or sports Austin seven 
components. The engine not to exceed 2.26in. by 3in. bore and stroke (these 
allowing for a normal re-bore). Bodywork to comply with the pending RAC 
requirements for trials and rally cars, but hoods not required. Cars to be driven to the 
course. Freedom allowed in respect of front suspension, and fuel to be unrestricted. 

It is emphasised that because it is impossible to raise the compression ratio of the Austin 
Seven engine to any extent and  at the same time improve volumetric efficiency, high bmep 
is not possible with atmospheric induction and consequently expensive rod and crank 
assemblies should not be necessary. For the same reason alcohol fuel would confer little or 
no advantage. 
It certainly seems that such racing may be what the impecunious have long dreamed of. 
Enthusiasts could build Austin “Specials” under the proposed formula – perhaps deriving 
inspiration from the better Austin racing cars of the past – which would be eminently 
practical “to-and-from-work” vehicles. Nor, judging by past Austin Seven achievements and 
the showing of the Austins in this year’s VSCC High Speed Trial (55.38 and 52.4mph for 21 
laps with two and three pit stops respectively), need such racing be unduly slow. Such 
“specials” apart, “Nippies,” “Ulsters” and even “Chummies” would be welcome, for a 
reasonable entry would be essential to ensure the success of the venture – and do not 
forget that Chaplin’s famous orange “Chummy” covered nearly 60 miles in the hour during 

• 750cc (Class H) was also a serious 
proposition in West Germany, Italy and 
France (with more open regulations 
than the proposed series. 

• The report does not mention that 
Seven-based specials were already 
being comfortably beaten by the 500s 
where they appeared together on hills, 
and the Cooper offered a competitive 
turn-key project for the prospective 
driver who lacked engineering skills. 

• These, plus the profile and popularity 
that 500 racing had already achieved, 
would appear to be why the 750 
Formula did not take off as the 750 
Club had hoped. It did, however, stay 
true to its principles through to the 
present day. 
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an MCC High speed Trial, or that the Metchim/Masters cut-about “Chummy” averaged 
58mph for over six hours in the 1933 Le Mans race before clutch trouble eliminated it. At all 
events, those willing to participate in this 750 Club venture are invited to write to H Birkett, 3, 
Pondtail Road, Fleet, Hampshire, who can then keep the Club advised as to the support 
likely to be forthcoming. 

pp361 Club News 
… It is with regret that we learn of the death of Comdr. Antony Yorke RN, who took such a 
keen interest in the 500 Club 

 

pp371 St Andrews (30th July) 
Lothian Car Club Sand Racing: Held in poor conditions on July 30th, this event included a 
30-lap race for a 100-guinea trophy presented by the Scottish Daily Mail. 
One Mile sprints: 750cc s/c, 1,100cc un-s/c 
1st: John Brown (1,086cc Riley)  65.5mph 
2nd: JT Faulkner (1,086cc Riley) 
3rd: JB Moncrieff (498cc MHM) 

• The MHM is a Marwyn 
• Moncrieff is not listed in the top three 

of either race. 

pp371 Lydstep (23rd July) 
The above club (Tenby MC) held a speed hill-climb on a new course at Lydstep, near Tenby, 
in Pembrokeshire, on July 23rd, which might have been termed “Buckler’s Benefit”! 
… The course, which rises from sea level up to approximately 120 feet, and has five very 
fast bends, is exactly ½ mile in length and eminently suitable for sports cars, “specials” and 
“500s”. There will be another event at Lydstep on September 17th 

• Although 500s attended in September, 
it appears that none were at this debut 
event. 

pp371 Silverstone (30th July) 
The Midland Motoring Enthusiasts’ Club held a meeting at the Silverstone manufacturers 
circuit on July 30th – another of those thoroughly enjoyable club events. 
Eight-Lap Scratch Race, Racing Cars up to 750cc 
1st: PK Baird (Cooper)  68.57mph 
2nd: K Watkins (Cooper)  68.51mph 
3rd: W Cox (Cooper)  65.20mph 
Four ran 
Eight-Lap Scratch Race, Class 2, Racing Cars up to 1,100cc, Class 3, up to 1,500cc 
Class 2: 
1st: E Winterbottom (Cooper)  70.83mph 
2nd: B de Lissa (MG s/c)  69.03mph 
Class 3: 
1st: R Habershon (Delage s/c)  76.36mph 
Nine ran 
Six Lap Racing Car Handicap 

• PK Baird is Peter Braid 
• Winterbottom would be using a 

1,000cc engine, but it could be JAP or 
Vincent 

• Christie was probably using the 
1,000cc JAP engine. 
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1st:  E Winterbottom (Cooper)  72.32mph 
2nd: HA Richards (Riley)  65.92mph 
3rd: R Habershon (Delage s/c)  72.96mph 
Eight ran 
Six Lap Racing Car Handicap 
1st:  GS Shillito (Riley)  69.98mph 
2nd: R Dutt (Maserati s/c)  68.34mph 
3rd: MAH Christie (Cooper)  71.81mph 
Five ran 

pp371 Racing At Aachener-Wald 
Some 50,000 spectators watched a 750cc racing car and a 1,100cc sports car race at 
Aachener-Wald on July 24th. The former was won by Baron Hanstein’s Condor at 94kph, the 
latter by Müller’s VW Special, at 97kph. The latter was based on a Volkswagen 

• The 750cc race was the 
Kleinstrennwagen class, the West 
German equivalent of the 500s, and 
replaced by International Formula III. 

• Baron Hanstein (Fritz von Hanstein) 
would become head of the Porsche 
racing department 

pp371 Silverstone (25th June) 
Although this event took place as long ago as June 25th, the results were crowded out of the 
last issue and we append them so that those who bind their issues of MOTOR SPORT will 
have a record of all the 1949 Club Silverstone races: 
Racing Cars up to 750cc 
1st: SA Coldham (497cc Cooper)  68.11mph 
2nd: CAN May (497cc Cooper) 
3rd: WS Aston (497cc Cooper) 
Racing Cars up to 2,000cc Non-Supercharged, Supercharged to 1,100cc 
1st: PM Wilks (1,996cc Rover)  72.47mph 
2nd: SA Coldham (497cc Cooper) 
3rd: RW Jacobs (1,086cc MG, S) 

•  

pp373 Hartlepool (6th August) 
This was a promenade speed event in the good old tradition… 
500cc 
1st: JG Reece (496cc Cooper)  16.68sec 
2nd: MM Breese (497cc Iota Zephyr) 
500cc 
1st: Breese 17.33sec 
1,500cc 
1st: MM Breese (497cc Iota Zephyr) 

•  
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2nd: ME Macartney (1,496cc Singer) 
3rd: JH Lafone (746cc MG) 

pp373 Great Auclum (14th August) 
This event, very well organised, was held under ideal conditions on August 14th. The ¼-mile 
course embraces two sharp corners, one banked, and a twisty section, so that a premium is 
set on initial acceleration and low-speed cornering. For most competitors it is a second-gear 
run, and even Eric Brandon, who established a new course record, only averaged 42mph. 
Spectators have a fine view of the banked bend in perfect safety and there was electrical 
timing and public address. The event’s popularity can be judged by the full entry of 100 cars. 
A wise rule was that prohibiting entry outside the appropriate class. 
… Cuff’s Iota-like Buzzie was best “500,” Christie gave Brandon a good run in his Cooper 
“1,000,” but Jarvis’ Austin Seven and Martin’s 747cc MG beat Hartwell’s Cooper-HRG. 
Brandon displayed immense skill through the corners in making ftd in 22.20sec. – a fine 
show. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: WC Cuff (500cc Buzzie)  24.57sec. 
2nd: PK Braid (497cc Cooper)  25.63sec. 
3rd: D Parker (497cc Parker-Special)  24.73sec. 
Racing Cars, 501-1,100cc 
1st: E Brandon (994cc Cooper-JAP) 22.20sec. 
2nd: MAH Christie (996cc Cooper-JAP)  22.96sec. 
3rd: KC Jarvis (747cc s/c Austin)  24.46sec. 
Class record for Brandon 

• Braid’s time was 24.63s. 

pp380 Letters From Readers 
A Club For Baghdad? 
We have received the following letter from Major-General GN Gilmore: 
Sir, 
A small body of enthusiasts in Baghdad are endeavouring, against very severe handicaps, 
to inaugurate a sporting motor club. 
After much discussion it was decided that the only practicable form of motor sport is that of 
small car racing. These cars would have to be built here, and the chief feature of their 
design, would of necessity have to be economy. We anticipate that they should commence 
by taking the form of some of the earlier types of 500cc machines. 
It has been suggested that a specification should be laid down based on a 500cc formula, 
and that three or four machines should be built to the same specifications. These machines 
would remain the property of the club, and members would be able to drive them in events, 
by some mutually agreeable system of allocation. 
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We feel that if we can once take the lead and get something along the above lines under 
way, then enthusiasm will commence to grow, and with the expansion of the club, we could 
turn our attentions to more ambitious fields. 
It is possible that some of the more ardent 500cc builders may permit us to profit from their 
experiences, and send us some hints and tips. Any assistance that you or your readers can 
give us in any form, will be most welcome. 
If anyone can assist this club to get under way will they please communicate with Maj-Gen 
Gilmore, c/o John Birch and Co. (Iraq) Ltd., King Faisal Avenue, Baghdad. 

pp388 Classified Advertisement 
“KN” 500cc Racing Car. New Ariel engine, over 40bhp, built by Lew Hartley. New c.r. 
gearbox. Owner’s Edwardian and vintage interests prevent use and development of this car, 
which is offered with spare sprockets, jets, plugs, fuel, etc., at less than cost of materials. 
£145. Low-loading trailer for this or other small car, £25. Neve, Wall’s Pitt, Stretton, via 
Warrington 

• Kenneth Neve’s special 

pp392 Notwen Oil Advertisement 
Features an image of Eric Brandon in Cooper T3, in 1948 guise (exact event unknown) 

 

October 1949 
pp393 Matters Of The Moment 

The 34th International Earls Court Motor Exhibition: On the day this issue of MOTOR 
SPORT is published (25th September), the second British post-war SMMT Motor Exhibition 
will open at Earls Court. 
… This year’s Exhibition is as interesting as any of its predecessors; it remains open until 
October 8th. 

• Racing cars were not allowed at the 
show, even as part of a major 
manufacturer’s display (although the 
land speed record cars of Goldie 
Gardiner and MG were on display). 
Despite this, it was a good chance for 
drivers to meet potential employers 
and suppliers. 

pp393 Matters Of The Moment 
The 1949 Hill-Climb Champion: It is very satisfactory that hearty, rugged, modest Sydney 
Herbert Allard has won this year’s RAC Hill-Climbing Championship, because, although he 
is a director of the Adlard Motor Co. (South London Ford dealers) and of his own Allard 
Motor Co. Allard’s racing activities are undertaken very largely on an amateur basis. 
Certainly “SH” is personally responsible for the technical development of his cars, and for 
the various methods whereby the power of the captured German V8 air-cooled Steyr engine 
used in his sprint car has been increased from 85 to some 140bhp. 
At Prescott Allard clinched the Championship with a new course record, gaining 39 points to 
Poore’s 34 and Moss’ 30 – Fry finished with bad luck and 28 points, Walker and Butterworth 
tied with 22, Mays got 15. 
continues 
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pp394 Blandford (27th August) 

Accidents Mar The Blandford Trophy Meeting 
One’s sympathy is extended to the W. Hants and Dorset CC, whose ambitious race meeting 
at Blandford Camp on August 27th was marred by serious accidents. The organisation was 
first-class, the races run off promptly and the Press service excellent, but unfortunately three 
serious accidents occurred. In the third race Gordon Woods’ 328 BMW slid into the outer 
bank approaching Hood Corner, ran along it, shot across the road and demolished a bus 
shelter. The driver was thrown out and died in hospital soon afterwards. In the 500cc race 
Braid’s Cooper crashed at the same spot and the car somersaulted on to the roof of an army 
building, where it remained to the end of the day, a heaven-sent opportunity for the daily 
press cameramen. The driver was flung out uninjured. Then, during the final of the Blandford 
Trophy Race Fairman lost control of his Riley at Engineer’s Corner while going very fast in 
second place. The car hit the bank and somersaulted, partially blocking the road and 
strewing wreckage on both sides of the course. Baird’s RLB, which was immediately behind, 
braked and went backwards off the course, damaging the car’s front axle, Winterbottom’s 
Cooper just squeezed through the gap, after which the red flag was displayed and the race 
stopped. 
… Parker’s Parker Special had no trouble in winning the first heat of the 500cc race, and 
Carter and May brought their Coopers through the field well. Coldham’s piston collapsed, 
Truman’s Bardon spun at Hood, where Watkin’s Cooper used the escape road, and Smith 
and Saunders retired, the latter while in second place. 
… Brandon’s Cooper 1,000 led throughout in heat one of the Blandford Trophy race, 
followed by Shillito’s 2-litre Riley and Aston’s Cooper 1,000, until Shillito shot into the escape 
road at Hood, only to resume, wiping his vizor, one place to the bad… Winterbottom’s 
Cooper 1,000 came through well to fourth place. 
… Dryden won the second heat of the 500cc race with Christie on his tail throughout and 
Page picking up places ably, to finish third. 
… The second heat of the Blandford Trophy was most exciting, John Cooper’s Cooper 1,000 
having it all his own way from flag-fall, Folland doing all he knew behind until the Ferrari 
retired covered in oil, whereupon Whitehouse, driving splendidly, took second place, only to 
have the bitter experience of coasting in with a broken chain a lap from the end. This gave 
Baird’s RLB second place, Mackie’s sick Rover third place, with Monkhouse’s 2-litre Aston-
Martin next and Crook in Baring’s yellow Veritas nowhere. 
The 10-lap 500cc Final looked like Parker’s race, for he caught Dryden after six laps. Alas, 
Carter passed Parker too fast going into a corner and slid broadside, Parker stalling his 
engine in avoiding the Cooper and being unable to restart. In the melee Dryden regained his 
lead and they finished thus, Hamblin’s Cooper a close third. 
The 25-lap Blandford Trophy final was becoming very interesting when the accident stopped 

• RS Hamblin was actually the entrant 
for the rookie Alan Brown. 
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it. At first it was Aston (Cooper), Hartwell (Cooper) and Shillito (Riley), Brandon being 
delayed by a shorting ignition switch, then by an oiled plug. Hartwell’s car began to spew 
fuel fumes and Winterbottom’s Cooper got by. After six laps Aston led by 12 ½ sec., which 
he later increased. Fairman was picking up places all the time, and in spite of leaving the 
road at Cuckoo Corner and clouting the straw bales at Hood, he was third after 12 laps, and 
Aston’s Cooper had blown up, letting Shillito lead. Fairman was pressing Winterbottom’s 
Cooper hard; behind, Moor’s OBM was losing ground and the Veritas was touring. Fairman 
was second after 15 laps and in doing all he knew to catch the other Riley, and clocking 
fastest lap at 83.87mph had his accident on lap 19 which ended the race. Some people 
thought the race should have been allowed to continue, as Winterbottom got past the 
wreckage, but people invaded the road to help move the remains of Fairman’s car, and oil 
and petrol had been spilt, so the red flag was probably justified. 
First Heat – Racing Cars up to 500cc (five laps) 
1st: D Parker (497cc Parker Special),  13min. 1.6sec.  72.32mph 
2nd: KE Carter (497cc Cooper),  13min. 12.6sec. 
3rd: CAN May (497cc Cooper), 13min. 14.0sec. 
Fastest lap: Parker (Parker),  74.09mph 
First Heat – Blandford Trophy Race (10 laps) 
1st: E Brandon (994cc Cooper-JAP),  22min. 58.2sec. 82.03mph 
2nd: WS Aston (998cc Cooper),  23min. 9.8sec. 
3rd: GS Shillito (1,988cc Riley),  
Fastest lap: Aston (Cooper and Brandon (Cooper),  82.76mph 
Second Heat – Racing Cars up to 500cc (five laps) 
1st: RM Dryden (497cc Cooper), 13min. 1.6sec. 72.32mph 
2nd: MAH Christie (497cc Cooper), 13min. 2.8sec. 
3rd: PWK Page (499cc Cooper), 13min. 34.0sec. 
Fastest lap: Dryden (Cooper),  75.88mph 
Second Heat – Blandford Trophy Race (10 laps) 
1st: JN Cooper (996cc Cooper), 23min. 28.4sec. 80.27mph 
2nd: GP Baird (1,767cc RLB), 24min. 33.4sec. 
3rd: GN Mackie (1,996cc Rover), 26min. 4.4sec. 
Fastest lap: Cooper (Cooper),  81.69mph 
Final – Racing Cars up to 500cc (10 laps) 
1st: RM Dryden (497cc Cooper),  25min. 35.0sec. 73.65mph 
2nd: KE Carter (497cc Cooper),  26min. 15.0sec. 
3rd: RS Hamblin (500cc Cooper),  26min. 16.6sec. 
Fastest lap: Carter (Cooper),   76.60mph 
Finals – Blandford Trophy Race (stopped after 18 laps) 
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1st: GS Shillito (1,988cc Riley),  42min. 18.6sec. 80.16mph 
2nd: J Fairman (1,954cc Riley),  42min. 20.2sec. 80.11mph 
3rd: E Winterbottom (998cc Cooper-HRD),  42min. 26.6sec. 79.91mph 
Fastest lap: Fairman (Riley),   83.87mph 

pp395 Brighton (3rd September) 
The Brighton and Hove Motor Club’s traditional seaside speed trials over the standing 
kilometre of the Madeira Drive were run off expeditiously on September 3rd in beautiful 
weather. This year’s organisation was in every way creditable, and officials were served with 
an excellent lunch during the interval. 
… (Dennis Poore) made third fastest time, just beating Fry’s incredible 1,097cc two-stage 
Freikaiserwagen, which did 25.93sec., but sheared its flywheel key in doing so and didn’t run 
again 
… Heath’s Heath-JAP has rear-placed engine, an oil cooler by its nearside air scoop, 
transverse spring and wishbone ifs, and a swing-axle and fabricated wishbones at the back. 
… Parker, warming the transmission of his Parker Special on the line, proved to have easily 
the fastest “500,” the Monaco’s class record falling by 1.24sec. Cox’s Cooper overheated, 
coasting in both times, and Tye’s Cooper suffered from carburetter flooding. 
… Fry did a prodigious 25.93sec. in the 1,100cc class, in spite of trouble two-thirds of the 
way up; this lowered his own class record by 1.08sec. Just as the Freikaiserwagen was 
being towed away the Mayors of Brighton and Hove were introduced to Joe, who was asked, 
“And what did the car cost you?” The driver, who probably felt it was now worth 6 1/2d., 
manfully replied, “£1,000 plus.” The V-twin Coopers of Winterbottom, Hartwell and Cooper 
were a close second, third and fourth, Cooper getting 120mph over the line. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: D Parker (497cc Parker Special),  31.87sec. 
2nd: RM Dryden (499cc Cooper),  33.40sec. 
3rd: G Saunders (497cc Cooper),  33.86sec. 
Also ran: Truman (Bardon), 34.01sec.; Roberts (Cooper), 34.43sec.; Samuelson (Cooper), 
35.20sec.; Tye (Cooper), 35.76sec.; Tipper (Monaco), 42.0sec.; Cox (Cooper), fail 
class record fro Parker 
Racing Cars, 751 to 1,100cc 
1st: JG Fry (1,097cc s/c Freikaiserwagen),  25.93sec. 
2nd: E Winterbottom (998cc Cooper-HRD),  28.38sec. 
3rd: GR Hartwell (998cc Cooper-HRD),  28.40sec. 
Also ran: Cooper (Cooper), 29.30sec.; Heath (Heath-JAP), 32.0sec.; Hobbs (“Rapier”), 
32.59sec.; Richards (riley), 33.32sec.; Treen (Riley), 34.80sec.; Webb (MG), 35.20sec.; 
Bristow (Alta), 38.60sec. 
class record fro Fry 
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pp397 Prescott (11th September) 

… The weather at this charming and colourful venue was perfect. 
… The Final of the Hill-Climb Championship was expected to lie between Allard, Fry and 
Poore, but unfortunately the Freikaiserwagen sheared its flywheel key in practice, as it had 
done on its first run at Brighton. Methodical work was immediately put in progress to replace 
it, supervised by David Fry and Robin Jackson and many sympathetic friends. Alas, on its 
first run the car only got as far as Pardon Hairpin. Everyone thought that was the end, but 
apparently the trouble was carburetter-flooding and Fry tried again in the Team Event, but 
again the Freikaiserwagen had trouble, this time with the magneto, and Fry, who was a mere 
point behind Allard for the Championship, was unable to take his second run in the 1,100cc 
racing car class. The sympathy of everyone on the hill went out to him. 
… Young Stirling Moss, home again after seeking fresh laurels abroad, was right on form, 
making third fastest time, 44.77sec., in his white Cooper 1,000, on a run when he 
momentarily locked a wheel braking for the last bend of the Esses, which he took wide, and 
then fairly flung his little car up to the Semi-Circle. This earned him third place in the 
Championship. Brandon’s Cooper 1,000 was fourth, in 45.82sec., but an encounter with the 
straw bales at Orchard increased his second run to 47.09sec., and just how fast and 
meritorious these four – Allard, Poore, Moss and Brandon – were is proved by the fact that 
no one else clocked under 47 sec. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
After some excitement, Underwood’s Marwyn running up the inside bank entering the Esses 
and losing a chain, Tye’s Cooper stopping with its usual over-flooding and Truman and 
Kearon proving that they had brakes when approaching Orchard, Reece won the class on a 
model ascent, his Cooper breaking Brandon’s class record by 0.49sec. Strang, his pioneer 
Strang 500 for once really on form, if wildish out of the Esses, was second and Kearon third. 
May was troubled by gear-selecting maladies in the ex-Moss Cooper. 
1st: JG Reece 9497cc Cooper),  48.18sec. 
2nd:C Strang (498cc Strang 500),  48.87sec. 
3rd: MC Kearon (497cc Cooper),  49.51sec. 
Also ran: Truman (Bardon), 49.66sec.; May (Cooper), 49.75sec.; Tipper (Monaco), 50.0sec.; 
Collins (Cooper, 50.15sec.; Lones (Tiger Kitten), 50.26sec.; Breese (Iota-Zephyr), 50.28sec.; 
Carter (Cooper), 50.61sec.; Ebdon (Halldon-JAP), 51.37sec.; Habin (Cooper), 51.45sec.; 
Cox (Cooper), 51.74sec.; Cutler (Cutler), 52.31sec.; Gibbs (MAC 500), 54.60sec.; Tye 
(Cooper), 60.56sec.; Underwood (Marwyn); 64.84sec. 
New class record for Reece 
Racing Cars, 501 to 1,100cc 
At first this class refused to get going, for Spollon’s rear-engined, V-twin Merton Special had 
a GN rear wheel collapse at the Semi-Circle, the course being blocked fro some time. Then 

• Jackie Reece broke Brandon’s official 
class record, and also equalled the 
unofficial class record (750cc class), 
also set by Brandon. 
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Turner’s Turner-Special spun as it entered the esses, returning down the hill, and Webb’s 
MG lost its cooling water and stopped at Orchard Corner. After Fry’s unfortunate retirement 
it was left to Moss and Brandon to dominate the lass, Moss relieving Fry of his class record 
to the tune of 0.99sec. Heath’s rear-engined V-twin Special was third. 
1st: S Moss (996cc Cooper-JAP),  44.77sec. 
2nd: E Brandon (994cc Cooper-JAP),  45.82sec. 
3rd: C Heath (995cc Special),  48.31sec. 
Also ran: Jarvis (Austin), 49.52sec.; Richards (Riley), 50.15sec.; Symonds (Austin), 
50.64sec.; Turner (Turner Special), 52.21sec.; Webb (MG), 67.26sec. 
New class record for Moss 
Formula II Class (former times count) 
1st: S Moss (Cooper-JAP),  44.77sec. 
2nd: E Brandon (Cooper-JAP),  45.82sec. 
3rd: BGP de Mattos (Spikins special),  49.53sec. 
with images of a disgruntled Joe Fry and busy David Fry on pp398, of Stirling Moss in his 
Cooper (also on pp398) and Eric Brandon getting loose (pp421) 

pp399 Goodwood (17th September) 
A crowd of some 30,000 watched an excellent BARC Goodwood Meeting on September 
17th, the weather, atmosphere and style of racing being reminiscent of those October final 
meetings of Show week we used to enjoy at Brooklands. 
... It was noted that some of the V-twin Coopers dispense with bonnet air-scopes, taking air 
In beneath the seat, instead 
The Madgwick Cup Race (up to 1,100cc s/c, up to 2,000cc non-s/c). Five Laps – 
Scratch 
As the Union Jack fell Brandon went smoothly to the front in his Cooper 1,000 but de Lissa’s 
MG was in trouble at once and Downing’s Riley… was slow away. What happened on lap 
one, save that Moss’ Cooper 1,000 led Brandon’s, was confused for MOTOR SPORT because 
one official told us to get over a barrier so that the Judges could see and marshal Bolton 
argued that he didn’t want the Press in his enclosure anyway and by the time this was over 
the cars were finishing lap two.  
Lap two saw Moss leading from Brandon, Shillito’s Riley closing fast on Whitehouse’s 
Cooper 1,000, with Abecassis in the HW Alta fifth, Cooper’s blue Cooper 1,000 sixth, 
Poore’s ex-Hutchison Veritas seventh, Folland’s Ferrari eighth, and de Mattos (Spikins), 
Jacobs (MG), the Vangaurd-HRG and Downing jogging along behind. Aston spun in heart-
stopping manner, then Shillito dropped out with a broken throttle linkage and after a further 
lap the HRG, the Mg and the Brooke Riley had each picked up a place, although the HRG 
was boiling. 
Moss was now some 300 yards ahead of Brandon, and Abecassis began to challenge 

• Under-seat air inlets were a feature of 
the 1950 Mk IV (500 and 1,000), and 
clearly some cars received the 
modification early. Moss’ car still had 
bonnet scoops the week before at 
Prescott. From the cars mentioned, 
this appears to be a retro-fitted 
upgrade rather than new chassis. 
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Whitehouse. But the V-twin Coopers were not to be denied and although the Ferrari and 
Riley each picked up another place, the leading trio remained secure, gaining the first big 
victory for these game little cars. 
1st: S Moss (995cc Cooper-JAP),  8min. 46.2sec.  82.10mph 
2nd: E Brandon (995cc Cooper-JAP),  8min. 49.4sec. 
3rd: WJ Whitehouse (995cc Cooper-JAP),  9min. 2.0sec. 
Fastest lap Moss (Cooper),   84.7mph 
Then: Abecassis (HW Alta), Poore (Veritas), Folland (Ferrari), Cooper (Cooper), Downing 
(Riley), Jacobs (MG), de Mattos (Spikins), Scott (HRG) 
500cc Race – Five Laps – Scratch 
Parker warmed his Parker Special on the jack until the very last moment but got away badly 
and never made up the lost ground, so that out of the thrusting, jostling pack came Collins, 
Dryden and Coldham, all on Coopers, closely matched. After two laps Collins led, changing 
into top by the stands, but Beels had come up into second place in Holtrust’s Cooper and 
Dryden was right up behind him, followed by Coldham. 
Fry’s Parsenn hadn’t survived the start and Sparrowe’s Marwyn was touring along rather 
bouncily far behind the field. The leaders held their positions until the last lap, when 
Coldham got past Dryden into third place. Beels, crouching, like Coldham, low over the 
wheel, just couldn’t find the distance needed to pass Collins, who won by a mere second, at 
nearly 75mph. 
1st: P Collins (497cc Cooper),  9min. 36.4sec.  74.95mph 
2nd: L Beels (497cc Cooper),  9min. 37.4sec. 
3rd: SA Coldham (497cc Cooper),  9min. 49.0sec. 
Fastest lap: Beels (Cooper),   76.8mph 
Then: Dryden (Cooper), Habin (Cooper), May (Cooper), Parker (Parker Special), Saunders 
(Cooper), Page (Cooper), Watkins (Cooper), Sparrowe (Marwyn Special). 
1st September Handicap – Five Laps 
… Brandon stalled his engine but recovered. On the very last lap Moss lost the means of 
selecting gears on his Cooper 1,000, and a lap later Brandon lost second gear. 
Result adds Aston as a finisher, in seventh, but neither Moss nor Brandon in the nine 
finishers listed. 
2nd September Handicap – Five Laps 
… and Fergusson’s car had the “legs” of all the Cooper 1,000s/ 
1st: APR Rolt (3,440cc Alfa-Romeo), handicap 20sec.  9min. 7.4sec.  83.49mph 
2nd: JD Hamilton (1,496cc s/c Maserati), handicap 25sec.  9min. 9.0sec. 
3rd: PDC Walker (1,488cc s/c ERA), handicap, scratch 9min. 22.6sec. 
Fastest lap: Walker (ERA),   87.8mph 
Then: Winterbottom (Cooper), Merrick (Cooper), Hartwell (Cooper), Fergusson (Cooper), 
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Phillips (ERA), Mann (Alfa-Romeo) 
The “Daily Graphic” Goodwood Trophy Race – Ten Laps – Scratch 
John Cooper lent Moss his Cooper 1,000 for the big race of the day… 
… Moss, however, pulled in after two laps… 
2nd September Handicap – Five Laps 
1st: CGHF Dunham (1,844cc Alvis), handicap 1min.  10min. 7.2sec.  71.75mph 
2nd: RC Willis (1,490cc BMW), handicap 45 sec.  10min. 24.0sec. 
3rd: KH Downing (1749cc Riley), handicap 20sec.  10min. 27.6sec. 
Fastest lap: Downing (Riley),   76.87mph 
Then: Hern (Amilcar), Ruddock (HRG), Newton (Frazer-Nash), Treen (Riley), Stapleton 
(Aston-Martin), de Mattos (Spikins Special), Heath (Heath-JAP). 
With images of Moss (in his own car), John Cooper, and Lex Beels on pp420 

pp402 Craigantlet (27th August) 
…Class winners were… Lee (Cooper)… 

• This is Bill Lee, soon to emigrate to 
New Zealand. Lee had borrowed the 
ex-Brandon Cooper T3 from WA 
Clapham for the event. 

pp402 Maloja (21stAugust) 
… In the racing classes there was only one English competitor, namely SA Coldham with his 
Cooper 500. After a crash in practice he sorted things out sufficiently for his climb in the 
1,100cc class, but failed to reach the summit. 

• The Maloja Pass is in Switzerland. 
• Coldham’s previous appearance was 

at Zandvoort on the 30th July, so 
appears to have been on a European 
holiday. By 28th August he is back in 
the UK at Blandford. 

pp402 Silverstone (3rd September) 
Another highly successful Club Day at Silverstone was held on September 3rd by SUNBAC. 
… Carter had a day out, winning with both his Alfa-Romeo and his Cooper 
Race F (500cc Cars) 
1st: KE Carter (500cc Cooper), 69.62mph 
2nd: J Moor (500cc Wasp), 68.12mph 
3rd: WJ Whitehouse (500cc Cooper), 67.22mph 

 

pp403 Rhydymwyn (10th September) 
Over 35 well-known drivers assembled at Rhydymwyn on September 10th for the speed 
trials on the tricky half-mile course at a meeting organised by the Wirral “100” Motor Club. 
In an eventful afternoon’s racing, several class records were beaten. JB Reece (Cooper) 
broke his own record by 2sec. and once again established ftd in a drive which was a joy to 
watch – a perfectly-judged run in a well-prepared car. 
… M Kearon (Cooper) unfortunately broke a chain on his first run but made sure of a good 
time on his second. CD Headland turned his Marwyn over in practice and suffered a broken 
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collar bone. He sent his best wishes from hospital and his injury is not too serious. 
Racing Cars, 500cc 
1st: JG Reece (Cooper),  1min. 23.4sec. 
2nd: MC Kearon (Cooper) 

pp405 Gardner’s Class I Records 
As we close for Press comes news of Lt.-Col. “Goldie” Gardner’s magnificent Class I records 
with his Shorrock-blown three-cylinder Gardner Special at Ostend. His speeds for the f.s. 
two-way runs are: 
One kilometre:  154.991mph 
One mile:  154.24mph 
Five kilometres:  150.513mph 
Gardner used Lucas ignition equipment, Lodge plugs, Dunlop tyres and the fastest one-way 
speed was 159.3mph. Some confusion exists re Taruffi’s Tarf records, but presumably 
Gardner has beaten the Italian’s five kilometre record by 20.82mph and he has improved on 
his own records by 36.8mph and 40.6mph respectively. 

 

pp433 Club News 
Falcon MC: We have received the following from the Press Secretary of this newly-formed 
club: 
“I should like to thank you for your insertion in MOTOR SPORT of the letter on the formation, 
some time ago, of a motor club at Puckeridge, Hertfordshire. 
“This club has now been recognised by the RAC, and will be known as the Falcon Motor 
Club. Meetings are held at 8.00pm on the second Wednesday of each month at the Crown 
and Falcon Hotel, Puckeridge, when new members will be welcome. The annual 
subscription is 10s. 6d. Correspondence should be addressed to D Chiles, Esq., Honorary 
Secretary, 16, Owles Lane, Buntingford. 
We propose to hold a number of events in the future, including a closed trial in October, and 
a closed invitation trial early next year, both in Hertfordshire.” 

• The Falcon MC would host a number 
of speed trials attended by 500s in the 
1950s, notably at Tewin Water 

pp446 Classified Advertisement 
Cooper 1,000cc and 500cc – John Heath and George Abecassis offer for immediate 
delivery above car, fitted with latest type pressure lubricated, dry-sump JAP engine, together 
with interchangeable 500cc engine. Never used in competition. Virtually as new. Offers near 
list price. HW Motors Ltd., Walton-on-Thames. Tel.: Walton-on-Thames 783 and 1427 

• This cannot be the Abecassis Mk II – 
both raced and Vincent-engined, and 
raises all sorts of questions: 

• Was this a second 1948 chassis (the 
1,000 option suggests this is unlikely)? 

• Why did HW Motors have a second 
chassis? Were they acting as dealers 
for Cooper? 

• Is it the upgraded Mk II, with some 
artistic licence (i.e. not raced since its 
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upgrade)? 

• Could this be the “Mk IV” used once by 
Abecassis in 1950, and presumed to 
be the 1948 car upgraded? 

pp448 Classified Advertisement 
“500” Special Builders – Back axle, with 48-tooth sprocket, wheel bearings, ¼-elliptic 
radius arms, shock absorbers, hydraulic brakes, 15in. wheels, 400 by 15 racing Dunlops. 
Ready for bolting on to chassis. 5-gallon tank and back body complete to suit above. Two 
wheels with racing Dunlops complete to FIAT. Vertical member ready to fit onto wishbones. 
Offers around £80. DF Truman, 10, Buchanan Road, Walsall. Tel.: 2198 

• These would appear to be the 
mechanical parts dropped from Don 
Truman’s 1949 Bardon as it is 
reconstructed as the 1950 Bardon-
Turner, although noticeably Truman 
was still competing with the Bardon for 
a few weeks after publication date. 

pp448 Classified Advertisement 
500cc Cowlan racing car. “Manx” Norton square head. Trailer and spares. Partnership 
dissolved only reason for sale. Offers around £300. Wentnor, Park Walk, Fulwood, Preston, 
Lancashire. 

• The car was sold to James and Alf 
Bottoms, to be cannibalised for the 
prototype JBS. 

pp448 Classified Advertisement 
Tiger Kitten – This famous pioneer 500cc racing car for sale, complete with spare back 
axle, gearbox, three sets of rear wheels, numerous spares; fitted with special sprint four-stud 
JAP engine and a spare 500cc twin JAP engine. Car capable of a genuine 100mph. Some of 
its recent performances are: Prescott, 49.12sec.; Shelsley Walsh, 43.47sec.; Bouley Bay, 
60.4sec. The machine has been thoroughly overhauled and is ready for racing. Nearest offer 
£350. HC Lones, “Byfleet,” Newport Road, St. Mellons, Cardiff. 

• The car is sold to MGH Cadbury, while 
Lones has already purchased the Iota 
P1 prototype and christened it Tiger 
Kitten II. 

November 1949 
pp451 Lydstep (17th September) 

Another Lydstep hill-climb took place on September 17th, a very large crowd attending, for 
motor sport seems to have caught-on well and truly in Wales. Ftd up the half-mile course 
was made by EJ Moor’s Wasp 500, in 34.17sec. Forty entries were received, including five 
from lady drivers. The prizes were generous and next year the Tenby Club hopes to stage a 
closed invitation event and to invite the 500 Club, as their course is particularly suited to 
500cc cars. 1950 meetings will be on Easter Monday and in September. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc, unsupercharged: 
1st: EJ Moor (Wasp 500),  34.17sec. 
2nd: JW Cox (Cooper),  35.72sec. 
3rd: J Bossisto (Arengo),  36.52sec. 
Record for the hill for Moor. 
“The Lt.-Col. Howells” Cup (FTD – to be won outright): 
EJ Moor (Wasp 500),  34.17sec. 

• 500s were the only racing car class, 
although large capacity sports cars 
also ran. 
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“Evans And McDowall” Challenge Cup (fastest time by a racing car up to 500cc) 
EJ Moor (Wasp 500),  34.17sec. 

pp452 Brough (2nd October) 
Coldham’s Cooper with Aston’s sprint JAP engine, won the scratch race for 500cc cars at 
Brough on October 2nd at 57.8mph from the Parker-Special, with Moss’ Cooper-JAP third, 
after a bad start. Reece (Cooper-JAP) won the handicap final from Parker, with Dryden’s 
Cooper-Norton third. Coldham made fastest lap at 58.6mph 

 

pp453 Weston-super-Mare (8th October) 
Last year the ambitious Bristol MC and LCC persuaded the Weston-super-Mare Corporation 
to allow them to organise a speed trial along the ½-mile of the promenade road. A very 
enjoyable meeting resulted… 
… This year (October 8th) the event was improved by allowing two cars to run together, on 
eon the road and one on the promenade itself, both roads curving to the right and the 
shorter radius of the sea-side road being adjusted by staggering the starting lines. Electrical 
timing was used and drivers were timed from the signal to go, which resulted in several false 
starts, CAN May being one who found this system, as opposed to starting when you wish, a 
strain on the leg muscles. The promenade got rather slippery and the bumps at the far end 
of the road itself somewhat tricky. 
… The same course had been used for motor-cycle racing the previous week-end and for 
some cycle contests the week-end before that… The late date, incidentally, is deliberate, as 
Weston aims to extend the holiday “season.” 
Certainly the whole meeting was run off with a pleasing balance of efficiency and good 
humour and the Paddock was conveniently adjacent to the start and to the Grand Atlantic 
Hotel, where most of the competitors stayed, and where there is ample garage space. 
… The only complaint concerns the weather, which was somewhat oppressive and which 
deteriorated into torrential rain half-an-hour after the last run. 
… Lones had a new Tiger Kitten, comprising the first of the new Iota chassis with very 
ingenious stressed-rubber rear suspension and his well-known 496cc JAP engine. The 
whole car weighs under 500lb. Wally Hassan was helping Moor, whose Wasp 500 with 
Manx Norton engine arrived behind his Perkins-Velox, an smart “30/98” Vauxhall two-seater, 
diesel powered, while L.-Col. Arengo’s JAP-engined Arengo 500, with astonishing frame-
work round each wheel, was handled by Bosisto. 
… other regretted absentees included the Emeryson 500… 
Class 1 – Up to 500cc 
The “500s” produced a great tussle, Parker’s Parker-JAP doing 27.34sec. and Tipper in the 
diminutive Monaco-Norton 27.6sec. on their first runs, while Moor’s Wasp made a 
magnificent getaway, to clock 27.71sec. Lones found he couldn’t locate top gear, and, going 

• MOTOR SPORT’s times for the 500cc 
class differ significantly from those 
published by Iota magazine. 

• The Woodall is a JAP-engined (water-
cooled) car in the 1,100cc class. 
Although very similar in style to a 500, 
it is not believed to have ever run as 
such, or be based on a 500 chassis. 
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over the line in third gear, took 28.2sec. Obviously, these positions were likely to alter on the 
second runs, and they did. Tipper, in vast leather helmet, got the Monaco really motoring, 
and pipped Parker, while Moor, after work on the Wasp’s magneto, improved on his first run 
sufficiently to wrest third place from the now-much-faster Tiger Kitten. 
1st: CJ Tipper (498cc Monaco), 26.42sec. 
2nd: D Parker (497cc Parker-Special), 27.34sec. 
3rd: EJ Moor (499cc Wasp),  27.47sec. 
Also ran: Lones (Tiger Kitten), 27.6sec.; Saunders and Cox (Coopers), both 28.9sec.; Ebdon 
(Haldon-JAP), 28.02sec.; Collins (Cooper), 28.34sec.; Cuff (Hells Hammers V), 28.48sec.; 
Stedman (Jeremy Fry), 28.6sec.; May and Dryden (Coopers), both 28.83sec.; Tye (Cooper), 
28.85sec.; Truman (Bardon Special, 28.97sec.; Steadman (Parsenn), 29.15sec.; Rowland 
(Cooper), 29.2sec.; Bosisto (Arengo), 29.6sec.; Habin (Cooper), 30.8sec.; Cutler (Cutler 
500), 31.26sec.; Messenger (“500” Special), 34.0sec. 
Class 2 – Over 500cc and Not Exceeding 1,100cc 
By far and away the fastest car in this class was the Freikaiserwagen, ably handled by Joe 
Fry. On its first run it not only beat its class rivals, but made ftd on a magnificent run in 
21.13sec., the rear suspension taking an immense load as the little blue car snaked away 
and the engine reaching 6,000rpm some way from the finish, Fry crossing the line at some 
130mph. David Fry missed his first run because he was busy installing a higher gear-ratio, 
fitting a sprocket with two teeth fewer, so that everyone awaited the next run with immense 
enthusiasm. 
Alas, a float-chamber connection came adrift, setting up fuel starvation, and the revs 
wouldn’t go above 5,300rpm this time. Joe Fry finished, as he said, in a pool of methanol, a 
run lasting 22.31sec. Later David Fry took his run, clocking 22.38sec. But the 
Freikaiserwagen had done its job and went away triumphant. Dowson made a fine effort in 
the smaller Lightweight Special, taking third places. 
1st: JG Fry (1,097cc Freikaiserwagen),  21.23sec. 
2nd: DHC Fry (1,097cc Freikaiserwagen),  22.38sec. 
3rd: JMP Dowson (748cc Lightweight Special),  23.63sec. 
Also ran: Hartwell (Cooper-HRD), 24.88sec.; Instone (Djinn), 25.2sec.; Heath (Heath-JAP), 
26.0sec.; Turner (Turner Special), 26.2sec.; Fergusson (Cooper-HRD), 27.08sec.; Lafone 
(MG), 28.09sec.; Lant (MG), 28.32sec.; Wilkins (MG), 29.72sec.; Lomax (MG “J3”), 
30.09sec.; Bishop (MG), 34.59sec.; Mrs Woodall (Woodall), 34.8sec.; Martin (Austin), 
37.6sec.; Harrison (MG), F. 
FTD for JG Fry. 
With images on pp472 of Joe Fry on the line, Cecil Heath, and Mrs Trudie Woodall 

pp456 Luton Hoo (9th October) 
The Vintage SCC ran a successful, if autumnal, speed trial over the exciting 1 ½-mile course 

• A Ken Jarvis was killed in his Austin, 
and this seems to be the last event at 
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at Luton Hoo, by permission of Sir Harold Wernher, on October 9th. Last year the course was 
slightly shorter. The road is well surfaced and embraces a S-bend taken both ways of the 
course, as cars turn round at the top of the straight, and a fast left-hand bend into the finish. 
… The weather was kind on the Sunday but the road was wet from Saturday’s rain and 
never really got dry under the trees. 
Cars up to 1,100cc 
Classes 1 and 2 were combined, and Christie’s Cooper 1,000 pulled off a very well-deserved 
win, his driving extremely polished. Winterbottom’s Cooper 1,000 was also extremely rapid, 
sliding into the “S” on the downhill run, while Brown deserves great credit for beating nine 
cars in Class 2 with his Cooper 500. 
On a neat run Tooley had rather an up-and-down ride in his Riley-GN, its back suspension 
working overtime, Richards’ Riley went fast into the barrel turn, but was misfiring, while 
Willment’s nice-looking MG was nearly savaged by a Bedford van on one run. 
1st: MAH Christie (996cc Cooper),  79.83sec. 
2nd: E Winterbottom (998cc Cooper),  83.97sec. 
3rd: A Brown (497cc (Cooper),  86.83sec. 
1st Vintage: Hern (1926 Amilcar),  88.93sec. 
…this was sprint motoring at its very best and the spectators loved it. We sincerely hope that 
the National Institute for the Blind benefitted materially and that Luton Hoo will happen again 
next year. 

the venue. 

pp457 A Cooper 500 In Ceylon 
500cc racing has come to stay in this country and is spreading round the world. The 
Cooper is by far the most popular “500” and so many beginners are learning racing 
on these cars that this article, by a tyro who has raced one of these in Ceylon, is of 
more than usual interest and contains some useful hints and tips – ED. 
One sultry evening last year I was thumbing through some motoring papers when my small 
son John, aged seven, duped his copy on top of mine, with the inevitable remark: “What’s 
this, Daddy?” “This” was a drawing of a Cooper 500, complete with specification and write-
up. Having explained patiently to John that it was not a super kiddie-car, I proceeded to 
digest the details, and with the thought “will the company play” in my mind, I went to work 
the next morning with the “gen” in my pocket. 
The first step was to get my immediate boss interested. Obviously impressed, but 
murmuring something about “breaking your blinking neck,” he was persuaded to take the 
write-up to the managing director, and later in the day I was informed that the MD had 
written to his co-director, at the time on leave in England, asking him to visit the Cooper 
people, and make further inquiries. Many of our workshop staff looked up from their jobs in 
astonishment as I roared through the works in search of my colleague. “You know what,” I 
panted, “we might get a Cooper for Christmas!” Phil wanted to know if I had won the Irish 

• Bizarrely, the article fails to identify the 
author (or ‘Phil’). With patchy results 
for Ceylon, best guess is that the 
author was AE Filby, works engineer of 
Rowlands Garage of Colombo, an 
agent for the Rootes Group. 

• Article confirms that the car was a 
1948 chassis, probably one of the 
fourth half-dozen batch. 
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Sweep; I said “No,” and proceeded to fill in the gaps. 
At last came a cable from the company’s agents in London, “COOPER RACING CAR 
SHIPPED PER SS….” – Yes, it was just as easy as that, thanks to the generosity and 
sportsmanship of our directors. Needless to relate, Phil and I were on the dockside one day 
in January this year when she was swung up out of the lighter and dropped neatly and 
gently on the quay at our feet, while the crane operator grinned broadly from his cab. 
I must explain here that Phil and I had both only been back in England since the war on brief 
demob leave spells in the winters of ’45 and ’46, and neither of us had had the opportunity to 
acquire much information concerning the activities or products of such maestros as Father 
and John Cooper and their ilk. 
Suffice to state that we learned by our mistakes! We burned up the first piston by using an 
inferior fuel, Methanol at that time not being obtainable in Ceylon, but even so, while the 
compression lasted, it was obvious that this was quite the most potent piece of motoring yet 
seen in the island. 
While we were scratching our heads over the fuel problem, Phil scraped up acquaintance 
with Dr. Lowe, the Director of research at the Ceylon Government department of Industries. 
Doc. Lowe was certainly a friend in need (we being the ones in need!). While we tenderly 
took Mr Prestwich’s engine to pieces and salved its wounded pride with anew piston, Doc. 
Lowe got busy with his latest still and several gallons of “shell nap,” the product of the 
destructive distillation of Ceylon-grown coconut shells. Then he called us over to his 
laboratory to watch his final tests on twelve separate distillations. We all agreed on No.12. 
No.12 was duly supplied in bulk, after our written assurance to the Excise Department that 
we were not going to drink the stuff, and the cooper was carried almost secretly down to 
Ratmalana Airport, our previous loss of face and compression still fresh in our minds! 
The engine fired first push and off went the Cooper with an exhaust note that crackled as 
healthily as ever. All seemed well. After several more trial runs, during which we began to 
learn something of the technique of driving our newly-acquired challenger, we heard that the 
next race meeting was to be organised at Ratmalana Airport by the Ceylon Motor-Cycle 
Club at the beginning of April. On March 1st, Phil sailed with his wife for England on six 
months’ well-earned leave. 
Sunday April 3rd, dawned hot and steamy, a typical pre-monsoon day, and after a seemingly 
interminable wait I eventually ran the Cooper up to the starting line in company with a pre-
war Riley Nine special, a Ceylon-built job with a Zephyr engine, and an MG “TC” which had 
been attended to for the occasion. The course was roughly kidney-shaped, comprising part 
of the main runway and a rather narrow link road, 1.3 miles per lap. 
the starter’s flag dropped and we were off, the Cooper showing a clean lead into the first and 
worst corner; round the link road, and back into the straight, with 7,000rpm on the clock. 
Turning off the straight I had a glimpse of the Zephyr thundering (it seemed to me on 
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account of its size) up behind me. A little faster round the link road and into the straight 
again, and still “7,000” showing and a bit to spare on the throttle. Turning into the link road 
this time the Zephyr had dropped back quite a bit, but by the time I had swung into the 
straight again, it was evident that the “works” were gumming up more than somewhat – 
6,500rpm and no more. I changed down for the corner and the engine went out like a light. 
As I cruised round the link road with the engine refusing to cut-in again, the Zephyr stormed 
past, followed by the Riley and the MG, doing very nicely, thank you. 
They finished in that order, a very satisfactory race for all concerned, with the exception of 
yours truly, who was towed ignominiously back to the paddock. However, the Cooper proved 
that she “had the making” and had established a new lap record of 1min. 11.4sec. 
Then followed a frantic examination of the cylinder, but all was not lost and a steady lapping-
in process was put in hand with the second and last of our pistons, sent out by air-freight 
after our original “blow-up.” 
Meanwhile Phil had arrived in England and gone into an urgent huddle with Coopers Senior 
and Junior. The net result was a cable which gave correct piston clearance and other advice 
on which we had not been quite clear previously. 
With the engine in one piece again and back in the chassis and more advice from Phil in my 
pocket, I careered off to Ratmalana once more. The officers in the control tower as usual 
gave permission to use their airport with a tolerant nod and a smile! The engine hit first push 
and sounded as healthy as and good-tempered as ever. several evenings of tinkering 
followed, getting timing, oil feeds and other adjustments correct, and then we were all set for 
the St. James Hill-Climb, 135 miles from Colombo at 4,500 feet above sea level, organised 
by the Ceylon Motor Sports Club on Easter Sunday. 
I maintain that if Raymond Mays, Fry, or Bolster, could see the hill up to St. James’ Tea 
Estate, they would declare us “nuts”! 
However, our hardworking committee decreed that this was it, so it behoved us to have a go. 
The course was 1,000 yards long, roughish tarmac surface, very narrow, with five hairpin, 
one right-angle and several mild bends, rising approximately 400 feet from start to finish. I 
climbed it first in my Morris Minor, next as a passenger in a “TC” MG (the driver of which had 
not been up the hill at all and depended on me to show him the corners!), and then in the 
Cooper, which clocked 1min. 19sec.. After this effort I walked up to learn more about the 
whole affair. 
On Easter Sunday morning we reported for duty, 30 competitors, including motor-cyclists 
and drivers of standard, sports and racing cars. I was 29th on the programme and sweated 
whilst I tried to orientate those five hairpins! 
At last the Cooper’s off-side front wheel stamped over the timing shoe and we were off. The 
course led up a mild incline for about 200 yards, with a nasty dog-leg half-way, which made 
me lift my right foot slightly from the flat-out position in second gear. Then came the left-
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hand corner, steep enough to remind me to shift into first. Up into second for the curve 
through the tea bushes, and into first again for the hairpin No.1. second again, and looking 
for hairpin No.2 – a glimpse of sand-bags, first gear and a left-hand hairpin, completed on 
almost full right lock! 
A short spell in second, then back into first for hairpin bends No.3 and 4, a right and a left 
very close together, then up into second for the long sweep through grassland to hairpin 
No.5, Windy Corner. Fifty yards earlier than I expected I roared into Windy Corner still in 
second and travelling much too fast. I made most of the bend standing on the brakes, 
banging out the clutch, and fished for the throttle to pick up the revs. as the car eased up the 
bank. The gradient rolled us off the bank in reverse and I snapped into first gear for the blind 
to the finishing line. Time: 1min. 23sec. – not so clever! I made the second run in the 
afternoon, having had a very close look at the road below Windy Corner, and after letting 
2lb. pressure out of the back tyres. time: 1min. 18.4sec., best time of the day for cars, all 
classes, but beaten by two Triumph “Speed Twin” motor-cycles, which clocked 1miin. 
16.4sec. and 1min. 16.8sec., respectively. 
However, I found consolation in the facts that (i) the Cooper behaved like a thoroughbred; (ii) 
subsequent examination of the engine confirmed that all was well, and (iii) that next year I 
shall be on leave and Phil will have the doubtful pleasure of “dicing” on St. James! 
In the first week of August in Colombo we all go to town if we can. There are the Up-country 
v. Low-country rugger and cricket matches; the Governor-General’s Cup Race Meeting 
(horses only!), Rowing Club Regatta, Boxing Finals, Yacht Club Regatta and the Ceylon 
Motor-Cycle Club Championship Meeting, again at Ratmalana Airport. 
By this time Phil had studied form by watching Spike Rhiando, Stirling Moss, John Cooper, 
Dryden and all the other 500cc aces at Silverstone and Goodwood, and I pored over the 
photographs he sent out and got out “tin-bashers” on to re-designing our engine cover 
according to the latest “new look.” Our original small scoops were removed from the leading 
edge of the bonnet and refitted to the trailing edges as extractors. Bigger scoops were 
fabricated and fitted to the front of the engine-cover, complete with deflector plates. These 
alterations may not be strictly correct aerodynamically but they certainly made a vast 
improvement to the engine cooling. 
Several Sunday mornings were spent in practice runs, experimenting with jet sizes, engine 
sprockets, various type of plugs, lowered compression-ratio for maximum reliability rather 
than top performance, and tyre pressures. We eventually fixed on the following settings: 
carburettor jet: 1,500; oil feeds to valve gear: 30 drops per minute and to big-end 60 per 
minute: engine sprocket: 21 teeth; plug: KLG 689; compression-ratio: 13-to-1; ignition timing: 
35 deg. btdc; and tyre pressures: 11lb per sq.in. front, 13lb rear. 
I often wonder what happens in England if a 500cc class has to be run in rain or on a wet 
track. One Sunday morning at Ratmalana I was caught on the far side of the aerodrome in a 
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typical SW monsoon downpour. I drove the car across to one of the hangars and when the 
rain stopped I decided to have another run to see how she behaved on a wet track. The 
Cooper handled excellently but the engine soon began to misfire, and it became 
progressively worse until “flames began to shoot out of the exhaust pipe,” to quote one of 
the onlookers. We stripped the engine right down during the course of that week and found 
water everywhere. I then had a pair of stout canvas hoods made to shield the leading 
ventilators in the engine cover from the water thrown up by the front wheels of the car. So far 
I have not had to use these hoods, but I would like to hear about any similar precautions that 
Cooper drivers in England take against the possibility of rain on race day. 
The Coopers’ turn-out now came in for its share of attention. The body is finished in royal-
blue, suspension and etceteras in red, with the wheel rims and extractors buffed and 
polished. We found that the inside of the original fuel tank had become very rusty and 
corroded, and our tinsmiths made a new tank of copper which was chemically cleaned in our 
plating department before the sections were brazed together. 
The next Ratmalana meeting was scheduled for August 7th, and the monsoon rain persisted 
right up to the end of July, but within the first two or three days of August the rain gave way 
to the odd light shower and bright sunshine, and the shade temperature soared up into the 
nineties. “Der Tag” dawned bright and clear and the main road to Ratmalana reverberated to 
the exhaust notes of motor-cycles and sports cars “hotted up” for the occasion. The tang of 
Castrol R was in the air and last minute bets were laid in rupees on the course. 
The 350cc and 500cc motor-cycle races were run off and some very creditable 
performances were put up. The standard of motor-cycle racing in Ceylon is, in my humble 
opinion, very good indeed and I take off my hat my hat to the boys who race on two wheels. 
Then came the two stock-car races, with a break during which the crowd of some four to five 
thousand had to clear the course while an Air-Ceylon Dakota took off on its trip to India. 
The sports car class, all MGs on this occasion, came to the line next and this race was, as 
usual, not without its quota of excitement and spectacle. Finally we were marshalled for the 
racing car class, a disappointing field mainly owing to the lack of fast cars and spares for the 
few there are on the Island. Nevertheless this was what the customers wanted, and two 
MGs, our old friend the Zephyr, and the very successful Cooper toed the line. 
We went off to a good start and, as before, the cooper led into the first corner. Thereafter the 
Zephyr sat on the Cooper’s tail fro three laps but centrifugal force eventually put the Zephyr 
into a violent spin. The driver fought his way out of the excitement and proceeded to “dice” 
with the nearest MG for second place, while the Cooper went on to win the 6-lap race at a 
canter, putting up a lap record of 1min. 10sec. (66.86mph) for the short 1 1/3-mile course. 
A question raised in the Ceylon House of Parliament regarding a mishap which occurred 
during this meeting in one of the stock-car races has put a temporary stop to racing at 
Ratmalana, but I am sure this difficulty will be overcome. No loss of life was involved and 
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better organisation will undoubtedly eliminate the possibility of a recurrence of incidents of 
this nature. 
The fact remains that, with a little more encouragement from the authorities, motor-cycle  
and car racing has a good future in Ceylon, in which I believe that “specials” of the same 
breed as the Cooper will play a leading part. 
Already plans are in preparation for a Boxing Day meeting under the auspices of the Ceylon 
Motor Sports Club. The motor-cycle “aces” are raising compressions and polishing ports, 
and with luck we shall see at least one more Cooper entering the lists in the racing car class, 
and the return of our old friends the Riley and the Magpie. 
With images of the car on the start line at St. James, and outside the works garage with trophies. 

pp466 The Keller Special 
A Swiss “500” 
When in Zurich recently, we were able to meet Jakob Keller, a Swiss engineer who was 
sufficiently interested in the growth of 500cc racing to build himself a car complying to “500” 
rules. It is unfortunate that enthusiasm for 500cc racing has not enjoyed the following in 
Switzerland that it has in this country, so that Keller has not had an opportunity of driving his 
car in any races, although he has competed in Swiss national hill-climbs, running against 
1,100cc cars. 
Like many successful “500” builders, he used as a basis a “Topolino” FIAT chassis and 
suspension, and mounted a 498cc JAP engine in front of the driver, coupled to a FIAT 
gearbox, the drive then being taken to a modified FIAT rear axle, incorporating a reduction 
gearing to give a low floor line and at the same time to give a suitable final-drive ratio for the 
JAP engine. The car was fitted with a shapely single-seater body and the front cowling 
directs cooling air on to the engine, while slots in the under-try disperse the air once it has 
passed over the engine. Fuel is fed to the Amal carburetter from a gravity scuttle tank and 
the oil reservoir, for the Pilgrim pump, is also incorporated in the scuttle. The steering 
column is staggered to clear the engine and works a normal FIAT steering box. At the rear of 
the FIAT chassis, tubular frame extensions have been added and these carry the half-elliptic 
springs. Brakes are hydraulic and knock-off Rudge-Whitworth wheels are used, the latter 
having been specially made. The whole car is extremely well finished, including the 
upholstering of the cockpit, and unlike many home-built “500s,” the Keller looks like a 
scaled-down Grand-Prix car. 
Whether 500cc racing will ever grow in Switzerland is not known and it is a pity that such 
racing as there is for these machines has not approached nearer to Zurich than Holland, but 
if such racing does happen nearer to his home country, Keller is very keen to take part and 
would like to see other of his countrymen building 500cc cars. at present the car is out of 
use, awaiting delivery of a BMW engine to replace the JAP 
DSJ (Dennis Jenkinson) 

• The car had existed since 1948, and 
would later be fitted with a Triumph 
twin after the BMW, before being 
replaced by the JKZ.  
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With image of the freshly completed car. 

pp476 Gosport (9th October) 
The recently-formed Gosport AC has put itself effectively on the map with a speed trial over 
a quarter of a mile of the straight, well-surfaced Flight Test Road at Brockhurst on October 
16th, by kind permission of Capt. (E) WTA Jordan, OBE, RN. The event was happily 
informal, yet well run, but unfortunately heavy rain fell in the morning, which was just what 
the RAC lacked the day before for the Championship Trial! 
… Brandon (Cooper-JAP) made ftd easily, in 14.83sec., after clocking 14.93sec. on his first 
run in a different gear ratio. He just went into top gear before the finish, crossing the line at 
over 90mph and averaging over 60mph. He won the Osborn Trophy and £10. 
… Gordon Verner, driving a racing car for the first time in his life, won the 500cc class in the 
Monaco, in 16.26sec., beating Tipper, the car’s owner, who did 16.39sec. 
Racing Cars up to 500cc 
1st: G Verner (498cc Monaco),  16.26sec. 
2nd: CJ Tipper (498cc Monaco),  16.39sec. 
3rd: D Parker (500cc Parker Special),  16.45sec. 
Racing Cars up to 1,100cc 
1st: E Brandon (996cc Cooper,  14.83sec. 
2nd: VJ Hern (1,100cc Amilcar),  16.68sec. 

 

pp476 Shelsley Walsh (24th September) 
The second Shelsley Walsh Speed Hill-Climb of the season on September 24th, saw 
Brown’s 998cc “Black Lightning” solo motor-cycle break Fry’s course record by 0.22sec. 
… The cars could do nothing about this and even Fry, who made ftd in the famous 
Freikaiserwagen, took 37.4sec. in doing so. 
… Moss gave one of his once-seen-never-forgotten runs in the Cooper 1,000, in 38.19sec., 
a fine show, especially as Hill-Climb Champion Sydney Allard took 39.20sec. 
… The only accident befell Merrick, who overturned his Cooper. 
Up to 750cc 
1st: GH Symonds (747cc Austin)  42.96sec. 
2nd: Jeremy Fry (497cc Parsenn)  43.56sec. 
3rd: PJ Collins (700cc Cooper)  44.06sec. 
751 to 1,500cc 
1st: Joe Fry (1096cc Freikaiserwagen, S)  37.40sec. 
2nd: Stirling Moss (996cc Cooper)  38.19sec. 
3rd: MAH Christie (1,000cc Cooper)  39.76sec. 
Team Prize 
MAC (Fry, Mays and Poore), aggregate time 112.43sec., beat BMCRC (Graham, Frith, 
Brown), 113.74sec. 

• Class winner George Symonds would 
move to 500cc racing in 1950. 

• This may be the first time Peter Collins 
runs the “off-size” JAP twin engine in a 
hillclimb. In 1950 he would run both 
750cc and 1260cc versions. 
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pp478 Club News 

Nottingham SCC: The Nottingham Sports Car Club has now been functioning for over a 
year and has held many well-supported events of all types. The membership is now well 
over 100 and includes Bob Gerard, Reg Parnell and David Hampshire. Bob and Joan 
Gerard, in fact, attended the first dance early this year. Another member of note is Mrs 
Binns. 
Local enthusiasm is tremendous and huge crowds attend each event. The number of 
“specials” built and being built is legion. A film show is held each year and a hill-climb is 
being arranged. 
Informal meetings are held on the first Thursday in each month, at the “Admiral Rodney,” 
Wollaton. The annual subscription is £1, with 7s. 6d. junior membership for those under 21. 
Particulars can be obtained from: Hon. Sec., 14, Upper College Street, Nottingham. 

• The Nottingham SCC would graduate 
to organising race meetings at 
Gamston in the early 1950s. 

pp480 Club News 
Glamour Girls: Some of the more glamorous of the racing drivers’ wives got into Illustrated 
dated September 10th, in which one Jack Ensoll had a piece entitled “Wives of the Race 
Pits.” Those who featured as glamour girls were Eileen Salvadori, Joan Gerard, Angela 
Duncan Hamilton, Peggy Baring, Luis Rolt, Pat Bilton, Kathleen Harrison, Betty Parnell, 
Theresa Paanaker and Princess Birabongse – which seems hard on Eleanor Allard, Nancy 
Binns, Joy Ching and other girls who, apart from qualifying under the glamour heading, do 
take part in a bit of racing occasionally… 

• Joan Gerard, Nancy Binns, Pat Bilton 
and Betty Parnell may have graced the 
500 Paddock at times, the first two 
named actually competing in the 
Ladies Race at Brands Hatch in 
October 1950. 

pp482 Club News 
Goodwood’s Practice Facilities: The BARC deserve great credit for arranging practice 
sessions at its Goodwood circuit on the first and last Saturdays of each month, free of 
charge to its members. This arrangement has terminated for this year, but will be resumed 
on April 1st 1950. On the last day’s session this year, Saturday, September 24th, the owners 
of several Coopers, the ex-Bear 3-litre Bugatti, the Semmence Special, the Treen Riley, a 
GP Bugattis, a 4 ½-litre Bentley and a “2.6” Alfa were availing themselves of this worthwhile 
facility, free from fuss and red-tape. MOTOR SPORT also had a “Silverstone” Healey on the 
circuit. Thank you, John Morgan! 
The BARC announces three big meetings and three club meetings at Goodwood next year. 

 

pp487 Classified Advertisement 
End Of Season Bargains. 1948 500cc Marwyn. Latest modifications including 1949 body. 
Engine rebuilt by JAP’s. Only run at Shelsley since. Spare pistons, etc. £275, or near offer. 
Small car taken in part exchange. Sparrowe, Northbourne, Bournemouth 

• Jeff Sparrowe’s car, which first 
appeared in July 1949 

pp489 Classified Advertisement 
CAN May desires sell Cooper-JAP 500; full equipment, many spares. Original Moss car. 
Prescott (this year), 48.83sec.; Goodwood lap, 74.5mph. £475. 8, Pebble Mill Road, 

• In the end, Austen May retained the 
ex-Moss Mk II for 1950, eventually 
selling it in Holland. 
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Birmingham, 5 • His claimed time for Prescott does not 

seem to tally with any official results. 
pp491 Classified Advertisement 

“FHB 500,” Now fitted with 5-stud JAP and Burman 4-speed gearbox. Excellent condition. 
Also trailer. Reasonable offers invited. FH Bacon, 54, St. Marys Crescent, Hendon, NW4. 
Tel.: Hendon 7211 

• Bacon retains the car for 1950. 

pp495 Classified Advertisement 
Marwyn “500” Works car. Only run at Silverstone. Fully prepared, ready to race. all latest 
modifications. Splendid opportunity. Under list price. Enquiries to Barry Woodall’s Garage 
Ltd., Hayley Green, Halesowen, near Birmingham. Tel.: Halesowen 1608 

• Woodall’s Garage had been appointed 
the Marwyn agent for the Midlands. 

• See April 1949, pp138 

pp496 Wanted 
500cc Racing Car. Cooper or similar. No stupid prices. JH Huntridge, Kirby Mallory, near 
Leicester 

• The competition records suggest Mr 
Huntridge did not get his wish 

December 1949 
pp497 Matters Of The Moment 

The 1950 International Calendar: The Calendrier for next season has been passed by the 
Federation International de l’Automobile after a special meeting in Paris, and issued for all 
those interested to heed and digest. 
Conscious of the clashing of fixtures and general congestion which characterised the 1949 
list, the FIA asked that the national bodies would cut down their demands for international 
fixtures to an absolute minimum. This so reasonable request was honoured by Stanley 
Barnes on behalf of the RAC after he had come to an agreement with the SMMT that events 
that formerly had international status will continue to receive trade support in 1950 even 
though changed to national fixtures. After this piece of praiseworthy diplomatic negotiation, 
the RAC asked for only seven dates in the FIA Calendrier –  
• The GP d’Europe, 
• Jersey races 
• Ulster Trophy 
• Isle of Man races 
• BRDC Silverstone Meeting 
• the Tourist Trophy 
• the Easter BARC Meeting (format changed for clarity) 
However, France required 27 and Italy 22 fixtures, and the grand total rose to 99 dates. 
Under such circumstances it is a question not so much of why unfortunate clashes or 
“closenesses” occur, but of praise that the FIA has managed another unwieldy list so well… 
… and it is particularly interesting that a new formula, Formula III has been recognised, for 
unsupercharged cars not exceeding 500cc and a minimum weight of 440lbs, such is the 

• International Formula III’s weight limit 
of 440lb (200kg) is less than the 
previously applicable 500lb limit set by 
the 500 Club for its national 
regulations. 

• The 1950 Cooper was still around 530-
550lbs. 

• Notably, none of the British 
International events are speed events. 
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world-wide interest that the little cars have aroused. 
… The British (and Irish) international fixtures are:- 
April 10th:  BARC Easter Meeting, Goodwood 
May 13th:  RAC GP d’Europe, Silverstone 
May 27th:  Ulster AC Ulster Trophy Meeting 
June 22nd:  BRDC British Empire Trophy Meeting, I.O.M. 
July 8th:  IMRC Leinster Trophy Races, Eire 
July 13th:  BARC Jersey Road Races 
Aug. 26th:  BRDC Silverstone Meeting 
Sept. 9th:  IMRC Wakefield Trophy Meeting, Eire 
Sept. 16th:  RAC Tourist Trophy, Dundrod 

pp524 Bouquets And Brickbats (The Meeting Of The Clubs) 
The third meeting of the Clubs, held at the RAC on November 18th, gave organisers and 
competitors a chance to hand the RAC Competitions Committee verbal bouquets, followed 
by numerous brickbats. 
The meeting was opened by Prof. RGH Clements, MC, M.Inst.C.E (Senior Vice-Chairman, 
RAC). In his opening remarks he spoke at length about the vast undertaking that Silverstone 
represented and the great responsibility that it was to the RAC (we feel Brooklands in 1907 
must have been an even greater responsibility to Mr Locke-King!). 
The general trend of the remarks by the Club’s representatives was one of complaint, rather 
than suggestion, and Silverstone came up for much discussion. 
The main grievance was that the cost of running events at Silverstone was too high, and this 
was supported by the BRDC, the Hants & Berks MC, the AC Owners Club, the Maidstone & 
Mid-Kent MC, and the 500 Club, many of whom had practical experience of running 
meetings at the airfield. The Bentley Drivers Club and the Bugatti Owners Club 
representatives both felt that a financial statement should be issued by the RAC in respect of 
the first Silverstone season, while the Hants & Berks MC, supported by SUNBAC and the 
AC Owners, felt that any profits shown by the RAC from Silverstone meetings should be 
used to subsidise smaller club meetings held there. The BRDC felt that more time should be 
allowed on non-race days for private owners to practise and the Darlington and District MC, 
supported by SUNBAC, thought the whole attitude of the RAC over Silverstone was too 
dictatorial (load acclaim from the assembly). 
While it was appreciated that the RAC and the ACU were collaborating more than in the 
past, there were many matters which could be improved by their joint action, in particular the 
method of issuing competition permits for combined car and motor-cycle events. 
The compulsory 5s. National Competition Licence was mentioned more than any other topic 
and the meeting was very much in favour of its abolition, SUNBAC leading the movement. 
Much ill-feeling was apparent over the fact that the RAC had stated in correspondence that 
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its introduction was welcomed by the majority of the clubs, whereas the meeting proved the 
contrary. 
The use of airfields other than Silverstone for race meetings was widely discussed and pleas 
for circuits in the West, North, North-West and Scotland were put forward, suitable 
aerodromes being cited. This led Sqd.-Ldr. Day (ACU) and the Darlington & DMC 
representative to lodge complaints that their proposed airfield meetings were refused 
permits. 
The Brighton & Hove MC asked that their Speed Trial be reinstated as an International 
fixture, although SUNBAC doubted the status of most of the so-called International meetings 
held in this country. Many clubs desired to see racing and the organisation of races made 
less costly, but the Hants & Dorset CC gave a warning note, when they mentioned that their 
Blandford meeting required an outlay of £3,000 and had shown a loss. The BRDC put 
forward a sound suggestion, to the effect that the RAC Touring Department might delegate 
one man to deal with arrangements for drivers taking racing cars (and motor-cycles?) 
abroad for Continental meetings. 
Before the meeting adjourned for tea, Earl Howe summed up, answering as many points as 
he could. The question of the Competition Licence was out of the hands of the RAC as it 
was now an International requirement of the FIA. The Silverstone balance sheet could not 
be dealt with by the Competitions Committee (the “buck” was passed to the RAC Executive 
Committee, who, of course, were inevitably not present). His Lordship expressed the view 
that it was a mistake to have too many circuits and events. Col. Barnes was called upon to 
reply to the Silverstone queries. It would appear that the number of paying-gate meetings 
held there was dictated by the Police, due to traffic arrangements (a strange situation, this). 
He supported earl Howe’s plea, to avoid overloading the calendar and having too many 
circuits. 
… on the subject of the National “five bob” Licence. Members of the various ACU centres 
expressed their gratitude at being invited to the meeting and the growing co-operation 
between car and motor-cycle bodies was apparent. 

pp532 Club News 
Honours: The BRDC has… presented a Gold star to Lt.-Col. “Goldie” Gardner, OBE, MC, 
for establishing new records in Class I in his Gardner Special 

• See October 1949, pp405 

pp541 Classified Advertisement 
500cc Speedway JAP Engine, ex-JW Cox. Suitable for Cooper, etc. New big-end bearing, 
and main rollers. Complete with magneto. £55 or offer. Ron Godbehere Motor Cycles, 711, 
Stratford Road, Birmingham 11 

• This is Bill Cox, also from Stratford 
Road, Shirley, and owner of the ex-
Peter Collins Cooper Mk II. 

• This is probably (one of) his Cooper 
engine, as the indications are that he 
may have obtained a Norton for 1950. 
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pp542 Classified Advertisement 

Very Interesting Prototype, built regardless of cost. Suitable for “500” or “1,100” racing. 
Incorporating own patented rear suspension. The tubular chassis and all-round independent 
suspension have successfully covered a considerable mileage during tests. These have 
proved that the very low centre of gravity gives the car superb roadholding, which, combined 
with the very light weight, gives the car immense possibilities. Box No.528, MOTOR SPORT, 
15, City Road, EC1 

• It is not known whether this car 
became a 500. The best fit might be 
the Grenville Grenfell Special, which 
appeared in 1951, but even that is a 
stretch of the imagination. 

pp542 Advertisement 
Oxford Street Motors (Huddersfield) Ltd. 
The Light Car & Sports Car Specialists 
… £125 – Offers, Exchanges. 600cc Povey Special single-seater racer, fitted Douglas ohv 
engine, at present tuned for “Pool.” Really terrific performance. Built on lines of American 
“Doodle-Bug” cars. Suitable for 750cc class work or could be adapted to 500cc. 
(Sorry – no telephone yet) 
Oxford Street, Huddersfield, Yorks. 

• It seems unlikely that the Povey 
special became a 500. 

• A Povey Special about 
contemporaneous with this car seems 
to have been Austin 7-based, was 
road-registered, and may have 
become a Formula 750 racer. 

 


